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Established: 1839. Chester is one of the longest established 

English higher education establishments of any kind, predating 

all but Oxford, Cambridge, London and Durham.

Students: 17,800 (74% undergraduates,  

26% postgraduates).

Staff: 1,280 (full-time equivalent).

Chancellor: His Grace the Duke of Westminster KG, CB, 

CVO, OBE, TD, CD, DL.

Vice-Chancellor: Canon Professor Tim Wheeler DL.

Campuses: Three in Chester, one in Warrington, one in 

progress at Thornton, in addition to NHS sites on the Wirral and 

in Crewe and Macclesfield.

Associate Colleges: Isle of Man College; Reaseheath 

College; Warrington Collegiate; West Cheshire College.

Honorary Graduates include: HRH The Prince of Wales; 

Dame Joan Bakewell CBE; The Most Reverend and Right 

Honourable Dr John Sentamu, Archbishop of York; Terry Waite 

CBE; Sir Ian Botham OBE; Loyd Grossman OBE; Sir Andrew 

Motion; Ken Dodd OBE; Tim Firth; Sue Johnston OBE; Phil 

Redmond OBE; Willie Carson OBE; Matthew Kelly OBE; Estelle 

Morris, The Right Honorable Baroness Morris of Yardley; 

Ronald Pickup; The Earl of Derby; Sir Tony Robinson OBE; 

Neville Chamberlain CBE; Viscount Michael Ashbrook JP, DL, 

Professor Sir John Enderby CBE, FRS; Shirley Hughes OBE.
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alternative format – please call 01244 511450 or email j.dodgson@chester.ac.uk

Achievements
Students and staff contributed 23,250 hours 
of voluntary work to the community over the past year.

The University makes a substantial contribution of 

some £298 million per annum to the 

region, according to an independent economic 

impact assessment report issued in 2012. 

A ratio of nine applications for every place.

In the 2013 New Year Honours List, alumnus 

Sir Dave Brailsford CBE was 

knighted for services to cycling and the London 2012 

Olympic and Paralympic Games, while University 

Council member Christine Allen received 

a BEM for her services to the community in Merseyside.

Best University in the North West for its 

teaching experience

Excellent employability
prospects with 92% of our  
graduates in employment or further  
study within six months of leaving

Student satisfaction
highest ever and above the national 
average   

National Student Survey 2013

UK University with the  

most improved  
student experience   

1st

‘new’ university
in the North West

student support & careers advice

1st Top

World-class

2014 Complete University Guide  2014 The Guardian University Guide

EFQM Recognised for Excellence
5

88%

Times Higher Education Awards 2012
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Canon Professor T J Wheeler DL
Vice Chancellor and Principal

The University has seen an unprecedented year of new and 

pioneering initiatives in 2012-13, complemented by external 

recognition of its increasing prominence, which led to it being 

considered the top ‘new’ university in the North West. While 

achieving significant success academically, it has continued, 

rightly, to place a strong emphasis on the established tradition 

of giving back to the communities that sustain it, and to 

society more broadly. This is at the heart of our Mission. 

This combination of dynamism, excellence and community 

contribution is driven by the talented staff and students of 

the institution, whose commitment and creativity make it a 

distinctive educational institution, with a growing regional, 

national and international reputation. 

The University has faced the challenges created by the 

changes in funding for higher education by innovating and 

ensuring that the student experience remains of paramount 

importance. The most significant development is the 

acquisition of Thornton Science Park that will ensure that 

Shell’s legacy of research and development on the site 

will continue with the fostering of education in science 

and engineering and through business engagement 

across the region. The considerable investment in student 

accommodation with the construction of Grosvenor House, 

the purchase of Sumner House and the refurbishment 

of existing halls means that the capacity of University-

owned accommodation has expanded and this has been 

accompanied by the upgrading of learning environments and 

facilities across the campuses. 

The range of university guides and surveys measuring the 

University’s performance shows considerable success in core 

categories such as student satisfaction and employability 

prospects. Together with the award of many other accolades 

and the 23,250 volunteering hours undertaken in the 

community, these accomplishments demonstrate that the 

University continues to provide a vibrant and effective learning 

and working environment which enriches the surrounding 

region and further afield.

All the achievements detailed in this Annual Review would 

not have been possible without the dedicated staff and 

inspirational students, past and present, and the support of 

partner organisations, who all play their part in making the 

University of Chester such a unique educational institution. 

Forewords

The Senior Management Team with three of the Chester Students’ Union sabbatical officers
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Chester Students’ Union sabbatical team

This has been a great year of new experiences and growth 

and we couldn’t be happier. There are now four full-time 

elected sabbatical officers to represent the growing number 

of students at the University. This means that we now have an 

officer dedicated to running campaigns, increasing student 

involvement and ensuring that the 2,800 students in our 

sports teams and societies are getting the most out of their 

extra-curricular activity. Chester Students’ Union (CSU) has 

also been working closely with the University’s volunteering 

team and environmental impact initiative, Green Chester, to 

create opportunities for students to gain numerous new skills 

that will help in finding employment after graduation.

Over the past year, we have made a concerted effort to 

improve student representation by training over 400 Student 

Academic Reps – ‘StARs’ – who can shape their academic 

courses and have their voices heard. We are lucky enough 

to welcome Rachel Wenstone, NUS Vice-President for 

Higher Education, to deliver sections of the training alongside 

CSU and University staff. We have also introduced our first 

Women’s Officer and Disabled Students’ Officers, together 

with a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Officer 

and Environmental and Ethics Officers, to the Student Council.

We welcomed NUS Vice-President for Welfare Pete Mercer, for 

Chester’s first ever student-led teaching awards. This saw six 

members of staff awarded for their contribution to the student 

experience in categories such as ‘Most Innovative Lecturer’, 

‘Best Tutor/Mentor’, and ‘Best Member of Support Services’. 

This was funded by the NUS and the University and its success 

has meant that it will now be an annual celebration of, and 

for, the great staff and students of this University. We were 

delighted that following on from these ‘Above and Beyond 

Awards’, Dr Neil Pickles was shortlisted nationally by the 

Times Higher Education in the ‘Most Innovative Teacher of the 

Year’ category.

We are looking forward to the 175th anniversary of the 

institution in 2014-15 and will be encouraging current 

students to become really involved with the celebrations. It 

has been a great year for all as the University continues to 

grow, develop and prosper.

CSU’s main aim in everything we do is to ‘enhance the 

student experience’ by working alongside the University for 

the benefit of our students. Here’s to a record-breaking 2014 

and the future!

Katie Badman 

Becky Lees 

Savannah Miles 

Dan Lee

The Right Reverend Dr Peter Forster Lord Bishop of 
Chester, Lord President of the University Council and 
Pro-Chancellor

A new generation of students has joined the University of 

Chester community during this year: the first cohort to be 

subject to the introduction of higher level tuition fees.

There was clear potential for expectations to be raised as a 

consequence and the University has anticipated, and in many 

cases exceeded, these aspirations. As this Annual Review 

illustrates so comprehensively, it has responded capably to the 

demanding new world in higher education, with its customary 

professionalism.

The title of ‘Most Improved Student Experience’ is not awarded 

lightly by the Times Higher Education and its justification is drawn 

from the views of the University’s own students. On behalf of the 

University Council, I was delighted to see the University earning 

this accolade, and I look forward to a further year of progress 

across the institution and the communities it serves.

7Forewords



Mission
The University was established by the Church 

of England in 1839 and, within an open and 

inclusive environment guided by Christian 

values, we seek to provide our students 

and staff with the education, training, skills 

and motivation to enable them to develop 

as individuals and serve and improve the 

communities within which they live and work. 

This mission, which has helped shape our 

development and diversification, continues to 

inform our future planning and strengthening 

as a University institution.

Vision
At the heart of the University’s vision is our commitment to: ensuring a rewarding student learning 

experience; developing the expertise of our staff; teaching excellence; and our growing research and 

scholarly profile. Fundamental to these ideals and aspirations is the positive impact that the University 

has on the lives of our students, our staff, and our community, all of which underpin the institution’s 

significant and developing contribution to the region and beyond. In valuing and celebrating our long 

history and traditions, the University is modern, dynamic and enterprising in its approach to developing 

new opportunities. In particular, we are committed to engendering a sense of pride and shared 

ownership in all those associated with us and with what we do. 

8 Annual Review 2013

Fr Ian Delinger,
Chaplain, at the 
Diversity Festival 
workshop

Gordon Reay, Sports Development 
Performance and Coaching Manager and 
Rosamond Peet, Programme Administrator, 
Consultancy, Quality and Strategic Projects
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Core Values
In a continuing expression of the University’s Christian foundation and the discussion of moral and 
spiritual values, the Institution’s various activities are underpinned by a series of core values that help to 
define our identity:

A distinctive student experience
We are committed to providing all our students with a high quality, caring and supportive learning experience, including work-
related learning, that equips them with the necessary personal and academic skills to engage confidently with the wider world.

A supportive culture and environment
Based on teamwork and appropriately devolved authority and responsibility, we seek to promote a dynamic and cost-
effective organisational culture within which all our staff and students feel empowered and actively supported to respond 
creatively and efficiently to the challenges of a changing environment.

A caring foundation
Valuing openness and inclusiveness, we seek to promote an environment within which all our students and staff are 
provided with opportunities to reflect on moral and spiritual issues affecting individuals and society.

The pursuit of excellence
We seek continuous innovation and improvement and constantly aim to secure the highest standards and quality in our 
learning and teaching and the creation and application of new knowledge.

Inclusiveness and responsibility
We actively espouse the principles of equality of opportunity and diversity, and continually apply them in the conduct of our 
relationships and business. We are, in particular, committed to widening access to higher education. Within an ethically aware 
and professional environment, we acknowledge our responsibilities to promote freedom of inquiry and scholarly expression.

Partnership and community
Through our staff, students and alumni, we seek to play a leading role in the intellectual, cultural, social, spiritual and 
economic life of the local, regional and wider communities we serve and with which we interact.

As part of ongoing, lively and constructive discussions 

about how the University engages with its foundation, 

Human Resource Management Services, the Mission 

Committee and Chaplaincy held an event aimed 

at ‘Putting into Practice the University’s Mission, 

Vision and Core Values (MVCV)’ during the Diversity 

Festival. More than 50 students and staff considered 

and debated elements of how the MVCV engender a 

sense of pride and shared ownership, together with 

valuing and celebrating the institution’s long history 

and traditions, and they expressed a continuing 

commitment to ‘living’ the MVCV.

Core Values

Marie-Anne O’Neil, 
Assistant Registrar,
Research and Knowledge 
Transfer Office
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At Chester, there is an alternative view. As an institution with a 

Church of England foundation, the University has always taken 

a more holistic approach towards its students. Their needs 

(both academic and pastoral), aspirations and achievements 

are therefore considered, supported and celebrated on that 

basis. They are respected as individuals, and may also, at 

some point in their careers, become University staff.

Readers of this Annual Review will note that section headings 

refer to the aspects of University life in which we are ‘investing’. 

The University is a business, but not perhaps in the traditional 

sense. Part of its success is attributable to good financial 

management, however, a marker which is regarded as of 

paramount importance is the quality of the student experience. 

Therefore, ‘investing’ means many things at Chester. 

• Offering a comprehensive support package of bursaries 

means empowering more young people from all 

backgrounds to enter higher education.

• Recruiting international students means creating a more 

culturally diverse society.

• Funding for new accommodation and teaching facilities and 

for our new campus at Thornton means more students will be 

housed in comfortable, fit for purpose halls of residence and 

will benefit from the latest learning environments. 

• Focusing on training and development means that all staff 

are equipped to teach and support University work to the 

best of their ability.

• Devoting time, energy and resources to research means 

students and staff can lead the way in academic thinking. 

• Completing academic programmes clearly enhances 

employability.

• Conferring honorary degrees means the University can enlist 

the support of people who have achieved distinction in their 

field of expertise. This team of prominent ambassadors also 

plays a part in enrichment activities, such as public lectures.  

• Inviting those outside the University to share its educational, 

artistic, sporting and business activities and facilities means a 

vital contribution to the intellectual life of the region.

• Fostering personal development and encouraging public 

service and volunteering means building and reinforcing a 

sense of community and of ‘giving something back’.

The University is a recent recipient of a Times Higher Education 

Award in the ‘Most Improved Student Experience’ category, as 

voted by students themselves. To use the fiscal analogy, this is 

where Chester’s approach pays dividends.

Rev Dr Lesley Cooke 

Dean of Students 

The Chester Difference: 
investing wisely
With the advent of higher level tuition fees, there has been much national debate 

about the ‘commodification’ of higher education.

Graduating students
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A distinctive
student expeRience

UK University with the  

most 
improved  
 

student experience     
Times Higher Education 

Awards 2012

1st

Aspiration Live

Warrington Fun Day
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The University won the Most Improved Student Experience in 

the Times Higher Education 2012 Awards – a category voted 

for by students themselves. Chester was judged, along with 

the UK’s other universities, by up to 12,000 students polled 

by the student market research specialists YouthSight to rate 

the academic reputation, teaching, social life and facilities of 

their institutions. The results were compared with a survey 

conducted in 2010-11, and the winner was the institution 

showing the greatest average improvement in overall student 

satisfaction and the biggest increase in its ranked position.

For the third consecutive year, the North West ‘Outstanding 

Higher Level Teaching Assistant of the Year’ award was won by 

a candidate nominated by Margaret White, Senior Lecturer and 

HLTA Preparation Course Manager. The latest accolade went 

to Samantha Gibson, who works at Kingsley St John’s School 

alongside her studies. She received the trophy at a ceremony 

in Leeds, attended by Margaret White; Elaine Speakman-Davis, 

Workforce Development Officer for Cheshire West and Chester 

Council and Janet Dearden, former Head Teacher at Kingsley St 

John’s, who was herself trained at the University.

A regional partnership project, aimed at improving healthcare 

practice, has seen three pre-registration nursing students 

acting as student quality ambassadors, which has involved 

being a care maker at the Royal College of Nursing Congress, 

providing feedback to the Chief Nursing Officer for England on 

compassion in practice strategy, presenting at Faculty and Trust 

Events and delivering a paper at the Nurse Education Today 

Conference in Cambridge. Julie Sheen, together with Lisa King, 

Senior Lecturer in Mental Health and Learning Disability, has 

also worked closely with the University of Chester Students’ 

Union (CSU) to promote mental health awareness, reduce the 

stigma associated with mental health problems and ensure 

that students are aware of the support available. As part of this 

initiative, an exam de-stress day was held at the Warrington 

Campus with a range of fun activities for students.

The Debating Society has hosted some stirring debates, 

particularly over Britain’s involvement in the European 

Union with Paul Nuttall MP and Deputy Leader of the UK 

Independence Party and Manchester City Councillor Kevin Peel, 

a member of Labour Movement for Europe. The five candidates 

for the Cheshire Police Crime Commissioner’s position also 

attended a hustings hosted by the Society as part of their 

campaign for election to the newly created position. 

Commercial Music Production (CMP) students from the 

University’s Warrington Campus staged an eclectic showcase 

of home-grown music talent at Warrington’s Parr Hall. 

Aspiration Live was organised by third year CMP students, 

Investing in the  
student journey
Students at Chester participate in an extensive range of activities on and off campus 

which enhances their personal development, forges lasting friendships and results in 

lifelong loyalty to the institution and its surrounding communities.

Aspiration Live
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who recruited music acts to work with to compose, record, 

produce, mix and master music tracks. The single, Cool With 

It, was launched at the event which included performances 

from KOF, In Blue Skies and Kye Jones.

Two groups of BA Advertising students worked with the 

charity Safer Wales and the Great Budworth Deanery to 

develop awareness campaigns. The Safer Wales project 

involved a low-budget integrated marketing communications 

campaign to address people’s perceptions and attitudes 

towards hate crime, focusing on racism and domestic abuse 

and sexual violence. The Great Budworth brief consisted 

of a report ‘Promoting Anglican Funerals’, together with a 

Make Your Plan campaign to promote the report findings and 

encourage people to specify what they would like at their 

funeral. Simon Borja, at Safer Wales, said: “this has been 

a positive and worthwhile experience … the students did 

not get an easy brief. We hope that their involvement in this 

campaign will help them in their future careers.” The Rev 

Jane Proudfoot said: “The students have become passionate 

about changing and challenging misconceptions about Church 

funeral services. It has been great to work with them and to 

make the connections between the local church and students 

at the University.”

The student Psychology Society (CUPS) has hosted many events, 

such as a lecturer versus student game show and a Summer Ball 

to fund external trips and to raise money for the Hannah Louise 

Jones Fund for brain tumour research. It has also worked closely 

with Careers and Employability to set up tailored careers events for 

Psychology students. As a result, the membership has trebled and 

the club came third at the CSU awards, with the President Laura 

Stott receiving the Person of the Year award. 

The CSU team raising awareness of mental health

  The University of 
Chester moved up 46 
places in the rankings and 
improved its overall score by 
6.1 points. Since obtaining 
the right to award all degrees 
in 2007, the University of 
Chester has gone from 
strength to strength.

  
    

Mia Lorenz, Associate Director at YouthSight

Laura Stott with her Person of the Year award
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“

For sporting students at all levels, Team Chester aims to 

provide a clear performance pathway for them to excel 

in their chosen sport through professional coaching, top 

class sporting facilities and support networks. This has led 

to improved participation and results in tennis, badminton, 

hockey, equestrianism, lacrosse, swimming, boxing, rowing 

and rugby league and shown that the University can deliver 

high performance within the British University and Colleges 

Sport (BUCS) leagues. For example, a University sporting 

scholarship award has helped Cheryl Wilson, a primary 

teaching student, to thrive in the University swimming 

team. She came fourth at the BUCS Championships, won 

a gold and five other medals at the Northwest Swimming 

Championships and set a new BUCS swimming record at 

the National Biathlon Championships. The Tennis Club also 

built upon last season’s promotion of the women’s team, 

with the men promoted into the second Northern tier after 

remaining unbeaten in all but one game. The appointment 

of a University Tennis Co-ordinator, part-funded by the Lawn 

Tennis Association, has been a key part of this success 

and student and staff participation in tennis has grown as 

Hayley McClaughlin, also a Biomechanics MSc student, has 

introduced a wide range of tennis-related activities.

Increased investment in rowing equipment has produced 

some impressive results with every Chester crew reaching 

the knockout stages of the BUCS regatta, the Men’s 

Novice crew winning the Liverpool Head of the Mersey and 

Warrington Head of the River regattas, the Women’s Senior 

crew competing at the Women’s Henley Regatta and the club 

  I am proud of all the 
teams and what they have 
achieved in the past 12 
months and I am confident 
that as a University we 
can strive for better in the 
future.

  
    

Gordon Reay, Sports Development, Performance and  
Coaching Manager

Sports students
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winning three gold, two silver and three bronze medals at 

the BUCS indoor competition, held at the University. Other 

achievements include the Men’s Badminton team winning its 

league and promotion to the next tier, the Men’s Basketball 

team beating Manchester in the quarter final of the Northern 

Cup, the Equestrian team winning its league and coming 

fourth at the regional championships, plus victory in the 

Varsity match against Manchester Metropolitan University 

where teams from a range of sports won by seven matches 

to three.

The Chester Vixens cheerleaders beat nearly 80 other 

squads at the Future Cheer championships held at 

Loughborough University. The team broke with tradition 

by scooping the Grand Champion title, despite their 

lower division, and followed this up with another national 

competition win making them the UK’s best Level One 

university senior team. This success shows how all their 

gymnastics, dance, stunt and body contact training has paid 

off, alongside the guidance of coach Lorraine Ofari, who has 

competed at international level.

Chester Vixens 

Hayley McClaughlin

Former Bursar David Stevens 
with the new rowing boat 
named in his honour

Cheryl Wilson
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A former MA in Military History student, Rachael Abbiss has 

received an Institute of Historical Research bursary towards 

her PhD study on the military and security policy of James VII 

and II within the North American colonies. This has allowed 

her to spend time in London carrying out primary research, 

attending seminars and conferences and meeting other 

postgraduate students.

Students on the MA in Counselling Studies have continued to 

produce dissertations at the ‘cutting edge’ of developments 

within the counselling profession and the findings have been 

published and presented externally. 

Charlie Centa worked as a school Conversation Assistant during 

his year out in Spain, organised through the Erasmus scheme. The 

British Council Assistants programme meant a four-day working 

week, monthly blogs and a project to complete, but Charlie was still 

able to maximise the opportunity to improve his Spanish and travel 

as much as possible, resulting in a process of character building 

and self-discovery that will help him in the future.

Cheshire West and Chester Council commissioned the University’s 

Events Society to deliver the annual Chester Christmas Lights 

Switch On. All those involved received a letter and certificate from 

the Lord Mayor of Chester, Councillor Pam Booher, recognising 

the success of the project and the hours invested by the 

Marketing, Tourism and Events Management students.

The annual Valedictory Service and prizegiving saw many students 

recognised for their academic excellence and contribution to 

University life and the address was given by Mark Russell, Chief 

Executive of the Church Army. The Warrington prizewinners 

included Deborah McDuff (PGCE Primary Early Years Education) 

who received the JL Dobson Trophy for supporting fellow students. 

The Malcolm Crossland Award for Excellence in Media went to Bill 

Davies and the KM Herring Award for the Best Student in a Visual 

Craft category went to Helen Hann for her Digital Photography work.

Professor Peter Harrop Pro-Vice Chancellor and Provost, with the 
Warrington prizewinners at the Valedictory ServiceCheshire West and Chester Council’s Christmas Lights certificate presentation
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The University’s Mission Committee Awards allowed a 

number of students to enhance their student experience by 

working overseas:

• Helen Wood visited Western Kenya as part of a University 

group to work with Christian Community Services, part 

of the Anglican Church of Kenya. She visited various 

community projects, taught in a primary school and 

undertook fi eldwork for her dissertation on the access for 

Western Kenyan women to healthcare.

• Amanda Roberts carried out research for her dissertation in 

Sri Lanka, assessing confl ict between people and elephants. 

She worked with the Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation Society, 

which helps with the problems of declining natural habitats for 

elephants and educates children about animal behaviour.

• Ella Corden travelled to Phnom Penh in Cambodia for her 

Work Based Learning module to volunteer in a Non-

governmental Organisation project working with children. 

 • Hannah Norish went to Costa Rica to live with a family to 

improve her Spanish and then carried out volunteer work 

protecting sea turtles and planting trees in the tropical 

rainforest. She said, “I have grown so much as a person and 

learnt so much about myself and the world.”

• Hannah Wichman went to Jinja in Uganda to conduct 

dissertation research and gain an insight into Non-Governmental 

Organisations (NGOs) projects in a developing country.

• Three students travelled to South Africa to volunteer with 

Edge of Africa. Steven McIlroy, Verity Pearce and Lowri 

Sadler successfully organised two community events 

consisting of an eco trail scheme and a talent show for 

local schoolchildren as well as assisting with activities such 

as a weekly HIV/AIDS and TB workshop for schoolchildren, 

a recycling swap shop, encouraging locals to participate in 

TB screening, and teaching in local schools. 

  I now have fi rst-hand experience of the struggles of daily 
life in a developing country. I was completely inspired by the 
determination and strength of the population.

  
    

Ella Corden

Helen Wood in Kenya Cambodia Lowri Sadler in South Africa

Steven McIlroy in South Africa
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As one of the small number of institutions offering her chosen 

subject, Chester stood out for Laura because of its friendly and 

welcoming campus, fantastic facilities for her degree, and wide 

variety of extra-curricular opportunities.

Laura immersed herself in the university experience throughout 

her course, volunteering as a Student Ambassador and 

helping the Careers and Employability Department, as well 

as supporting community organisations such as HealthBox 

and Coeliac UK. She also held roles as Vice-Chair and Chair 

of Chester Students’ Union’s Literature Society, and took 

an active role in the Christian Union. Laura undertook two 

three-month work placements at The Walt Disney World 

Resort in Florida, which she detailed in the University’s student 

publication Student News, and also wrote a range of engaging 

articles for the termly student newspaper on her student 

experience and the world of dietetics and nutrition. 

Laura has thrived on combining studies with volunteering and 

says it has taught her a lot about getting the right balance. 

Her dedication and determination, especially in her final year, 

was rewarded with a First Class degree and her dissertation 

research – which explored portion sizes in breakfast cereals 

in the fasted and fed state – was so impressive she was 

selected to present her abstract at the 2012 British Dietetic 

Association’s Annual Conference Research Symposium. She 

is currently gaining valuable experience on an internship with 

a bariatric vitamin supplement company, an opportunity that 

was advertised through the University.

“The degree has been very tough at times but the friendly 

staff have tried to help me out however they can. I will have 

fond memories of the good times, the variety of experiences 

I have been privileged to be involved with and the support 

that I have received during my time here, from both staff and 

the friends I have made. Choosing Chester was definitely the 

right decision.”

CASE STUDY
Laura Hill
Nutrition and Dietetics student Laura Hill 

has fully embraced her time at University, 

making the most of every opportunity to 

gain an invaluable academic and social 

experience.
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The annual Volunteer Celebration Evening saw 120 student 

and staff volunteers honoured by guests including: Cllr Pamela 

Booher, Lord Mayor; Julie Knight, Lady Mayoress; and 

Sue Proctor, Deputy Lieutenant, at the Faculty of Arts and 

Media’s Kingsway Buildings. A record 13 students picked up 

University of Chester Volunteering (UCV) Plus awards, with a 

further four receiving UCV Gold awards. The Student Skills 

Development team also awarded its first UCV Excellence 

awards to students Isabel Arbonés and Max Sworder for their 

sustained commitment of more than 500 volunteer hours and 

for professional presentations on the impact of volunteering on 

their student experience to a panel of judges.

Investing in 
community 
participation

Students and staff have contributed an 

impressive 23,250 hours of voluntary 

service to their surroundings over the 

past year and this upholds the tradition 

of public service which has always 

been a major part of the institution’s 

role in the region and beyond.

  I’m always extremely 
proud of our student and 
staff volunteers and I hope 
that this year’s celebration 
evening gave them a 
chance to revel in their own 
fantastic achievements, as 
well as the achievements of 
others.

  
    

Becky Maitland-Titterton, Volunteer Co-ordinator

The Volunteer Celebration Evening 2013 (© Associated Luminosity)

School mentor Ezekiel Chattell (© Associated Luminosity)
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Kind-hearted students at the Warrington Campus raised more 

than £3,000 during a week of fundraising for Children in Need 

organised by the Students’ Union. Activities included the Hall 

Championship Olympics Day; a 24-hour football match; an event 

featuring video DJ Beat A Maxx; a 24-hour radio show by the 

campus radio station; a women’s netball match against Warrington 

Wolves coaches; and a fun run with the Warrington Wolves 

Foundation, some of which was captured by a BBC TV film crew.

The Main Campus at Chester was the focal point for a 12-

hour Rowathon, which united students, staff, businesses and 

individuals from the community with a common cause: to row 

as far as possible and raise as much as possible for Children 

in Need. The University’s Rowathon organisers received a 

call on the night from Louise Duffield, Head of Operations at 

BBC Children in Need, asking them to pass on her thanks to 

everyone who played their part in raising a five figure sum. As 

Chester is a ‘Santander University’ with a branch on campus, 

the bank offered a generous contribution towards the total 

and its staff joined in the rowing on static machines in the 

University Sports Hall. The winning team, rowing 230,000 

metres over 12 hours, was the University of Chester Rowing 

Club, second place went to M&S Bank and third to Maxiflow. 

Together with the money raised from the Warrington Campus 

and other events at Chester, the total amount raised for the 

charity was approaching £10,000.

Children in Need footballers at Warrington

  Last season we had 
great success on the pitch 
as three individual teams, 
but since I became Club 
Captain this season, the 
one aim I wanted to achieve 
was getting the teams to 
put rivalries aside and come 
together as one big club and 
do our bit for charity.

  
    

Jacob Edwards, Men’s Football Club Captain

Children in Need at the Warrington Campus (© McEvoy Imagery)
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Raising awareness of the benefits of eggs in an older person’s diet 

was the goal of two Nutrition and Dietetic degree students who 

visited the Vintage Blacon day centre. Laura Cherry and Anthony 

Bacon talked to the day group and this voluntary health promotion 

activity was informative and enjoyable.

In the Faculty of Health and Social Care, Kerry Gibbons, an 

administrator at the Wirral NHS Campus, did a parachute jump for 

the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre and raised £730. A team of five 

students from the Wirral Campus took part in a regional ‘Hospital 

Challenge’ day against 27 teams over 20 physically and mentally 

demanding challenges, including a 100ft abseil down the Hospital 

Tower. They came third overall, and lifted the ‘determination’ prize 

at the event hosted by TA 208 Field Hospital. At the Riverside 

Campus, cake sales were held in aid of Macmillan Cancer Support 

and Children in Need, each raising £220, while £360 was raised 

for the East Cheshire Hospice in memory of Dr Linda Meredith, 

formerly an Associate Dean of the Faculty.  

Second-year Social Work student Obey Mazadza gathered 

donations of clothes and educational materials from students 

and staff to take back for residents of his home village in 

Zimbabwe. He said that the “donations really made a difference 

and put a smile on someone’s face”. 

  We are also indebted 
to more than 100 student 
volunteers from the 
University, who gave up a 
considerable amount of free 
time outside of the normal 
working day to help ensure 
that the Rowathon was a 
massive success.

  
    

Tim Brown, Senior Lecturer in Events Management

Neil Martin from the Web Team at the BBC Children in Need Rowathon Laura Cherry and Anthony Bacon at Vintage Blacon
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A variety of charitable causes were the beneficiaries when 

teams of Events Management students gained valuable 

experience by organising fundraising events:

• A music and comedy evening raised money for the Ben Cohen 

StandUp Foundation. 

• A showcase event raised £389 for Claire House Children’s 

Hospice.

• A Night of the Arts benefited the Nordoff Robbins Music charity.

• An Alice in Wonderland themed night took place for Miles of 

Smiles.

• A University Game Show was held for Childreach International.

• The charity Young Minds was the beneficiary of a music night.

• A ‘Candy Land’ night took place for Miles of Smiles.

• ‘Viva Las Chester’ raised money for Alder Hey Children’s 

Hospital.

• A Mardi Gras style celebration of Lent took place in aid of Claire 

House Children’s Hospice.

• Guests tried ‘Flavours from Around the World’ in aid of 

Childreach International.

• A charity auction night raised £547 for Vision Support.

University of Chester Community Project Fund grants (funded 

by the agreement signed between the University and Santander 

Universities) were awarded for projects where students and staff 

have an involvement:

• Students run healthy eating sessions with Chester Aid to the 

Homeless at the Harold Tomlins Centre.

• Katherine Hall undertook conservation work with the Turtle 

Foundation on Aride Island (Cape Verde). 

• Isabel Arbonés set up cultural exchange weeks between St 

Werburgh’s Roman Catholic Parish Church and a Spanish school.

• Galina Nasteva ran healthy eating sessions from the University’s 

food labs for Cheshire Young Carers over the summer.

• James Leavey ran a Community Volunteer Training Event for 

42 local volunteers. 

• Jamie Hillier bought a significant amount of equipment for the 

1st Saltney Scout Group to enable the group run camping 

trips in safety.

• Matthew Fowle bought supplies for ‘Nature’s Garden’, the 

People and Planet Society’s allotment.

• Robert Hesketh received money to run a ‘Springboard 

Course’ for unskilled graduates for Vee’s Place charity in 

Knowsley, Merseyside.

 

of voluntary work  
contributed by students and staff 
to the community in the past year

Mardi Gras celebration in aid of Claire House

Aptitude Events team presenting their cheque to Abi Smith from 
Claire House
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The community achievements of students were celebrated 

at the Valedictory Service. Matt Fowle (see p. 60) collected the 

Freeman and Guilds of the City of Chester Prize and was one 

of five to receive University of Chester Outstanding Contribution 

to the Community Awards, alongside Isabel Arbonés, 

Bethany Jones, Ashleigh Power and Hannah Cunningham, 

which included donations to their chosen charities: Chester 

People & Planet Society; Riding for the Disabled Association; 

Geographical Association; Cheshire Young Carers Project and 

Guiding Overseas Linked with Development. Isabel received 

four awards for acting as an Ambassador for the Royal 

Geographical Society, a school mentor, an International Buddy, 

and a member of the Chester Students’ Union Council, as well 

as initiating the Project Earth Spanish school exchange with 

St Werburgh’s Primary School and St Werburgh’s Catholic 

Church. She shared the Kirsty Craig Associates Award for 

Enterprise with Bethany, Club Captain of Chester Students’ 

Union (CSU) Equestrian Society. The Society raised over 

£2,000 for Children in Need and the Hospice of the Good 

Shepherd, and Bethany received the Kirsty Craig Associates 

Award for Enterprise having demonstrated high understanding 

of sustainability and succession planning for the Equestrian 

Society, which won the CSU Club of the Year for the second 

year. Hannah, a Geography and Development Studies student 

and Adult Leader at the 5th Chester Brownie Unit, gained her 

Adult Leadership Qualification, supported local schoolchildren, 

was an Ambassador for the Royal Geographical Society 

and helped at Oxfam and Save the Children charity shops. 

Ashleigh, a Sport and Exercise Sciences with English student, 

was rewarded for her commitment to the Cheshire Young 

Carers as a lead volunteer, as well as fundraising and providing 

administrative support to give respite for young carers. 

  Volunteering has been massively 
rewarding; it developed numerous 
personal skills and abilities and will 
really give me a helping hand when I go 
on to have a career in teaching.

  
    

Ashleigh Power, Cheshire Young Carers volunteer

Outstanding volunteers Hannah Cunningham, Bethany Jones, Matt Fowle and Isabel Arbonés
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BA Dance student Lewis Barber recorded over 965 

volunteering hours working with various dance groups in the 

region supporting disabled artists. Lewis, who regularly works 

with DanceSyndrome in Manchester, was selected to perform 

with the group on the BBC’s One Show alongside Strictly 

Come Dancing professionals and comedienne Miranda Hart 

as part of ‘Miranda’s Mad March Challenge’ for Comic Relief. 

Becky Maitland-Titterton, Volunteer Co-ordinator, said: “Lewis’s 

actions are a prime example of the selflessness young people 

possess. Lewis has inspired and touched the hearts of many 

individuals through his volunteer work and I have no doubt he 

will continue to do so for many years to come.”

Sixteen students and one staff member took part in the Chester 

Aid to the Homeless (CATH) annual sleep-out and raised over 

£1,000 for CATH, which aims to provide care, shelter, advice 

and support to homeless people in the Chester area. University 

volunteers also support CATH through the ‘Good Grub Club’, a 

student-led nutrition group which runs weekly healthy cookery 

sessions for service users at the Harold Tomlins Centre.

CATH sleep-out

  Through volunteering 
I’ve made lifelong 
friendships with people 
who haven’t had the easiest 
of lives and often they 
are looked down upon by 
society, but they have the 
biggest hearts and have a 
lot to give to the world. I 
am so glad that I’ve met 
all of the people that I’ve 
volunteered with, some of 
whom are now my closest 
friends. 

 
    

Lewis Barber, Student Volunteer

Lewis Barber
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The University hosted charity events, such as the Countess of 

Chester Hospital NHS Trust and Hospice of the Good Shepherd 

Santa Dash at the Riverside Campus for around 1,500 

participants, while the Chester Cycle in aid of the Hospice 

began and finished at the Kingsway Campus, with refreshments 

for the 150 cyclists.

The charity Childreach International was the chosen cause 

for Nichola Harrison’s second expedition to Mount Kilimanjaro 

when she led a group of Chester students up Africa’s highest 

mountain. Their sponsorship took the total amount raised for 

the cause by Chester students over two years to a massive 

£52,400 to help improve healthcare for some of the world’s 

poorest children. Nichola’s next target as an International Leader 

was to raise £20,000 for materials so that she could take 

another Chester group to Nepal to renovate and extend health 

centres as part of the Big Build: Nepal project run by Childreach, 

while a second team led by Calum Appleby and Jack Few 

cycled across India. In recognition, students were presented with 

a certificate of gratitude from Childreach International.

Nichola Harrison (centre) with fellow fundraisersChildreach International representatives with students and staff
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A PhD student completed an epic cycling trip to raise more 

than £1,400 for Leukaemia and Lymphoma Research. 

Pamela Gellatly and her husband cycled 700 miles through 

France over eight days inspired by her cousin’s experience 

of cancer and her postgraduate research on the prevention 

of ill health and injury.

Nathalie Rees raised £8,000 for the Hospice of the 

Good Shepherd, with support from Santander and the 

Hospice Community Fund Plus. The Careers Research and 

Information Manager took part in the London Marathon, 

and organised fundraising events. Nathalie completed the 

course in four hours and 50 minutes despite only finishing 

cancer treatment four months earlier. Becky Lees, Vice-

President at the Chester Students’ Union, also ran the 

London Marathon for the Hospice of the Good Shepherd 

and raised a further £2,200.

Mark Gant, a Senior Lecturer in Modern Languages, is a 

co-founder, trustee and treasurer of the Congo Children’s 

Trust in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Working with 

the Anglican Diocese of Katanga, on their scheme ‘Project 

Kilimbo’, the charity provides support and housing for 

‘street children’ and on his latest visit he saw the expansion 

of the day centre and residential accommodation.

A coach, writer and story practitioner returned to Ghana to 

volunteer in the Food for People Centre run by The Prem 

Rawat Foundation, for which she also writes on a voluntary 

basis. Lisa Rossetti is a Master’s student in Applied Storytelling 

in the Faculty of Health and Social Care and the Centre for 

Work Related Studies and found the experience invaluable.

A Senior Lecturer in Television Production kayaked the full 

length of the Mississippi River in aid of Help for Heroes. 

Wayne O’Brien from the Warrington Campus covered 2,500 

miles on his journey from Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico 

and has raised more than £2,500 for the charity through this 

gruelling challenge. 

Wayne O’BrienPamela Gellatly in France Food for People Centre in Ghana
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Anna originally came from Clitheroe to begin her first degree and 

had been attracted by “the superb facilities, the expertise of the 

academics that inspired confidence in prospective students and 

the close sense of community”. Community has been a recurring 

theme in Anna’s experience at Chester and she is now playing a 

key part in building relationships with the local community, as well 

as helping students to make the most of their student experience.

Anna studied English and thrived on the course, relishing the 

opportunity to participate in activities outside the seminar room, 

such as Literature Society events, creative writing, open mic 

evenings, theatre trips (including the RSC and Clwyd Theatr 

Cymru) and the Chester Literature Festival. These factors, together 

with the inspirational and supportive staff in the Department of 

English, contributed to her enthusiasm for the discipline which 

resulted in a First Class degree. She then opted to study for an MA 

in Renaissance and Eighteenth-century Literature at the University 

of Liverpool, before returning to Chester in 2009 for her PhD on 

gender and genre in Shakespeare’s dramatic works.

With the benefit of higher education experience in two institutions, 

Anna opted to become a Hall Warden in University-owned 

properties, combining this voluntary role with acting as a Visiting 

Lecturer and working on her thesis. After two years of helping 

students to manage the transition into University life, Anna gained 

more responsibility by becoming a Residential Tutor and started 

to act as a link between the Proctor’s Office and local residents’ 

associations to ensure that any student-related issues are reported 

and action can be taken for the benefit of all parties.

“Working firstly as a Hall Warden myself and now with the wider 

out of hours support team is such a rewarding and enjoyable 

experience; I’m delighted to have been given the responsibility in 

my new role as Senior Residential Tutor to help first-year students 

have the best possible experience in University accommodation.”

Alongside her Senior Residential Tutor role, Anna is also working 

in the Vice-Chancellor’s Office as Project Officer and is in the final 

stages of her doctoral research, presenting regularly at academic 

conferences and building up her portfolio of publications. This 

breadth of knowledge about the institution and its surrounding 

community means that Anna has a unique insight into how the 

University is able to enrich the lives of students, staff and the 

wider region, while making her own significant contribution to the 

lives of others.

CASE STUDY
Anna Mackenzie

Anna has experienced life at the 

University from all perspectives as an 

undergraduate student, a postgraduate 

student, an active volunteer and now a 

staff member in multiple roles.
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Investing in 
new learning 
opportunities
The University continuously strives to provide 
innovative new additions to its portfolio of 
courses and develop creative ways of learning so 
that programmes evolve to meet the changing 
demands of students and employers alike.

Caption: Aspiration Live

Cheshire Police Specials Training Launch
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The new Foundation Degree in Policing Law and Investigation, 

which can be topped up to a full honours degree, has been 

designed to equip aspiring police officers with the knowledge, 

practical and vocational skills required for a police officer. 

It focuses on the criminal justice system and the ethical 

and procedural framework for investigations. The course is 

delivered by experienced serving and retired police officers 

and subject specialists, and is equivalent to the national Initial 

Police Learning and Development Programme – a mandatory 

requirement for all new police recruits.  

The Faculty of Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning 

is part of the global Principles for Responsible Management 

Education initiative which aims to inspire and champion 

responsible management education, research and thought 

leadership. Initiatives include co-designing and implementing 

the MSc in Sustainability for Community and Business with 

the Department of Geography, and playing a part in the Green 

Chester initiative considering environmental sustainability on 

campus. The success of the Chester Business Master’s degree 

with employers has encouraged the development of more 

specialist courses, such as a Master’s in Communications and 

Public Relations.

As part of the London Olympic legacy, a new postgraduate 

school-led teacher training programme has been developed, 

to increase the quality and quantity of PE teachers in primary 

schools. As a result, the University was invited to partner 

with Ashton on Mersey Teaching School to train Specialist 

Primary PE teachers, with bursaries available for those 

with First Class or 2:1 undergraduate degrees. The Faculty 

of Education and Children’s services is also working in 

partnership with more than 50 schools in the North West to 

deliver the new School Direct teacher education programme 

for Primary and Secondary teachers.

The same Faculty has created the Department for Academic 

and Professional Programmes which brings together the 

specialisms with Higher Education Funding Council for 

England funded courses, such as Early Childhood Studies 

and Education Studies, and the Continuing Professional 

Development (CPD) programmes. This offers opportunities 

for collaboration across the programmes and professional 

contexts. A range of new courses has been developed by the 

Faculty, including a BA in Childhood and Youth Professional 

Studies and an MA in Educational Leadership, which integrate 

workplace learning and experience in academic studies. 

A Faculty Hub has been developed in Initial Teacher Education, 

which enables students to access key information through 

smart phones and other mobile devices. Other developments 

include the introduction of TeachMeet, which invites leading 

practitioners from partnership schools to share their 

technology practice for learning, and a CPD video resource for 

teachers, developed with Cheshire West and Chester Council 

to support the development of an intercultural classroom with 

English as an Additional Language.

The Psychology Conversion Course allows students without 

a first degree in Psychology to convert their existing degree 

into one recognised by the British Psychological Society, while 

gaining a Master’s qualification. Many of the first cohort are 

now undertaking further training to allow them to become 

practising professional psychologists.

The introduction of the Academic Writing Certificate by Student 

Support and Guidance has benefited students who attended the 

series of nine skills sessions. They undertook classroom activities 

and independent study, and then submitted written coursework 

as evidence of understanding and using effective study skills, 

which has led to increased confidence in their academic work. 

The Mature Student Study Skills initiative has been established 

  The partnership 
between the University 
of Chester and Cheshire 
Police has led to the 
development of a series 
of courses aimed at 
professionalising policing 
by introducing academic 
qualifications for police 
officers. 

 
    

Chief Superintendent Richard Strachan, Head of 
Corporate Human Resources at Cheshire Police
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in partnership with a mature student volunteer, who acts as a 

link between the Study Skills Advisors and the mature student 

community. This representative maintains contact with mature 

students and helps to arrange specially tailored study groups 

and sessions. 

New courses from the Faculty of Health and Social Care 

include an MSc in Medicolegal Practice, a Master of Public 

Health, an MSc in Restorative Dentistry and an MBA in Health 

Care Management. The Faculty supplies the island of Jersey 

with its pre- and post-registration nursing and healthcare 

provision, together with the Assistant Practitioner Foundation 

Degree. The Health Visiting programme has also been 

recognised by the UNICEF Baby Friendly Initiative for its high 

levels of breastfeeding training for students and it was awarded 

a Certificate of Commitment for implementing best practice 

standards.

The Faculty of Health and Social Care secured significant 

funding from Health Education England to develop an online 

practice learning, assessment and evaluation system for use 

across the region. The online tool will build on a previous 

cross-university collaboration which developed a standardised 

nursing practice assessment record, now used across Cheshire, 

Merseyside and Cumbria. The next stage of the development 

is to produce an online version, which can be accessed by 

students and mentors on any mobile device at any time and 

provide access to a host of other practice learning features.

Twenty-one BA Theology and Religious Studies students took 

an innovative module which invited them to explore and analyse 

some of the philosophical, pedagogical and political issues 

underlying the teaching of RE in UK schools, and then spend 

a month in a local secondary school, observing and assisting 

in an RE department. The module enables students to test a 

possible vocation for teaching and to begin to develop some of 

the knowledge and skills which may enable them to become the 

curriculum leaders of the future. 

The University maintains an active social media presence across 

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, The Student Room and other blogs to 

share news, events and multimedia with prospective and current 

students, alumni and other stakeholders. This also provides the 

opportunity to send feedback, ask questions and connect with 

other users. As well as the main corporate webpages, a growing 

number of departments are developing their own pages and 

groups to offer more specific information about their individual 

areas. The University also offers regular training sessions for staff 

and students wanting to learn about these emerging technologies 

and apply them to their own areas of work. 

New developments for international students include the 

opportunity to study for an Undergraduate International 

Foundation Year when they have the required academic 

qualifications to enter Year 1 of a chosen Bachelor degree 

course, but lack the necessary English Language skills. 

Another option is the University’s own pre-sessional English 

language classes, while a number of programmes at 

postgraduate level have now introduced two intakes per year 

which gives further flexibility for international students. 

A programme of language courses for the wider community 

has been introduced by the Department of Modern Languages. 

The languages offered include French, Spanish, German, Italian, 

Japanese and Arabic and the courses run for 12 weeks over 

the academic year. The Department runs bespoke courses 

for businesses as well as Introduction to Teaching English as a 

Foreign Language and English as a Second Language, leading 

to Cambridge accredited examinations.

The Health Visiting programme with the UNICEF Baby  
Friendly certificate Modern Languages laboratory
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The Centre for Work Related Studies (CWRS) worked with 

transformational leadership specialists, Learning to Inspire, to 

deliver a national call by the Welsh Government to stimulate a 

coaching culture within Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

through the Coaching to Inspire Leadership and Transpersonal 

Coaching (both Work Based Integrative Studies postgraduate 

certificates). CWRS has also joined forces with Premier School of 

Building to co-deliver Professional Certificates in Higher Education 

in Building Technology, Architectural Technology, and Introduction 

to Quantity Surveying. The partnership will allow those working 

in the construction industry to ‘learn through work’ and the 

qualifications are taught with supported online distance learning.

The expansion in the Work Based and Integrative Studies (WBIS) 

programme has seen the first international students complete 

Master’s degrees. Waqas Ahmad topped up his Postgraduate 

Diploma to a full MA in Sales and Business Development through 

combining study on campus with a work placement, gaining 

practical experience alongside his studies. A more unusual WBIS 

qualification was an MA in Health and Happiness Awareness 

for a performance poet. Robin Graham runs laughter events 

encouraging people to relieve emotional tension and, through 

negotiated pathways of learning, he was able to gain an academic 

award and develop skills in his unique working environment.  

The Warrington School of Management (WSM) has been 

established to strengthen its position further as a provider of 

high-quality business education in the area. Working closely 

with the University’s Chester Business School, WSM offers 

a range of flexible undergraduate and postgraduate courses 

and builds on the existing business provision on the campus. 

It offers undergraduate and postgraduate programmes with a 

professional focus and services for business, such as the new 

MSc programmes in Creative Industries Management, Sport 

Leadership and Management, Technology Management and 

Health Services Management.

The acquisition of the Science and Technology Campus has 

led to the establishment of a new Faculty of Science and 

Engineering and this will result in a range of new courses 

from 2014. The curriculum will include theoretical teaching 

on the University’s Main Campus, combined with practical, 

hands-on experience at Thornton. Eventually, this will include 

an entire suite of qualifications from HNC and HND through 

foundation, undergraduate and postgraduate degrees to the 

highest levels of post-doctoral research. It is intended that 

students will also be recruited from partner businesses to 

continue their career progression with continuing professional 

development. New subjects will include Geotechnical 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Electronic/

Electrical Engineering, which will teach students how to 

meet the challenge of finding technical solutions for a new 

generation of high performance products and services, such 

as power systems and IT devices.

Stanney Building meeting room at Thornton Science ParkPremier School of BuildingWarrington School of Management
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The Careers and Employability Service is considered 

‘world class’, gained the maximum five stars following its 

rigorous assessment by the European Foundation for Quality 

Management and has been shortlisted for three Times 

Higher Education Awards in recent years with the Student 

Support and Guidance team. In recent league tables, The 

Guardian ranked the University 45th out of 120 institutions on 

employability. In The Sunday Times league table, the University 

was ranked 71st overall and equal 39th out of 122 institutions 

on employability. The University has been ranked either first or 

second in the North West for graduate employability in official 

measures of employability over the past three years.

The University’s team of Career Consultants has delivered over 

4,000 tailored individual career consultations for students, 

around 400 hours of employability sessions within the academic 

curriculum and a range of extra-curricular workshops. Bespoke 

employability events are held with academic departments, 

over 90 employers participated in events on campus, student 

visits were arranged off-campus, and a wide range of work 

shadowing opportunities facilitated. The UniJob on-campus 

employment scheme celebrated three full years of operation with 

a full service review which identified that 100% of participating 

students would recommend the service.

The University provides three years of free career support 

for all its graduates including the Graduate Head Start (GHS) 

programme delivered by the Department of Careers and 

Employability, the Faculty of Business, Enterprise and Lifelong 

Learning and Human Resource Management Services. This 

unique programme includes an ECDL qualification, a 20-credit 

Master’s module in Professional Development, a series of career 

planning workshops and an optional five-week work placement.

The Government’s Office of Fair Access has chosen the 

University’s GHS programme as a case study to highlight 

the work universities are doing in the UK to widen access to 

groups within the population who have tended to be less likely 

to go to university. GHS also provides learning opportunities 

on the University’s flagship Work Based and Integrative Studies 

programme, run by the Centre for Work Related Studies.

The University’s innovative GHS programme has supported 

over 500 graduates to enhance their employability, and is 

part of the Graduate Employability Support Programme, 

co-financed through the Innovation, Transnationality and 

Mainstreaming Programme and the European Social Fund. 

The programme brings together six universities in the North 

West to deliver a range of activities designed to increase and 

Investing in employability
The University has long been at the forefront of providing all students with the skills 

and experience to enhance their career prospects.
MPs Graham Evans and Stephen 
Mosley with Chester students

80%
of the University’s 

temporary vacancies 
are filled by  

UniJob students
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support graduate employability and retention. The University 

has also forged partnerships with other universities in 

Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands to exchange good 

practice and labour market information.

The award-winning and market-leading advice and guidance 

on offer for graduates were demonstrated to three local MPs: 

George Howarth, Labour MP for Knowsley, who has a special 

interest in graduate employability; Chester MP Stephen Mosley 

and Weaver Vale MP Graham Evans. All met senior staff, the 

Careers and Employability team and spoke to students who had 

successfully gained employment through the support provided. 

Current students can now benefit from the launch of the 

Chester Difference Award, which allows students the 

opportunity to gain credit for participation in volunteering, 

mentoring and other career-enhancing opportunities. 

The Careers and Employability Department was 

shortlisted for The Association of Graduate Careers 

Advisory Services’ (AGCAS) Awards for Excellence, The 

nomination in the Employer Engagement category at the 

AGCAS Awards was for its GHS scheme designed to help 

graduates develop their skills, awareness and confidence, 

while providing employers with multiple platforms to meet 

with talented graduates.

Two students received recognition in the Student Employee 

of the Year Awards for their work on the UniJob scheme, 

which places students in temporary posts on campus. 

Likith Balakrishna (see case study on p. 90) won the 

national Student Temp prize for undertaking several 

University posts during his MBA studies. Joanne Kirton, 

a PhD Archaeology student, also won the Regional On 

Campus Student Employee of the Year Award for her work 

in the Alumni and Development Office.

Careers and Employability and the Research and Knowledge 

Transfer Office teamed up with Santander Universities to 

offer a pilot programme of seven graduate internships with 

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) in the region and 

an increased allocation of 25 internships are now available. 

The Enhance Your Employability team has also delivered a 

programme of over 30 employability workshops during the 

year, covering skills such as Networking, Project Management, 

and Business Communication, delivered by University and 

industry experts, and attended by nearly 500 students. 

The Department of Psychology held a Careers Mini-

Conference so that students could hear and question a range 

of experts. This raised awareness of possible future careers 

and emphasised the need to gain relevant employability skills 

throughout their course, while the Law School invited legal 

experts to give its students an insight into the careers available 

in the profession.

UniJob student Emma Turner Confidence for Success training session UniJob student Joanne Kirton
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The Informatics Centre, part of the Department of Computer 

Science, Mathematics and Business Computing, continues to 

create ‘business solutions through academic excellence’ with 

innovative work on projects such as Careerline for Professional 

Universe. Around 80% of students working for the Centre have 

achieved a First or a 2:1 in their degree. Informatics Centre 

alumni now work for employers such as Hewlett Packard and 

the BBC, own their own businesses, work as lecturers or help 

to run the Informatics Centre. Thirteen Work Based Learning 

students had the opportunity to work on external projects 

for the Centre and completed work for companies such as 

Acrosec, Buckingham House and Bambooshoot. This offers the 

opportunity for students to solve complex problems using their 

academic knowledge and gain work experience on real projects.

Thanks to a joint initiative between the University and 

Santander Universities, a final-year Sports Journalism student 

gained an internship with JDG Media, the company where 

he completed his Work Based Learning (WBL). Sam Viller 

now works as a Content Assistant for JDG Media, primarily 

reporting on rugby league for www.loverugbyleague.com. 

The University of Chester Santander Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprise (SME) Intern Programme, provides opportunities for 

final-year students and recent graduates of the University, to 

undertake a three-month paid work placement with an SME 

which can often be the first step to a permanent position.

Chester Endeavour (CE, formerly known as Chester 

Enterprise Society) is a student-led society that aims to 

provide opportunities for entrepreneurial students to channel 

their academic learning into practical activities. CE has 

been partnering with the University’s Riverside Innovation 

Centre (RIC), which is part-funded by the European Regional 

Development Fund, on a number of initiatives and it gives 

members the opportunity to attend events such as the 

Business Bootcamp and Boiler Room, networking events, talks 

by entrepreneurs such as Jamie Dunn and the chance to pitch 

for Acceleration Space and Start-up Funding. The Chamber 

of Commerce has offered networking opportunities with 

the business owners and leaders in Chester, while Cheshire 

West and Chester Council has provided funding. The Society 

also represented the University at the official opening of the 

Santander Branch on the Main Chester Campus. 

  Providing these 
opportunities is something 
I’ve been passionate about 
since setting up the business 
– my first job after my own 
university studies was with 
a company I had worked for 
on placement during my 
degree.

  
    

James Gordon, Managing Director of JDG Media 
Sam Viller at JDG Media The launch of Destination Rio at the Riverside Innovation Centre
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One of the joint initiatives between CE and the RIC was 

the Destination Rio project, which was shortlisted for the 

Enterprise Event of the Year at the National Association of 

College and University Entrepreneurs Annual Society Awards. 

Teams had to transform a £10 investment into funds to travel 

to the Global Entrepreneurship Congress (GEC) in Brazil. A 

series of events was held in the build-up to the Rio Congress 

and substantial sponsorship received from Santander 

Universities, Fran Hulbert, Chair of the RIC Steering Group; 

Neal Edwards, Wheatsheaf Investments; John Newton-Jones, 

Snowdonia Cheese; and Dr David Pickering FCA, DL, FIoD, 

Meadow Foods Ltd, as well as strong support for the project 

from business leaders across the community. The successful 

students travelled to Brazil to attend the GEC, presented 

their business ideas to delegates from around the world in 

an official GEC Fringe Event, visited the British Consulate and 

networked with local entrepreneurs.

The RIC has supported students through the Venture 3 

Accelerate programme which has resulted in office space, 

financial and business support for their businesses. A day 

of research and development exchanges was held at the 

RIC to generate activity between the University and private 

sector organisations which need research and development 

expertise. The event showcased the capabilities of the 

University to leading companies in the North West and this 

has generated demand for the institution’s research and 

consultancy services. 

Three Business Management and Entrepreneurship students, 

William Mason, Amanda Webb and Michael Williams, received 

a Social Enterprise Award from the Institute of Leadership 

and Management for their research into social enterprise. 

Following the success of this pilot year, all first-year Business 

Management and Entrepreneurship students are now offered 

the opportunity to submit a research project for this Institute of 

Leadership and Management Award in Social Enterprise.

The 2013 Enterprise Challenge Awards, supported by 

Santander Universities, saw an unprecedented dead heat for 

first place for the £1,000 prize because the standard was 

so high. The joint winners were Emily Holton, a Photography 

and Fine Art student, and Max Mayer, an Events Management 

Hannah and Rebecca McGee at a Business BootcampThe Destination Rio team by the statue of Christ the Redeemer
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student from Warrington. Emily’s business focuses on using 

photography as a way of building body image confidence 

and Max’s idea was the Neon Gnome Events Management 

business. The judges from the local business community 

praised all of the finalists, applauding their ideas, drive and 

plans for creating new business ventures. 

Entrants in the University of Chester and Santander 

Universities Excellence in Enterprise and Entrepreneurship 

Awards competed for support packages worth up to 

£1,500 for their businesses through a selection process. 

The entrepreneurs attended an Accelerate event funded 

through the ERDF Enterprise Champions Project to equip the 

students and graduates with the necessary tools to start their 

businesses. Eighteen businesses progressed to the pitching 

stage of the competition and five winners were selected by 

the judges, who included representatives from Santander, 

Bank of America and Cheshire West and Chester. The winners 

were Caroline Jones, Nick Hilton with Jack McElhinney, Luke 

Dickinson, Emma Foden and Heather Smith. All 18 were 

offered ongoing support from the RIC and five businesses 

were offered space in an Acceleration Unit to develop their 

business idea.

Chester Women’s Aid enlisted the help of Tom Yarwood, 

a BA Graphic Design student, to rebrand and refresh its 

branding and promotional material. Tom’s work was chosen 

after students presented their design ideas to the charity’s 

committee as part of their coursework and he has continued 

to work with the charity on a voluntary basis to help to 

develop the design and further marketing activity. 

A second competition win for Graphic Design student Kieran 

Riddiough saw him create the official logo for The North West 

Fashion Network, a new website and blog project dedicated 

to fashion in the North West. His innovative design is now 

appearing on the Network’s promotional material and this 

success has followed his successful ‘Bring RIC to Life’ display.

The Sport and Exercise Sciences Intern Programme 

allows students to apply theory to practice in a ‘real-world’ 

environment, working closely with athletes and coaches to 

improve performance through applied science. As part of their 

studies, students can apply for internship positions in Sports 

Physiology, Nutrition, Performance Analysis, Biomechanics and 

Sport Psychology. Accompanying the hands-on experience in 

the laboratory or field, each student is supported by a supervisor 

through a structured mentoring programme. Some of the 

placement opportunities include Warrington Wolves Rugby 

League Football Club, Liverpool FC and GB Squash.

Creative ideas earned two Media students from the Warrington 

Campus opportunities with the BBC. Jessica Gibbins and 

Elspeth Woolsey were handpicked by a BBC entertainment 

editor for their ‘creative range and ambition’ after pitching 

programme ideas. They took part in an ‘entertainment challenge’ 

during the Media Professionals Week where creative industry 

professionals shared their knowledge. Another Warrington 

  The finalists are a credit 
to the Business School, the 
Faculty and the University. 
From my point of view this 
has been an inspirational 
experience. 

 
    

Nick Clarke, Aaron and Partners Solicitors

Enterprise Challenge winners and finalists Tom Yarwood and Kieran Riddiough’s logos
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student, Faris Dannan, from Syria, had his work featured on 

the BBC’s flagship sport programme Football Focus just after 

receiving his degree. Faris, who studied Commercial Production 

with Business Management at the Warrington Campus, wrote 

and produced the music himself and through the Department of 

Media’s close TV contacts, his music ended up accompanying 

one of the programme’s features.

The UNIte with Business programme, part-funded by the ERDF 

and the University, provides paid work placement opportunities 

for graduates, final-year students and postgraduates from 

the North West to work within SMEs. Monica Mistry, a 

Management and Finance graduate, completed one of 

these paid placements with Cash Management Solutions in 

Warrington and now works there as a Business Analyst. She 

said that “UNIte with Business has given me a fast-track into a 

career I had always dreamed about.”

Marketing students from the Warrington Campus worked with 

Wigan Athletic FC on a research project to connect with the fans 

of the future. The 40 students researched how the club engages 

with its young fans and builds brand awareness of the official 

young supporters club, Team Latics. The teams presented their 

findings to a panel of Wigan Athletic and University judges who 

picked out the best team.

Building on last year’s success, a group of Marketing students 

presented research findings on a major national women’s 

magazine to its publishers. Students on the BA Marketing 

programme carried out a piece of market research for Wirral- 

based Candis, a national women’s magazine. The students 

were set the task of developing research to discover what 

benefits readers wanted to receive from Candis and some of 

their recommendations are now being implemented.

The University is working in partnership with Professional 

Universe to provide top quality education for every child in 

the UK through Careerline, a web-based service for minimal 

cost. Based at the RIC, Professional Universe has worked with 

the University’s Informatics Centre to develop its website and 

system which is now being tested at schools across the North 

West. The company also won the Business Start Up of the 

Year accolade at the 2013 Cheshire Business Awards, which 

is significant recognition for Chester graduate and director 

Russ Kavanagh.

An Accelerate event at the RIC

Knowledge Exchange event at the RIC Students at Wigan Athletic FC



CASE STUDY
Molly Johnson

For Molly Johnson, the advice and 

support that she has received from 

Journalism lecturers has proved 

invaluable in helping her to forge a career 

in the media industry.

Molly not only won a University prize at the end of her three 

years of studying the subject, but also landed a one-year trainee 

journalist position at a global company in the Netherlands.

Molly received the Warrington Guardian Award for 

Outstanding Contribution to the Field of Journalism at the 

University’s 2013 Valedictory Service, just weeks before she 

left the UK for Tilburg, to work for Atuna.com – the world’s 

leading news website for the tuna industry. As a result, she 

is gaining experience in writing daily news stories for an 

international website while also learning the workings of a 

global business and the analysis of statistics.

Having taught English at a school in Peru in her gap year, 

Molly was ready to work hard for her degree. She held down 

a part-time job alongside her studies and thrived in her 

subject, yet was still surprised at her success: 

“I was shocked and honoured to receive the Warrington 

Guardian Award. It is one thing knowing yourself that 

you are putting in maximum effort into achieving high 

results, but to find out it was recognised by staff is very 

rewarding. Achieving a high 2:1 classification has given 

me reassurance that all the hard work was worth it, and 

I am particularly proud that I managed to accomplish this 

while also holding down a part-time job for the majority of 

my course.”

And while she is taking the first steps in her profession – 

with the long-term aim of pursuing a career in police media 

relations – she will always remember her time as a student at 

the University and those who have helped her along the way.

Molly concludes: “I would not change one part of my university 

experience. The Journalism Department offered knowledge, 

support and individual attention, while Chester supplied lifelong 

friends and unforgettable nights out.”
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The Student Support and Guidance and Careers and Employability 

Departments were finalists for the British Quality Foundation 

(BQF) UK Excellence Award. This recognises organisations 

demonstrating excellence in all areas of operation, and the 

Departments were praised for providing inspirational leadership 

and management. Assessors found that both Departments 

worked well together to achieve a common goal, providing a 

mutually supportive work environment with caring people who 

want to help others. This was in keeping with an impressive 

record, as in 2008 they were declared ‘outstanding’ after being 

awarded the maximum five stars at Recognised for Excellence 

level by BQF through the EFQM Excellence Model — at the time 

this was a first for any UK University.

The University gained further recognition for its excellence in 

student services with a national award nomination. Student 

Support and Guidance and Careers and Employability were 

shortlisted for the Times Higher Education Leadership and 

Management Awards (THELMAs) in the ‘Outstanding Student 

Services Team’ category. In addition, the University won 

the ‘Most Improved Student Experience’ award at the Times 

Higher Education 2012 Awards – a category voted for by 

students themselves.

The Buttle UK Quality Mark for work undertaken to support 

care leavers at Chester was endorsed for a further three years. 

This recognised the progress made in increasing the number 

of students applying to Chester, improving support services 

and embedding a commitment to care leavers in the strategic 

policy framework. The work carried out by Student Support and 

Guidance goes a long way to ensure that care leavers aspire to be 

successful at the University and can improve their life chances.

Investing 
in support 
for students
The Student Support and Guidance 
team helps to create a positive, 
self-directed student experience that 
empowers students to achieve their 
full potential for the benefit of the 
wider society.
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Assessors from Matrix, the quality standard for assessing 

and measuring advice and support services, approved re-

accreditation for the Student Support and Guidance team 

reporting that:

One-to-one mentoring from Student Support and Guidance 

has helped Danielle Davies to achieve her goal of a First Class 

degree in English and Fine Art. A severe lack of confidence 

had prevented Danielle from participating in student life and 

hindered her academic progress. The support, advice and 

care given over a long period of time has enabled Danielle 

to become more confident, to respect herself and to feel 

more empowered. This self-belief resulted in a sustained 

improvement in her academic performance and allowed her to 

become the person she had always wanted to be. As a result, 

Danielle now has the confidence to tackle challenges and is 

enjoying the opportunity to work as a staff member in the Study 

Abroad Office, in turn helping other students to make the most 

of their student experience.

Student Support and Guidance advises on the range of options 

to supplement students’ income while studying at the University 

including: a range of on-campus jobs (UniJob) or external 

opportunities for part-time work; Access to Learning Funds; 

Childcare or Adult Dependant’s Grants; Child Tax Credit; Parents’ 

Learning Allowance; Disabled Students’ Allowance (DSA); NHS 

Student Bursary Scheme; and bursaries from external sponsors 

or charitable trusts.

The University is acutely aware that individuals from different 

cultural and educational backgrounds have differing needs, so 

advice, support, counselling, and learning opportunities are 

available throughout each course. There is also the opportunity 

to study abroad for a semester, for a year, or for a full-time 

undergraduate or postgraduate degree in order to experience 

higher education in another country. The University upholds the 

highest professional standards and is committed to meeting the 

needs of students and international partner organisations with 

sensitivity and care.

The University is keen that tuition fees will not discourage students 

from entering higher education. The Office for Fair Access is 

an independent body, set up to promote widening participation 

in higher education for under-represented groups following the 

introduction of tuition fees, and the University has been working 

with the organisation to find its most comprehensive support 

package for students for 2014-15. This will include:

• National Scholarships: To the value of £6,000 each for 

approximately 383 students over three years. This will consist 

of a cash bursary of £1,000, plus a fee waiver and other 

‘in-kind’ benefit totalling £2,000 in the first year, together with 

a further £1,500 fee waiver in each of Years 2 and 3 of the 

programme. Eligibility criteria: new full-time undergraduate 

degree entrants paying the tuition fee of £9,000 (pro rata 

for part-time entrants studying at least 25% of a full year), 

and who have a declared household residual income of 

£25,000 or less, will be eligible for consideration. Applicants 

who receive offers of places to study at the University will 

be sent full details of the National Scholarship Programme 

(NSP). Scholarships will be awarded to those with the lowest 

household incomes and NSP awards will not be available to 

individuals who are ordinarily resident in Scotland, Wales or 

Northern Ireland. 

• Chester Plus Bursary: For those students who were awarded a 

National Scholarship in 2014-15 and who have progressed to 

the next levels of study, there will be an additional Chester Plus 

Bursary to the value of £1,000 in total, with cash and ‘in-kind’ 

benefit totalling £500 being given to each eligible student in 

each of Years 2 and 3 of their programme.

• Care Leavers Bursary: For new undergraduate students who 

are verified care leavers, this Bursary will be available on a 

first come, first served basis for 15 students. The scheme will 

  The impression 
gained throughout the 
Review was of a Service 
and teams of staff that 
are utterly dedicated to 
making a difference for 
their client groups and 
changing people’s lives  
for the better.

  
    

Matrix Assessment Report, April 2013
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normally provide care leavers with £7,000 of benefits over the 

three years of their programme, with £3,000 being given in 

Year 1 and £2,000 being given in each of Years 2 and 3 of 

their programme. The benefits may be given part as cash and 

part ‘in-kind’. 

• Chester Bursary: An award to the value of £2,000 of 

benefits will be given to any new full-time undergraduate 

degree entrant paying a tuition fee of over £6,000, who 

has a declared household residual income of £25,000 or 

less, and who does not receive an award under the National 

Scholarship Programme (NSP). This will comprise of a cash 

and ‘in-kind’ benefit totalling £1,000 in Year 1, with £500 in 

each of Years 2 and 3 of the programme. The Bursary will 

be awarded to all eligible students and the scheme is set to 

benefit approximately 500 students. 

• Chester Link Bursary: For those who have attended one 

of the University’s targeted partner schools, academies Music scholarship students Emily Wright, Helen Green and Emma Wighton

For books, stationery, 
laptops and tablets 

through the Aspire bursary scheme

£50
Credit
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or colleges, awards of cash and ‘in-kind’ benefit totalling 

£2,000 will be paid, with £1,000 in the first year of study 

and £500 in each of Years 2 and 3. Eligibility criteria: New 

full-time undergraduate degree entrants paying a tuition 

fee of over £6,000, and who have a declared household 

residual income of between £25,000 and £42,600, will 

be eligible for consideration. This scheme is open to any 

student who completed their Level 3 studies at one of the 

targeted schools, academies or colleges up to two years 

prior to the start of their undergraduate programme (or 

completed Level 2 studies within the previous four years 

in the case of schools that do not offer Level 3 studies).  

There are a limited number of these awards.

• Chester Excellence Scholarships: Students who attain 

grades of ABB (or equivalent) and have a household income 

of less than £42,600 will be eligible for an Excellence 

Scholarship. (This would be in addition to an NSP, a Chester 

Bursary or a Chester Link Bursary). The total value of this 

Scholarship is £2,000, which will be given part as cash 

and part ‘in kind’, with £1,000 in the first year and £500 in 

each of Years 2 and 3. Only students paying a tuition fee of 

£9,000 will be eligible for this Scholarship and the University 

expects to award approximately 200 of these Scholarships 

for students entering the University in 2014-15. 

(There are also a number of post entry prizes and 

scholarships.)

All first and second year full-time undergraduate students 

are entitled to a £50 credit for books, stationery, laptops, 

tablets, and other learning materials from the John 

Smith’s campus bookshop or its website. This Aspire 

bursary scheme is run jointly between the University 

and John Smith’s to improve access to learning tools 

and thus support students with their studies. 

Through the generosity of the University of Chester Alumni 

Association, parents, governors and staff, the University 

provides three annual awards of £500. These University 

Foundation Awards for Excellence are intended to assist 

outstanding students of the University with study overseas, 

support for a higher degree or sporting competition at 

international level. The Cestrian Award comprises two annual 

awards of £500, available for students or staff requiring 

financial assistance for a specified activity, without which they 

would struggle to achieve their goal.

Santander Universities has increased support to the University 

as part of its commitment to 69 UK universities and more 

than 1,000 worldwide. This partnership with higher education 

institutions, which has seen donations of more than £1 billion 

since 1997, provides awards to outstanding students and 

voluntary projects, helps entrepreneurs and gives students the 

opportunity to travel abroad to continue their studies. Its global 

network helps students to access the support they need to 

become tomorrow’s leaders and, as a participating University, 

Chester students can benefit from the range of funding options.

Sports scholarship student Niel Gillard



Alexandra Hazen graduated from Eastern Illinois University 

with a Bachelor of Science in Biology and Chemistry and, 

on the basis of a past family holiday in Britain, her mother 

surprised her with a tour of potential UK universities. 

Alexandra chose Chester because of the programme offered, 

the opportunity to act as a Hall Warden and its historic and 

picturesque surroundings.

Alexandra thrived in the more independent study system 

of the UK and found the lecturers at Chester had a passion 

for teaching and a personal approach. Her dissertation 

project explored how cells in the human body respond to 

the addition of a complex carbohydrate, in order to simulate 

how they generate an immune response through interaction 

with carbohydrates. This experience has allowed her to gain 

valuable experience in a laboratory setting and encouraged her 

to consider a career in scientific or pharmaceutical research, 

with the prospect of a PhD further along the line. The fact that 

UK universities are well respected in the US and the course 

has given her a wide range of skills, means that her job 

prospects have been enhanced by studying overseas.

Although Alexandra had worked with college students as a 

theme park supervisor over a seven-year period and was 

Vice-President of Homecoming at Eastern Illinois, even for 

her the process of becoming a hall tutor would have been a 

protracted process in the US with relatively few opportunities. 

However, studying at Chester enabled her to become a key 

part of the University community and she “truly enjoyed being 

a hall tutor”, hoping to reprise this role in the future. Alexandra 

has now returned to the US and will retain fond memories of 

her time at this “amazing school”, having contributed greatly 

to the institution throughout her studies. Her advice for 

prospective and current students is: “Never give up on your 

dreams no matter how difficult they may seem.”

An American student from Chicago 

followed her dreams to study Biomedical 

Sciences in the UK and become a Hall 

Warden, combining her enthusiasm 

for sciences while providing essential 

support for students in halls of residence.

CASE STUDY
Alexandra Hazen
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Chaplaincy has continued to encourage the growth of 

community through social events for students and staff at 

Longfield House, as well as formal and informal worship in the 

historic Chapel. A first birthday party celebrated the opening 

of the Chaplaincy Centre and plans are now in progress for a 

Quiet Garden behind the building.

Extensive renovation has modernised the Warrington 

Campus Chapel and Quiet Room, while Warrington 

Chaplaincy supported several major student and staff 

initiatives. These include hosting the Children In Need 

24-hour radio show outside broadcast and supporting the 

concurrent 24-hour football match. A second successful 

project with Experiential Learning and the Church was 

initiated by Chaplaincy, building upon last year’s project 

around funerals. The Warrington Chaplain Fr Ian Delinger 

seeks to engage Social Work and Nursing students in 

matters spiritual relating to their studies and vocations and 

he co-led a workshop and a day conference which brought 

together healthcare workers, hospital Chaplains and nurse 

educators to focus on ‘Compassionate Care’. Fr Ian also 

continues to present a weekly radio show on the University 

Radio Station The CAT as part of his contribution to the 

wider University community.

The Chaplaincy co-ordinated renewal of the University’s 

Fairtrade Status – an important feature of the institution’s 

extensive commitment to operating in an ethical and sustainable 

way. The Fairtrade Steering Group, chaired by Dean of Chapel 

The Rev Canon Dr Peter Jenner, has become part of the wider 

Green Chester initiative, encouraging individual and corporate 

sustainability across the institution. Chaplaincy, working with 

the Mission Committee and Human Resource Management 

Services, co-ordinated a University-wide discussion about the 

Christian Foundation of the University, culminating in a session 

at the Diversity Festival: ‘Putting into Practice the University’s 

Mission, Vision and Core Values’.

Investing 
in spiritual 
guidance
Chaplains aim to be involved in all 

aspects of University life, through 

meeting pastoral needs and nurturing the 

University’s Christian ethos.
The Rev Canon Dr Peter JennerFr Ian Delinger on The CAT radio station
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The group of part-time Associate Chaplains has been 

expanded with six local clergy at Chester and two at 

Warrington, who contribute to Chaplaincy’s ministry and they 

have each connected with different parts of the University, 

such as in its musical and sporting life. 

Visiting speakers have included The Archdeacon of 

Macclesfield, The Ven Ian Bishop; The Rev Canon Dr 

Christina Baxter, former Principal of St John’s College 

Nottingham; The Rev Dr Stephen Heap, Higher Education 

Adviser for the Church of England; and Canon Jeff Turnbull, 

Chester Diocesan Director of Education. The Chief Executive 

of Church Army, Mark Russell, spoke at the Valedictory 

Service and encouraged graduands to believe that they 

could make a real contribution to society through their 

university experience. 

All the Chaplains remain involved with the wider Church, as 

both the Dean of Chapel and Chaplain The Rev Dot Gosling 

have joint appointments at Chester Cathedral and Fr Ian 

is on the Church of England’s Funerals Working Group. 

This encourages two-way engagement, with the University 

contributing to the wider world, and external influences 

enhancing the work of Chaplaincy, bringing greater diversity 

of experience to the University.

A student’s perspective on the importance of community 

at the University was given by Jessica Davies at the 2013 

Valedictory Service. Jessica, who graduated in Theology and 

is now working as a Chaplaincy Assistant at King’s College 

London, said: 

  Community, particularly Christian community, has played 
a significant part in my three years at Chester. Whilst being here I 
belonged to both the Christian Union and the Chapel community. 
Both these communities do amazing work on this campus, and strive 
to uphold the Christian foundation of this University. This place is 
truly special to me, and I encourage all those staying on to embrace 
all that this University has to offer because it will be the making of 
you, and will enhance the experiences you have here. I am sad to be 
leaving this place behind, but I know that I will never truly have left 
because I have so many amazing memories to hold on to. When the 
Vice-Chancellor says in Freshers’ Week that ‘this is your University for 
life’, I have come to understand now, at the end of my time here, what 
he meant by it.

  
    

Jessica Davies  

The Rev Canon Dr Christina Baxter University Chaplains



A SUPPORTIVE CULTURE 
AND ENVIRONMENT

Student 
satisfaction
highest ever and 
above the national 
average
National Student Survey 2013

88%

Julie Dulson Starting the construction of Grosvenor House
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  The University has 
long been recognised and 
praised for its outstanding 
teaching and the care and 
support it gives to all its 
students. Through these 
Above and Beyond Awards 
it’s great that the Students’ 
Union is recognising the 
University’s exceptionally 
talented staff.

  
    

Dr Chris Haslam, Pro-Vice-Chancellor  
(Corporate Development and the Student Experience)

Chester Students’ Union hosted its first Above and Beyond 

Awards to reward teaching excellence and those supporting 

students in a pastoral capacity at a celebration at the Kingsway 

Campus. Prize winners included: Heidi Spring-Jones, Deputy 

Head of Modern Languages; Dr Neil Pickles, Lecturer in 

Biological Sciences; Alan Summers, Senior Lecturer, Graphic 

Design; Jayne Clough, Clerical Assistant, Health and Social 

Care; and Margaret Conde, Cleaner, Facilities, while the most 

nominated faculty was Arts and Media.

The prestigious Student Nursing Times Awards saw Julie 

Dulson named Lecturer of the Year for her outstanding 

training and support. Julie, Lecturer and Faculty Co-ordinator 

in Pre-Registration Nursing, Mental Health and Learning 

Disability Nursing, reached the finals after being nominated 

by her students. She was also shortlisted for Lecturer 

of the Year at the Health Service Journal (HSJ ) Awards. 

Other shortlisted staff members were Ann Butler (Practice 

Education Facilitator from Aintree University Hospital) and 

Mike Brownsell (Head of Acute Adult and Child Care) in 

the Partnership of the Year category for their work with the 

Northwest Student Quality Ambassador Scheme. Lisa King, 

Senior Lecturer, and Matt Bowen, Faculty Co-ordinator, both 

in the Department of Mental Health and Learning Disability, 

were nominated for Most Inspiring Lecturer and Most 

Outstanding Feedback respectively.

Mike Burt, Honorary Senior Lecturer in Social Work, 

represented the History and Policy Network at the 

Department for Education. The Network is a group of 

social historians who brief government departments on the 

relevance of historical experience to current decision making. 

Mike spoke about the development of social work with 

children and families, including child protection, between the 

Children Acts of 1948 and 1989.

Investing 
in staff
The University provides a dynamic 

culture in which staff feel empowered 

and actively supported to achieve 

excellence in their chosen fields and 

respond creatively and effectively to the 

challenges of a changing environment.
The AAB Awards programme
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A collaborative venture between the University, the NHS and 

other partners won an HSJ Efficiency in Training Development 

award. The Cheshire and Merseyside Teaching Primary Care 

Trust Collaborative won the award for its North West Core 

Skills Programme and Traci Whitfield, Senior Lecturer in 

Medical, Dental and Interprofessional Education received the 

accolade as the University representative. The programme 

addresses the issue of efficiently delivering statutory and 

mandatory training and has developed a framework of agreed 

training standards to save time and money. 

Kieran Kelly, Project Administrator based at Clatterbridge, and 

Mike Brownsell, Head of Acute Adult and Child Care, have 

been involved in the development of SNAP (Standardised 

Numeracy Assessment Process) which was shortlisted 

for the National Patient Safety Awards run by the HSJ and 

Nursing Times. This was in the Use of Technology and IT 

to Improve Patient Safety category for the work on SNAP 

and its associated web-based assessment tool, which 

provides numeracy assessment to students and employees in 

healthcare and educational organisations. 

Jo Skellern, Senior Lecturer in Mental Health and Learning 

Disability, was appointed as an expert member of the Health 

Research Authority National Research Ethics Service, and 

has joined the Committee for the North West – Greater 

Manchester South. Professor Annette McIntosh-Scott, 

Executive Dean of the Faculty of Health and Social Care, 

is involved with organisations such as the National Council 

of Deans for Health, the North West Deans Group. She is a  

founder member and a Director of the North West Health and 

Education Co-operative. Professor Mike Thomas, Pro-Vice-

Chancellor (Academic), is a Trustee of Broughton House in 

Manchester, which provides day care and residential services 

for older veterans and their families, acts as Chair of Age 

Concern Mid-Mersey, is a Director of the Centre for the 

Advancement of Veterans Wellbeing and is Vice-Chair of Wirral 

Metropolitan College.

Two members of the Department of Geography and 

Development Studies have received national awards 

from the Royal Geographical Society and Geographical 

Association (GA). Derek France, a Professor of Pedagogy 

in Geographical Sciences, was presented with the Taylor 

& Francis Award for excellence in teaching and learning in 

higher education, through his work in technology enhanced 

learning and its integration with fieldwork, for which he 

is both nationally and internationally renowned. Gill Miller 

was presented with the Annual Award for Excellence for 

making a significant contribution to the GA’s work over the 

previous year through her outstanding contribution to the 

Post-16 and Higher Education Phase Committee, editing the 

annual newsletter, presenting at the Annual Conference and 

promoting the GA widely through teacher conferences and 

lectures nationwide. 

Catering staff added to their long list of accolades by 

achieving the following: Daniel James took second prize in 

Professor Derek France with his Taylor & Francis AwardTraci Whitfield (left) with the HSJ award Gill Miller with her Annual Award for Excellence
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the Flintshire Chef of the Year competition and Chef Frank 

Dace went through as a reserve; the Salon Culinaire awards 

saw Chef Karl Blythin win a silver in the Pastillage Mask 

category and Head Chef Clair Geniali won a bronze in the Tea 

Pastries category, while Head Chef Lesley Barnes and Rob 

Hutchings earned a merit and a hygiene award in the CCS 

Chefs’ Team Challenge; and the team of Executive Chef Lisa 

Collis, Frank Dace, and Daniel Churchill won a bronze in the 

Chefs’ Challenge and Lesley Barnes won another bronze in 

the Static (Salon) Display category at the University Caterers’ 

Organisation competition.

Professor Peter Harrop, Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Provost 

of the Warrington Campus, is part of the Warrington Skills 

Commission which is dedicated to exploring the economic 

and skills needs of Warrington. The collaboration brings 

together key representatives from businesses, education 

and skills providers in order to ensure economic growth 

and future sustainability. Lynda Moore, Deputy Provost, 

has also been a trustee for the Warrington Wolves 

Foundation, a registered charity that is affiliated to the 

Warrington Wolves Rugby League Football Club.

An interactive tool was devised by Student Support and 

Guidance to enable all members of the Department to 

answer basic cross-sectional questions from students, 

staff or stakeholders. Information was collated from across 

the Department and the ‘InIP’ (Interactive Information 

Point) was successfully implemented. During the Matrix 

accreditation visit, InIP was highly commended by the 

assessor as a ‘fabulous tool for front line triage staff’.

Lesley Barnes, Clair Geniali, Rob Hutchings and Karl Blythin

Frank Dace, Lisa Collis and Daniel Churchill Tea pastries
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Figment of Funk, a jazz-funk band of lecturers from the 

Performing Arts Department, which also included Kasabian 

drummer Ian Matthews and some students, held a workshop 

and performed at Neath Port Talbot College in South 

Wales. They were commended for their professionalism 

and inspiration for students, while strengthening the links 

between the institutions. 

Colin Potts, Lecturer in Tourism and Events Management 

has become only the 10th person to be made a Fellow 

of the Tourism Management Institute. Formerly Chester’s 

Tourism Manager, Colin received the honour in recognition 

of his management of tourist services in leading destinations, 

chairing national organisations and in helping to develop 

national and regional tourism policy. 

The annual Long Service Awards celebrated the dedication 

and achievements of 61 loyal staff who had collectively 

amassed 730 years of service. As part of the Founders’ 

Day Service, certificates and letters of congratulation were 

received by long-serving staff and gifts presented to those 

with 25 or more years’ service.

Professor Peter Stokes, from the Chester Business 

School, has been named an Associate Research Fellow at 

EuroMed Research Business Institute. This institution aims 

to contribute to and share the understanding of different 

business environments and trends in Europe through 

research, teaching and consulting.

 Canon Professor Tim Wheeler speaking at the Founders’ Day Service

Figment of Funk
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Adrian Lee with long-serving staff Jan 
Shaylor, Chris Lynas and Gary Catton
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The Art and Design Staff Portfolio Exhibition and Edition held 

at the Kingsway Campus featured work from artists, designers 

and photographers who have all taught, or continue to teach, 

in the Department of Art and Design. It included a selection of 

work from artists across a range of disciplines from Fine Art to 

Photography and Graphic Design.

The Health4All initiative won the Health and Wellbeing 

Charter for its commitment to the health and wellbeing of its 

employees. The award demonstrates the provision of a positive 

working environment which enables employees to deliver 

excellence both professionally and personally for the benefit 

of all those who interact with the University. Activities for staff 

include nutritional advice, the Bike User Group, Nordic walking 

and stress management sessions. The University has also 

gained Investors in People Silver Status following its successful 

annual review, and was upgraded from the Bronze Status 

achieved in the initial assessment. 

Two new blogs have been launched by staff from the 

Department of English. ‘Derek Alsop’s Handel Archive’ features 

the past and present work of Dr Derek Alsop (Senior Teaching 

Fellow) on the relationship between music and text in Handel’s 

operas and oratorios. Professor Deborah Wynne’s blog ‘Textile 

Stories’ highlights the ways in which fabrics, like literary texts, 

can generate interesting stories and she is also running free 

study days for anyone with an interest in the subject.

The Learning and Teaching Institute (LTI) continued to support 

enhancement of learning and teaching by facilitating staff in 

gaining professional recognition from the Higher Education 

Academy (HEA). A further 39 staff were recognised by the 

HEA in 2012-13, including Senior Fellowships for Kay Dutton 

(Learning and Teaching Institute) and Kim Greening, (Faculty 

of Health and Social Care), meaning that more than 50% of 

academic staff have now gained HEA recognition. The LTI and 

Academic Quality Support Services also work closely with 

students to strengthen their influence on academic programmes 

Art and Design Staff Portfolio Exhibition and Edition

Kim Greening

OVER
50% 

of academic staff 
have now gained 
HEA recognition
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and other areas of their experience. Chester Students’ Union 

President and Vice-President Katie Badman and Becky Lees 

contributed as Steering Group members to the development 

and implementation of the University’s new Student Retention 

and Success programme, and Becky is a team member for the 

national Higher Education Academy version. 

Professor Fabrizio M Ferrari from the Department of Theology 

and Religious Studies was elected Fellow of the Royal Asiatic 

Society of Great Britain and Ireland in acknowledgement 

of his work and expertise in the field of Asian Studies, and 

particularly on various aspects of Hinduism and Indian folklore. 

He also received the Colleagues’ Choice Award at the eighth 

International Conference of Asia Scholars in Macau for his 

book Guilty Males and Proud Females – Negotiating Genders 

in a Bengali Festival. 

A lecturer gained widespread media coverage of his New 

Year’s resolution to use a standing desk to achieve weight loss. 

Dr John Buckley, Reader of Applied Exercise Science in Health 

and lead Lecturer for the MSc in Cardiovascular Rehabilitation, 

is following Ernest Hemingway’s example in a bid to prevent 

sedentary behaviour and burn ‘easy calories’. John calculates 

that by working at this desk for three hours a day he will burn 

an extra 144 calories, equating to more than 30,000 calories 

per year. He is carrying out a study to assess the benefits of 

standing at a desk and this was filmed for BBC Two’s Trust Me, 

I’m a Doctor.

Chester is one of 11 universities to have gained the HR 

Excellence in Research Award from the European Commission 

in 2013, taking the total number to 72. This Award commits 

the institution to an ongoing programme of internal and 

external evaluation and demonstrates the University’s 

commitment to improving the working conditions and career 

development for research staff. This aims to improve the 

quantity, quality and impact of research for the benefit of UK 

society and the economy. 

  We are delighted to be granted the Excellence in Research 
Award which recognises the University of Chester alongside 
much larger research intensive institutions, and our initiatives 
will enhance the development opportunities for researchers at 
every stage of their careers.

  
    

Professor Neville Ford, Executive Dean of Research, Postgraduate and Knowledge Transfer
Dr John Buckley at his standing desk
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New, high quality student accommodation has taken 

shape on the Main Chester Campus opposite the 

Seaborne Library. This has been named Grosvenor House 

in honour of the Duke of Westminster, the University’s 

Chancellor, and the 202 self-contained apartments 

comprise bedrooms, study spaces, en-suite bathrooms 

and galley kitchens, together with a communal reception, 

function room and laundry facilities. In keeping with the 

University’s ‘Green Chester’ commitments, the building 

rates as ‘very good’ under the Building Research 

Establishment Environmental Assessment Method, which 

is the definitive measure of a building’s environmental 

performance, including energy efficiency.

The acquisition of the former Travelodge by the Fountains 

Roundabout in Chester provides a further 160 student 

bedrooms and the accommodation has been named 

Sumner House after one of the University’s founders, John 

Sumner, Bishop of Chester and subsequently Archbishop 

of Canterbury. It has an on-site residential hall warden 

and 24-hour access to security and portering services. 

Extensive refurbishment of the Fisher and Astbury Halls on 

Investing 
in facilities

A multi-million pound programme 
to upgrade the University’s estate 
has resulted in the addition of 
two new accommodation blocks 
in Chester and continuous 
improvements to facilities 
across all the campuses, while 
the acquisition of the Thornton 
Science and Technology Park 
will significantly increase the 
University’s learning, teaching and 
research capacity from 2014 in 
the form of a new Science and 
Engineering campus.

Grosvenor House

A room in Grosvenor House

Grosvenor House
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the Main Chester Campus has also been completed with the 

improvement of more than 170 en-suite student rooms.

Another addition to the facilities on Main Campus has been 

the opening of the University’s Santander branch to the 

University community and the general public. This has a 

free, fully serviced ATM and provides a wide range of high 

street banking functions. The branch was opened by Luis 

Juste, Director of Santander Universities UK and the Vice-

Chancellor Canon Professor Tim Wheeler.

The opening of the University of Chester Santander branch

A newly refurbished room in Astbury

£22 million
invested in 

University-owned 
student accommodation

Sumner House

Sumner House
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The acquisition of the Thornton Science and Technology Park 

from Shell UK acknowledges more than seven decades of 

advanced research at the site and will ensure that it continues 

to be at the forefront of research and innovation. The facilities 

consist of 1,100,000 square feet of space in 48 buildings 

which will allow scope to:

• Establish an internationally renowned campus, aligning 

students directly with food, engineering and chemicals 

industries, with the creation of the University’s eighth Faculty.

• Accommodate pre-start and high growth Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises (SMEs) from the environment, engineering, 

advanced manufacturing and automotive sectors, by 

offering 22 ‘incubator’ spaces on-site, to access specialist 

knowledge, expertise, facilities and equipment.

• Further unlock the region’s economic potential through 

attracting and retaining multi-national firms by providing 

attractive commercial options for partnerships with the 

University and other stakeholders at a dedicated science 

park within the M56/A55 Industrial Innovation Corridor. 

This will include an international-standard Food Processing 

and Sensory Solutions Centre (conducting work on areas 

such as product testing and development) and communal 

laboratory and office space.

For students admitted for entry in 2014, two existing 

buildings will be adapted to provide a learning resource 

centre, teaching spaces and laboratories. These will 

be occupied by academic and support staff, including 

technicians, librarians, administrators and those involved in 

business development and IT.

The Sutton Building at Thornton Science Park

Chemistry laboratory at Thornton Science Park The Hartford Building at Thornton Science Park
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Improvements in environmental and ethical performance resulted 

in a rise of 11 places in the People and Planet League to be 

placed 53rd out of 143 universities and the University received 

bronze and silver EcoCampus Awards. This has been the result of 

implementing initiatives from the University’s Carbon Management 

Plan, together with the work of the Sustainability Unit to engage 

students and staff in the Green Chester campaign.   

Green Chester aims to inform and encourage staff, students, 

prospective students and the wider community to consider 

environmental sustainability. It was launched with a Green 

Fest event and has seen staff and students participate in 

activities such as the Student Switch Off, Go Green Week, 

Green Impact and regular Green Forums. The Green Chester 

website was launched to update staff and students on the 

latest news, policies, strategies, plans and developments and 

provides a place to collaborate, share ideas, start initiatives 

and take action. 

The University rolled out the Green Impact Universities and 

Colleges initiative and this encourages staff to work in teams to 

help create a greener institution through small, tangible actions 

which are audited by student volunteers. The University’s Green 

Tie Dinner celebrated the staff and students who had helped 

to reduce the environmental impact of the way they work 

and learn. The evening culminated in the presentation of the 

awards for all teams that had participated in the Green Impact 

campaign. A total of 403 actions were completed by the 10 

participating teams, of which 66% were taken as a result of 

Green Impact. Five teams achieved Bronze level, one achieved 

Silver and the Students’ Union took Gold. Green Impact Co-

ordinator, Oli Gomersall summed up the progress on the Green 

Investing in sustainability
Fundamental to the University’s ideals and aspirations is the positive impact of 

environmental sustainability on the lives of students, staff and its surrounding communities 

to help to achieve a just and sustainable world for present and future generations.

Staff and students at the Green Tie Dinner
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Chester website: “It’s been an incredibly successful pilot year, 

all things considered, and I’m appreciative that I’ve been made 

to feel a part of Green Impact and the environmental side of the 

University … good foundations have been set to build on for 

next year and beyond.”

Chester is the first university to partner with The DoNation in 

its Do Good for Uni programme. Founder and CEO Hermione 

Taylor was also at the Green Tie Dinner to introduce the new 

online system which aims to get students and staff pledging 

simple sustainable behaviours. Twenty-eight teams across 

the University are featured on the Do Chester page and a 

leader board shows which teams are saving the most carbon. 

Other initiatives include new recycling facilities, bike shelters, 

a gardening advice session from the University’s Grounds 

and Gardens staff and the screening of Chasing Ice, when 

Geography students from the Sustainable Futures module 

were tasked with marketing and communicating the event and 

surveyed the audience to evaluate the impact of the film.  

  The Green Chester 
campaign and our Bronze 
and Silver EcoCampus 
certificates give us much to 
be proud of and won us the 
extra points this year. They 
are a testament to students 
and staff getting together 
to deliver initiatives and put 
in place the processes and 
policies which allow us to 
manage our environmental 
impact.

  
    

Alice Elliott, Sustainability Manager

Green Fest EventThe Green Chester mural

Canon Professor Tim Wheeler with Matt Fowle and Alice Elliott 
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The most ambitious energy and carbon 

reduction project is the award of a £1 million 

grant from the Higher Education Funding 

Council for England’s Revolving Green Fund 

towards the Chester Weir Hydroelectric 

project – a partnership scheme with 

Cheshire West and Chester Council (CWaC) 

which aims to return the Grade II-listed 

Dee pumping station to its original function 

as a hydroelectric station. The scheme 

would not only create energy, but help the 

University to reduce its carbon dioxide 

emissions by around 12% with the potential 

to provide a wide range of social, economic 

and environmental benefits for the wider 

community and CWaC. All this activity is 

contributing towards the aim of reducing the 

University’s carbon footprint by 30% and 

achieving EcoCampus Platinum (ISO 14001 

equivalent) by 2015.

  Renewable energy 
is essential to the 
environment, society and 
economy. If taken forward, 
a scheme to return hydro-
electricity to the Dee could 
create the largest potential 
of water-sourced power in 
the borough.

  
    

George Ablett, CWaC Project Manager

Leader of Cheshire West and Chester Council Councillor Mike Jones and Canon Professor Tim Wheeler by the River Dee
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Matt came to Chester because of the sense of community, the 

opportunity for personal development and the enthusiasm of 

the lecturers. He opted to study Politics with Law and is set to 

complete his degree in the summer of 2014. Despite having 

had no career plans before University, Matt feels that his subject 

choices have fostered his determination to strive for positive 

change and will provide a good foundation for a Master’s degree in 

a policy-related field on graduation.

However, it is outside the lecture theatre that Matt has really 

made a difference through his multiple voluntary activities. Matt 

was inspired by former members to join the People and Planet 

Society, which campaigns on a range of humanitarian, human 

rights and environmental issues. He was Vice-Chair in 2012-

13 and has been heavily involved in all its activities, such as 

co-ordinating the re-launch of the Veg Out scheme (providing a 

source of locally sourced fruit and vegetables for students and 

staff) and acting as manager of the allotment project, Nature’s 

Garden. His blog for Nature’s Garden has proved to be so popular 

that it won the national NUS Conference Green Futures blogging 

award. Matt has also been working with the Sustainability 

Manager, Alice Elliott, and other students on the Green Chester 

initiative to ensure that the environmental management system 

for the University meets the EcoCampus scheme and ISO 14001 

standards, resulting in Bronze and Silver Awards. His pivotal work 

on these initiatives led to him winning the Green Futures Student 

Award and the Green Impact Environmental Hero Award at the 

2013 Green Tie Dinner.

Not content with these environmental achievements, Matt 

volunteers for the Red Cross through the ‘Home from Hospital’ 

scheme, providing ongoing support for elderly people and has 

found the experience immensely rewarding. In his home village 

near Leicester, he co-founded a community cinema club, primarily 

for elderly residents, which has attracted audiences of up to 100 

people and brings the community together. Finally, Matt has 

worked in Seattle for two summers: as an intern for the League 

of Women Voters for one and as a state legislative policy intern 

for OneAmerica, a non-profit research organisation and policy 

advocate for immigration and human rights issues, in another. Both 

of these experiences involved campaigning on a range of issues 

and have provided valuable experience for the future. 

All this voluntary work led to Matt winning the Ede and Ravenscroft 

Award for Excellence, Outstanding Contribution to Community 

and the Freeman and Guilds of the City of Chester Prize at the 

University’s 2013 Valedictory Service, which highlights how much 

he has given back to the community during his time as a student.

“I would advise all students to take advantage of all the volunteer 

opportunities and support offered by Student Support and 

Guidance. University is a great place to meet like-minded 

individuals and have a great deal of fun, while collaborating on 

activities which can make a real difference,” he said.

CASE STUDY
Matt Fowle

University life has allowed student Matt 

Fowle the opportunity to map out a future 

career path and find a real passion for a 

wealth of humanitarian, human rights and 

environmental causes.
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THE PURSUIT  
OF EXCELLENCE

Diversity Festival exhibition

Dr Paul O'Donoghue, Senior Lecturer in Biological Sciences

Best University
in the North West for its  

teaching 
experience
The Sunday Times University Guide 2013
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Investing in research 
and innovation
The University has continued to develop its research, supported by a diverse 

portfolio of external grants and R & D contracts, focused use of internal funding 

mechanisms, and through the sustained development of the postgraduate research 

student population.

Scottish wildcat
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The External Funding Team in the Research and Knowledge 

Transfer Office reports that successful external research 

grant applications brought in more than £2,000,000 to the 

institution, including awards from prestigious funding bodies 

such as the British Academy and the Arts & Humanities 

Research Council. Examples of the funded projects include: 

Targeting Heat Shock Proteins: A Viable Alternative Treatment 

in Colorectal Cancer. Professor John Williams, Biological 

Sciences, was successful in securing £20,000 from the 

Bowel Disease Research Foundation to investigate the 

effects of heat shock protein-27 on the immune response 

and outcome from chemotherapy in the treatment of 

colorectal cancer, the second highest cause of cancer 

deaths in the UK. 

Creative Pedagogies in Palestinian and English Schools: A 

Comparative Study. Professor Jeff Adams, from the Faculty 

of Education and Children’s Services successfully applied to 

the British Academy International Partnership and Mobility 

Scheme and was awarded £29,846 to conduct this project. 

The aims are to compare the differing cultural values that 

underpin teacher education in the Middle East (Palestine) and 

England (Cheshire). The project will provide an opportunity 

to examine the conditions under which creativity in pedagogy 

flourishes in each community, according to the perceptions 

of practitioners in the field.

Autism Spectrum Disorders in Children: A Qualitative Study 

Examining the Experience of Families within the UK and 

Egypt. Professor Andy Lovell, from the Department of Mental 

Health and Learning Disability also secured £10,000 of 

funding from the British Academy International Partnership 

and Mobility Scheme to explore the family context of caring 

for a child with Autism Spectrum Disorders within two 

countries with markedly contrasting service frameworks (UK 

and Egypt), and to investigate the association with psychiatric 

disorders and social/environmental risk factors.

The University is involved in an increasing number of 

projects funded by the European Union. The Research and 

Knowledge Transfer Office is pleased to report success 

in seven separate applications during October 2013. The 

successful projects cover the following programmes: 

Erasmus Mundus, Grundtvig Multilateral Project, Grundtvig 

Partnerships, FP7 (Seventh Framework Programme for 

Research), and Leonardo Transfer of Innovation. For 

example, in October 2012 the University launched the 

Grundtvig Multilateral Project ‘Directing Life Change’ where 

it acts as the co-ordinator of activities between seven 

international partners from Italy, Spain, Hungary, Poland, 

Austria, Finland and Israel. Grundtvig European Funding is 

supporting research into E-Learning for Social Inclusion: 

Training for Trainers, Carers and Practitioners Working with 

Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities. This joint 

study will be carried out by Fondation des Amis de l’Atelier, 

France (lead); University of Mons, Belgium; University of 

Chester; and the National Higher Institute for Training and 

Research for the Education of Young Disabled Persons and 

Adapted Teaching (INSHEA), France.

Successful external
research grant

applications brought
in more than

£2m
to the University

Professor Jeff Adams
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Internal grant competitions continue to fund activities for staff, 

including the prestigious International Research Excellence 

Awards (funded by the agreement signed between the 

University and Santander, through its Santander Universities 

Global Division). The 18 awards (including four from Portugal) 

supported research in a variety of areas such as:

• A Visiting Fellowship awarded to Professor Gennady 

Bocharov from Moscow supported his ongoing research 

with colleagues at the University on the use of delay 

differential equations in mathematical immunology.

• Dr Nick Hulbert-Williams, Reader in the Department of 

Psychology, visited colleagues at Memorial Sloan-Kettering 

Cancer Center in New York and Yale University to develop 

collaborative research links, observe clinical care in the US 

setting and explore possibilities for service-level research 

and evaluation. Supported by an internal research grant, he 

visited Sydney on a study visit, forging research links with 

colleagues at the University of Sydney, University of New 

South Wales, and CanTeen, a charity for teenagers and 

young adults affected by cancer.

• Professor Claire Griffiths, Head of Modern Languages, 

collaborated with colleagues working in slavery studies at 

the Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria on images 

of trans-Atlantic migration and loss, and with associates 

at the Casa Africa in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria on 

contemporary Francophone African visual arts.

• Nine MSc Sustainability for Community and Business 

students travelled to Almería, Spain, which allowed them to 

gain first-hand experience of sustainable and unsustainable 

environmental practice in an unfamiliar environment and 

develop digital methods skills for gathering and summarising 

field information. The field visit also allowed staff members 

to strengthen existing and develop new links in the province.

• Fellowships for five external supervisors from the University of 

Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro in Portugal (UTAD) supported 

visits to Chester for training in research supervision and 

arrangements have been made for the first PhD student to be 

supervised jointly between Chester and UTAD.

• A Visiting Fellowship, awarded to Ana de Fatima da 

Costa Pereira from UTAD, enabled her to conduct a 

study alongside colleagues within the Chester Centre 

for Stress Research on the study of genetic variation in 

bone mineral density in response to combined exercise in 

postmenopausal women.

Through its own research grants schemes, the University 

funded nine projects during 2012-13 exploring diverse topics 

such as: emotion contagion in the left and right hemisphere 

of the brain; transport induced stress in horses; and 

psychosocial support services for cancer patients.

With the continuation of Higher Education Innovation Funding 

(HEIF 5), the University was able to fund 19 knowledge 

transfer awards. Among the supported activities were projects 

to develop research activity in teaching schools partnerships, 

online learning support for Continuing Professional 

Development in theology, media and communication, an early 

childhood services centre, and a training DVD for analysis of 

incidents of violence and aggression.

Dr Nick Hulbert-Williams 

DOCTORAL
students successfully

completed their
studies in 2012-13
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In addition, to encourage and support collaborative innovation 

with the business community the University funds a Business 

Innovation Voucher Scheme. This initiative offers businesses 

£1,000 off an R & D project carried out by the University 

valued at £5,000 or more, or £3,000 off a project valued at 

£10,000 or more.

A total of 23 doctoral students successfully completed their 

studies in 2012-13, with theses on topics including the use of 

novel biomolecular ligands for food safety and quality assurance; 

alternative methods of treating atelectasis (lung collapse) in 

post-operative patients; gender disruption, rivalry, and same-sex 

desire in the work of Victorian women writers; dyslexia and time 

recognition and management; restorative justice practices and 

victim interaction in Great Expectations ; and social ethic tensions 

in Charismatic-Evangelical urban practice.

Of course, there are far too many research activities 

supported and encouraged by the University to list them all, 

and the following provide some indication of their range:

Dr June Keeling, Senior Lecturer in the Department of 

Community Health and Wellbeing, Amanda Clarke, Senior 

Lecturer in Acute Adult and Child Care, and Jan Gidman, Senior 

Teaching Fellow from Medical, Dental and Interprofessional 

Education, were awarded a Learning and Teaching Institute 

grant for a study to explore students’ experiential learning before 

university and how this impacts on their pedagogical needs.

Jo Skellern, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Mental 

Health and Learning Disability, is working with colleagues from 

Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (CWP) 

on a research study on the development of an effective learning 

strategy to enhance the clinical practice experience for mentors 

and student nurses, part-funded by the CWP Research Charity 

and the Royal College of Nursing.

Professor Mary Steen from the Department of Midwifery and 

Reproductive Health is collaborating with colleagues at the 

Centre for Men’s Health at Leeds Metropolitan University to 

evaluate the MIND Resilience Programme.

Eight members of Health and Social Care staff were 

successful in applications to the UK India Education and 

Research Initiative to support a Faculty exchange to the Datta 

Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences and Indian Institute of 

Health Management Research in Jaipur. 

Professor Elizabeth Harlow, from the Department of Social 

Work, Professor Rob Hulme from the Faculty of Education, and 

Stuart McNab, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Social 

Studies and Counselling, successfully bid for £20,000 from the 

European Union FP7 Programme under the heading ‘Population 

Alerting: Linking Emergencies, Resilience and Training’.       

Dr Nick Hulbert-Williams from the Department of Psychology 

continues to work with the Countess of Chester Hospital 

on evaluating support services for cancer survivors and he 

facilitated a psycho-educational support session on managing 

fear of recurrence and uncertainty as part of the biennial 

Living Life after Treatment Programme. Nick and his Oncology 

Research team were selected as consultants by Breast 

Cancer Care to undertake a systematic review of psychosocial 

intervention programmes to improve the health and wellbeing 

of breast cancer survivors. Dr June Keeling Professor Mary Steen
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The Faculty of Education and Children’s Services launched 

the Centre for Research into Education, Creativity and Arts 

through Practice (RECAP) at a creative research methods 

conference at the University. The Centre specialises in 

practice-based research into creativity, learning and the 

arts and in professional educational contexts through 

international collaborations. It has a developing portfolio of 

research across the arts in education including performance 

arts, applied drama and theatre, popular cultural forms, 

and in professions such as health, justice and arts-based 

organisations and businesses. Its successful postgraduate 

research conference and research seminar series has 

attracted a range of experts in educational research. External 

research funding from the Department for Education has 

been secured for a project to evaluate Booktrust and RECAP 

is also collaborating on the European Union project detailed 

on page 65.

New research published by Professor Ben Green from 

the Department of Medical, Dental and Interprofessional 

Education, with Emily Griffiths from the University of 

Sheffield, has discovered that those who experience 

needlestick injuries can often suffer persistent and substantial 

psychiatric illness or depression. The research showed that 

those affected suffered a similar level of psychiatric trauma 

as those affected by events such as road traffic accidents, 

and that the duration was linked to the wait for blood test 

results. The duo is also researching Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder in family members, investigating its incidence in 

first-born children.

Using the latest cutting edge technology, Dr Paul O’Donoghue 

and a team from the Biological Sciences Department have 

Launch of the Centre for Research into Education and Creativity and Arts though Practice 
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cracked the Scottish wildcat’s genetic code to address the 

level of hybridisation in each animal. Working with data 

analysts at FIOS Genomics in Edinburgh, the team concluded 

that there are at best 100 pure Scottish wildcats in the 

wild. The work was funded with support from the Aspinall 

Foundation, the People’s Trust for Endangered Species, the 

Bosack Kruger Foundation and the Summerlee Foundation.

The Centre for Psychological Therapies in Primary Care 

(CPTPC), based in Shrewsbury, was launched to research, 

monitor and evaluate mental health developments following 

implementation of the new Health and Social Care Act (2012). 

The Centre’s work sets the delivery of psychological therapies 

in primary care in the context of a wider vision of mental health 

and wellbeing and the Centre gained initial funding from the 

Artemis Trust. It offers research, consultancy, education and 

training to support psychological therapies in primary care. Its 

inaugural conference, Learning from Each Other – The Future 

of Psychological Therapies in Primary Care and the launch of 

Journal of Psychological Therapies in Primary Care took place at 

the University’s Chester campus sponsored by Relate, Confide, 

several local Primary Care Trusts, the Department of Public 

Health in Shropshire and the Department of General Practice 

Education for the West Midlands. 

The University is a member of a Tripartite Project on Conflict 

Resolution with the Universities of Cumbria and Salford. This 

aims to establish a programme of study, research and an 

international profile for conflict consciousness, analysis and 

resolution. A regional symposium was held in Manchester, 

where members of staff from the Faculties of Health and 

Social Care and Arts and Media presented papers. A new 

Centre for Veteran Wellbeing has been established, which links 

to the Army’s 42nd Brigade in the North West and nationally 

with other universities. The University is also a member of the 

Territorial Army Professoriate Group and has links with a range 

of Services organisations.

Dr Peter Cox from the Department of Social Studies and 

Counselling advised the city of Vienna on its plans for a multi-

million euro investment in cycle promotion, culminating in 

three presentations to the 1,400 delegates at the international 

Velo-City conference. He has also advised on the drafting of 

EU regulations for electric cycles and commented on cyclists’ 

rights on the road for The Sunday Times. 

Dr Irene Akinyi Ayallo from the University of Auckland was the 

first Gladstone Postdoctoral Fellow in Contextual Theology 

at the University and Gladstone’s Library in Hawarden. 

This Fellowship was established as a partnership between 

the organisations to sponsor a three-month residency at 

Gladstone’s Library for postdoctoral researchers within 

three years of completing their doctorate on any aspect of 

contextual, practical or public theology. The Fellow is based 

at the Department of Theology and Religious Studies and 

colleagues offer support and expertise to enable them to 

begin work on building a research profile, developing their 

PhD for publication and organising a conference in their field 

of research. Dr Ayallo’s thesis title was ‘Public Policy Dialogue 

for Socially-Inclusive Public Policy Making Processes in Kenya: 

The Role of the Anglican Church of Kenya’, which focused 

on women and young people living with HIV-AIDS and the 

resulting development of public policy.

The Higher Power Project, a Theology and Religious Studies-

based research project into addiction, recovery and spirituality, 

received a grant from the Sir Halley Stewart Trust. The 

Project was awarded £25,800 over two years to continue 

its exploration of the experiences and stories of addicts and 

alcoholics in recovery. The project looks at how people who 

use ‘12-step’ programmes as a route to building long-term 

clean and sober lives often attribute their recovery to ‘a power 

greater than themselves’. As a researcher in contemporary 

spirituality and the Principal Investigator, Dr Wendy Dossett is 

particularly interested in how people describe this ‘power’ and 

their relationship with it.

Professor Mike Thomas, Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Academic) with 
Centre Director Professor Patrick Pietroni and a delegate at the 
CPTPC conference
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The Arts and Humanities Research Council has awarded 

£668,144 to the Universities of Chester and Reading for a 

three-year project that will explore the impact of Samuel Beckett’s 

Drama on theatre practice and cultures in the UK and Ireland 

between 1955 and 2010. 

Originally from Scotland, Professor Pattie came to Chester in 

2001, having studied at the Universities of Glasgow and Kent 

and taught Drama at the Universities of Ulster and Greenwich. 

He currently lectures on the Theatre Studies and Popular Music 

courses and was awarded his Chair in Drama in 2011. His 

professorial inaugural lecture explored the work of Brian Eno 

and he has a range of other research interests ranging from 

contemporary and TV drama, such as The Sopranos, to the 

performance of rock music and the German group Kraftwerk. 

His external responsibilities include acting as a member of the 

Arts and Humanities Research Council peer-review college, a 

former secretary for the Standing Conference of University Drama 

Departments and a co-ordinator for the Performance, Identity 

and Community working group at the Theatre and Performance 

Research Association.

The Samuel Beckett project will see Professor Pattie working with 

Professor Anna McMullan and Dr Graham Saunders from Reading 

to explore the influence of this renowned novelist, playwright, 

theatre director and poet through analysis of metropolitan, regional 

and touring productions of his drama. One of the key elements will 

be the creation of a detailed online database comprising a digital 

archive, and an authoritative web resource linked to the National 

Performance Database Project within the Victoria and Albert 

Museum’s Theatre and Performance collection. 

Professor Darren Sproston, Head of Performing Arts, said: 

"Grants from the Arts and Humanities Research Council are 

highly coveted and seldom awarded – especially in these sorts of 

sums – it is fantastic news.”

CASE STUDY
David Pattie
Professor David Pattie, from the 

Department of Performing Arts, has 

rounded off a significant year by helping 

to secure more than half a million pounds 

for a joint study into the work of one of the 

20th century’s most influential writers. 
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The 2013 Haygarth Public Health Lecture for Cheshire 

examined whether community assets determine health and 

wellbeing far more than access to healthcare. The guest 

speaker was Cormac Russell, Managing Director of Nurture 

Development, Director of ABCD Europe and a faculty member 

of the Asset Based Community Development Institute at 

Northwestern University, Chicago.

The Faculty of Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning (BELL) 

Annual Staff Research Colloquium event shared the success 

of its researchers with students, staff and visitors. The keynote 

speaker was Professor Peter Shaw CB, whose presentation was 

entitled ‘Increasing your Personal Impact’. The BELL Doctoral 

Students’ Research Colloquium featured Dr Dennis Garritan, 

the Dean of Academic Studies at the Mountbatten Institute, 

New York, and Adjunct Professor of Harvard Business School, 

speaking on ‘Reimagining Capitalism’.

The Cheshire Veterans Mental Health Conference for Primary 

and Secondary Healthcare and Clinical Personnel discussed 

the specialist mental health needs of military veterans and 

their families. Organised in conjunction with Chester and 

Wirral Primary Care Psychological Services, the inaugural 

conference was attended by Cheshire primary care clinical 

staff and keynote speakers included Colonel Robin Simpson, 

Defence Professor of General Practice from the Royal Centre 

of Defence Medicine.

The University held its first major conference in China, in 

partnership with Beijing Normal University, the Chinese 

government, the University of Hong Kong and Seoul National 

University in Korea. The conference theme was ‘Public Policy; 

Theory Practice of Governance’ which explored subjects 

such as urbanisation, environmental governance and national 

competitiveness.

The theme of the 2013 Chester Forum was ‘Growth Through 

Exports and International Trade: Challenges, Opportunities and 

New Horizons’ and the event was supported and hosted by 

MBNA. It was chaired by Fran Hulbert, Chair of the University 

of Chester Business Advisory Council, and the keynote speaker 

was Simon Bowen, Managing Director of URENCO UK.

The Runes, Monuments and Memorial Carvings Network’s 

2013 Workshop was hosted by the Department of History and 

Archaeology, when delegates were able to find out more about 

the significance of early medieval stone monuments. The 

keynote speech was delivered by Professor Howard Williams 

and was made available online. The theme of the Department’s 

postgraduate conference was ‘Retribution and Reconciliation’ 

where research students addressed a wide range of subjects, 

including Neolithic depositional pits and the evolution of the 

welfare state.

Investing in conferences
The variety of conferences that draw delegates from around the world to Chester 

allows the latest ideas and advances in practice to be shared, thus enriching the 

academic and professional experience for academics and students.
Professor Caroline Rowland with Dr Dennis Garritan
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The eighth annual Diversity Festival welcomed American 

playwright, broadcaster and critic Bonnie Greer OBE who spoke 

about giving priority to young people in an ageing society. Wes 

Streeting, Head of Education at Stonewall and Lucy Rolfe, 

Wellbeing Manager at the Lesbian and Gay Foundation (LGF), 

were among the other guest speakers and a wide range of other 

events took place. The Diversity Festival provides a focus through 

which the University actively promotes, challenges and develops 

an understanding of equality, diversity and multiculturalism.

The theme of the Department of Social Studies and Counselling’s 

Annual Student Conference was ‘Edges of Identity: Geographies, 

Politics and Cultures’. The event analysed ‘identity’ within a range 

of different topic areas and the keynote speaker was Professor 

Brian Heaphy from the University of Manchester.

The Sport, Media and Regional Identity Symposium welcomed 

UK and overseas delegates to the North West Media Centre at the 

Warrington Campus; a particularly apt location for the event in the 

heartland of Northern England Rugby League traditions. 

The aim of the Facilitating Compassionate Care: Sharing the 

Voices and Experiences of Chaplains and Healthcare Professionals 

workshop was to gain an overview of the key issues in care and 

compassion in healthcare and to encourage collaboration. The 

keynote speakers included The Rev Canon Sarah Mullally DBE, 

Canon Treasurer at Salisbury Cathedral and former Chief Nursing 

Officer in the Department of Health.

‘Looking Beneath the Surface’ – A Multi-Professional 

Safeguarding Conference was held at the Warrington Campus, 

where staff on all professional programmes have a responsibility 

to deliver safeguarding training for students. The Conference saw 

the launch of a new mobile phone ‘App’ by the Informatics Centre 

designed to provide easy access to safeguarding information. 

The Forum of Mobility Centres’ Annual General Meeting featured 

a video address from Norman Baker, Parliamentary Under-

Secretary of State for Transport. The Forum co-delivers specialist 

undergraduate and postgraduate routes for driving rehabilitation 

trainers and assessors through the University’s Work Based and 

Integrative Studies framework. 

The Faculty of Health and Social Care’s second annual 

Postgraduate Research Conference provided opportunities for 

doctoral students to share their research through constructive, 

thoughtful and lively debate. The Faculty also hosted the first 

Regional Simulation Day sponsored by CAE HealthCare where 

delegates from the North West viewed the skills labs and simulation 

developments. The Department of Social Work held a seminar held 

at the Warrington Campus entitled Multi-disciplinary Professional 

Work with Children and Young People: Past, Present and Future.

The Faculty of Health and Social Care hosted a seminar in 

conjunction with the North West Forensic Learning Disability 

Network, jointly chaired by Professor Andy Lovell from the 

Bonnie Greer (centre) with University staff at the Diversity Festival
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Department of Mental Health and Learning Disability and John 

Hutchinson from New Focus. The seminar covered a range 

of subjects including practitioner-led projects and a clinical 

psychology case study.

Green Pages, a start-up company offering a digital resource for 

healthy living based at the Riverside Innovation Centre (RIC), 

held a healthy eating open day where visitors were able to find 

out more about a range of food and drink and gather information 

on ways to eat healthily from a number of themed stands.

The Military Miscellany lectures were hosted by the Department of 

History and Archaeology in conjunction with the Society of Thirteen 

and The Cheshire Military Museum, with lectures by Dr Diana 

Newton from Teesside University, Dr Thomas Robb from Oxford 

Brookes University and Dr Craig Taylor from the University of York.

Third-year students of the Department of Clinical Sciences and 

Nutrition participated in a Food and Nutrition Fair sponsored 

by SECA. This was part of the Health Improvement module 

and gave students practical experience of health promotion 

activities in a real-life setting. 

In partnership with the RIC, the Department of Clinical 

Sciences and Nutrition conducted a one day entrepreneurship 

workshop for its past and current Master’s Weight 

Management students. They benefited from hands-on 

planning and brainstorming sessions on their individual weight 

management business ideas.

The Department of Theology and Religious Studies (TRS) 

hosted a number of conferences:

Alternative Salvations which discussed different ways in 

which salvation and transformation were understood and 

operationalised in Christian, post-Christian, secular and other 

discourses, and whether notions of salvation might be liberated 

from traditional contexts and used meaningfully elsewhere.

Urban Shifts? Ethnographic Dialogue on Changing Theory and 

Practice in Urban Ministry was held in association with the 

William Temple Foundation. The interactive event provided urban 

practitioners and missioners with the chance to share insights, 

theory, theology and good practice around what it is to be 

‘church’ in rapidly changing urban contexts.

The conference Turning the Tide Together: A Dialogue on 

HIV-AIDS, Faith and Public Policy included papers on ‘HIV-AIDS 

and Public Policy Making Processes in Kenya: Assessing the 

Participation of People Living with HIV and the Role of the 

Anglican Church of Kenya’, and ‘HIV-AIDS in International Policy 

Frameworks: Reflections in Light of a Theology of Personhood’.

A conference part-funded by the Society for the Study 

of Addiction attracted academics, addictions treatment 

professionals, services users and recovering addicts and 

alcoholics to discuss ‘Faith-based Solutions to Addiction’. The 

keynote speaker was Professor Keith Humphreys of Stanford 

University – a White House advisor on substance misuse. 

The Chester Theological Society – a collaboration with Chester 

Cathedral – hosted a conference which discussed ‘The Dead 

Sea Scrolls, the Jewish Jesus and the New Testament’ and 

Professor George Brooke, from the University of Manchester 

was the keynote speaker.

From dealing with pain and addiction, to social action and public 

engagement, the Buddhism and Human Flourishing Conference 

explored the vibrant contribution made by Buddhism to a range of 

fields and disciplines across the well-being agenda and featured 

speakers from Buddhist organisations and practitioners.

Three of the foremost speakers on contemporary education joined 

staff, students and visitors to debate The Future of Education 

in Turbulent Times. Professor Miriam David from the Institute of 

Education, Professor Shirley Brice Heath, Stanford University, 

and Professor Richard Pring, University of Oxford, presented their 

visions for education before a critical debate took place.

The Rev Canon Dame Sarah Mullally DBE, speaking at the 
Facilitating Compassionate Care workshop
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Professor Cynthia Burek, the first Chair of Geoconservation in the 

world, gave the keynote address at The Gender Debate at Keele 

University on ‘Public Perceptions of the Role of Women in Science 

Through History’. Professor Bruce Ing from Biological Sciences, 

who is the world authority on slime moulds, gave a public talk at 

the University on these strange but fascinating organisms.

Dr Alessandro Pratesi, Lecturer in Sociology and expert in care-

related technologies, was an invited speaker at the Issues and 

Perspectives on Digital Technologies and Care Forum in Manchester. 

The following presentations were made by staff from the 

Department of Psychology: Dr Claudine Clucas, Lecturer, gave 

an online presentation for the British Society of Audiology on 

medical students’ respect for a young male with and without a 

hearing aid. Dr Paul Rodway, Senior Lecturer, with Ute Kreplin 

(Liverpool John Moores University) and Volker Thoma (University 

of East London), presented research on the aesthetic appreciation 

of artworks through measurement of eye movement at the 

Conference of Experimental Psychologists in Vienna and the 

British Association of Cognitive Neuroscience; Dr Sam Roberts, 

Senior Lecturer, presented on the persistence of social signatures 

in human communication at Sunbelt XXXIII: International Network 

for Social Network Analysis in Hamburg, and on social brain 

hypotheses and technology at the European Human Behaviour 

and Evolution Association Conference in Amsterdam. Dr Jemma 

Tosh, Lecturer, presented at the National Workshop for Gender 

Creative Children in Montreal on the diagnosis of gender dysphoria 

and encouraging the inclusion of transgender perspectives in 

professional discussions about psychiatric treatment; at DSM: 

The History, Theory and Politics of Diagnosis Conference with 

Investing 
in external 
engagement
Staff and students represent the 

University at a variety of meetings and 

conferences and so their specialist 

knowledge and expertise is shared with 

audiences across the world.
Professor Bruce Ing
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Professor Alain Giami (University Paris Didero) and Dr Katherine 

Angel (University of Warwick) on psychiatric diagnoses related to 

sexual violence from the late 19th century; at the Talking Bodies: 

Identity, Sexuality and Representation Conference at Chester, on 

an analysis of online conversations about sexual violence and 

representations of sexual violence in online gaming culture; at the 

Psychology of Women Section Conference at Windsor on a case 

study of sexual masochism; and Dr Michelle Tytherleigh, Senior 

Lecturer, was the keynote speaker at the Merseyside, North 

Cheshire and North Wales Branch of the Chartered Institute of 

Personnel Development, speaking on emotional intelligence and 

resilience as part of a workshop at the Riverside Innovation Centre 

on Creating and Developing a Health and Wellbeing Culture.

Staff in the Department of Theology and Religious Studies have 

lectured in a variety of locations: Ben Fulford, Lecturer, gave 

a paper at the Christian Theology Seminar in Cambridge on 

‘Divine Love, Vulnerable Creatures and the Things They Can’t 

Do Without: Fragile Goods and Salvation in Gregory Nazianzen 

and Karl Barth’; Professor David Clough, Head of Department, 

participated in a seminar on ‘Christians and Non-Human Animals’, 

in New York; Dr Wendy Dossett, Senior Lecturer, gave a paper at 

the Annual Symposium of the Society for the Study of Addiction 

in York: ‘A Consideration of the Language of Higher Power as 

“Postmodern Negotiated Spirituality”’, another entitled ‘‘I Don’t Do 

God’: The Potential Contribution of Religious Studies to Addictions 

Recovery’ to a conference on Contemporary Religion in Historical 

Perspective: Engaging Outside Academia, a public lecture 

entitled ‘Women, Addiction and Recovery: Stories of Hope and 

Lovingkindness’ for ‘Women’s Day’ in London, and appeared on 

the Radio 4 programme Beyond Belief discussing spirituality and 

recovery from addiction; Dr Dawn Llewellyn, Lecturer, presented 

her work on women’s spiritual reading practices at a symposium 

in Birmingham; Professor Fabrizio M Ferrari gave the Majewski 

Lecture in Oxford on ‘The snan-yatra of Salkia. Contrasting Voices 

on Possession and Animal Sacrifice in Contemporary Bengal’, 

presented a paper on ‘Dynamics of Control and Resistance in 

North Indian Folklore. The Worship of Shitala in the Varanasi 

Region’ at the British Association for South Asian Studies Annual 

Conference in Leeds; gave a public talk on animal sacrifice, animal 

rights and the ethical debate in contemporary India in Venice; and 

presented on his book Ernesto de Martino on Religion. The Crisis 

and the Presence in Padua.

Dr Paul Middleton, Senior Lecturer, presented a paper at the Biblical 

Seminar in Sheffield on ‘Violence and Martyrdom in the Book of 

Revelation’ and spoke on religious responses to same-sex marriage 

at the Christian Controversies Conference for A-level students at 

Chester Cathedral; Professor David Clough was a plenary speaker 

at the Deutschsprachige Niederländische Barth-Tagung, Driebergen, 

Netherlands, on ‘God Still Commands: The Continuing Relevance 

of Karl Barth for 21st-century Theological Ethics’ and gave his 

professorial inaugural lecture at Chester on ‘Rethinking Animality: 

Towards a New Animal Ethics’; Dr Steve Knowles, Lecturer, presented 

a paper on ‘Rapture or Risk: Signs of the End or Symptoms of World 

Risk Society?’ at The Third International Conference on Religion and 

Spirituality in Arizona; Dr Chris Baker gave a paper and was a panel 

member at a Public Policy Exchange Symposium on Community 

Cohesion and Social Inclusion: Strengthening Partnership Working 

Between Local Authorities and Voluntary and Faith Groups in London; 

Professor Fabrizio M Ferrari gave a paper to a workshop on Buddhist 

Medicine and Asian Medical Systems in London entitled ‘The Myth 

of the AIDS-Goddess: Truth or Fabrication? Stories of ‘Bad Blood’ in 

Bengali Folklore. 

Dr Alana Vincent, Lecturer, presented a paper on ‘Forgetting 

Capsules: Public Monuments and Religious Ritual’ at the 4th 

Nordic Conference in Philosophy of Religion, Monument and 

Memory in Stockholm, another on ‘Postmemory and the 

Boundaries of Civic Family: Anne of Green Gables and Edeet 

Ravel’ at the British Association for Jewish Studies Conference 

Memory, Identity, and Boundaries of Jewishness at Canterbury, 

co-presented a paper on Paul Ricoeur’s reading of Hannah 

Arendt at a symposium in Oxford, worked with the youth 

outreach arm of Interfaith Scotland, and attended the student 

Professor David Clough
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conference on faith in Oban; Dr Matthew A Collins, Senior 

Lecturer, chaired the ‘The Biblical World and its Reception’ 

session at the Annual Meeting of the European Association 

of Biblical Studies in Leipzig and gave a paper on ‘Asmodeus 

and Social Commentary: 17th-19th-century Society Through 

the Eyes of a Biblical Demon’, another on ‘Judah, Ephraim and 

Conceptual Identity in the Sectarian Scrolls’, at the Manchester, 

Newton Fellowship and Nordic Network Symposium: References 

to the Patriarchs in the Dead Sea Scrolls, and presented ‘A 

Tale of Two Teachers: Questioning the Priestly Nature of the 

Teacher of Righteousness’; Professor Elaine Graham spoke 

at The Cathedrals Group AGM on the implications for higher 

education of the ‘post-secular’ society, has also contributed 

to research being conducted for the Church of England on 

‘The Anglican Identity of Church of England Higher Education 

Institutions’, together with Professor Rob Warner, Executive 

Dean of Humanities and Professor Graham is also a member 

of the Theological Advisory group for this research. The jointly 

held American Academy of Religion and The Society for 

the Study of Biblical Literature in Chicago saw the following 

contributions: Dr Hannah Bacon, Deputy Head of Department, 

presented ‘Hearing the Word or Listening Toward Liberation? 

Feminist Biblical Hermeneutics as the Praxis of “Hearing 

Women into Speech”’; Professor David Clough participated and 

presided at the ‘Animals and Religion’ Group sessions and was 

a member of the Group’s Steering Committee; Dr Matthew A 

Collins gave two papers ‘From Dan Brown to Charlie Brown: 

The Popularization of the Dead Sea Scrolls’ and ‘Asmodeus and 

Social Commentary: 17th-19th-century Society Through the 

Eyes of a Biblical Demon’; Dr Ben Fulford’s research featured in 

the Schleiermacher Group, through a paper on ‘Christocentric 

Theology and the Art of Correlation: Hans Frei on Friedrich 

Schleiermacher as a Church Dogmatic Theologian’; Professor 

Elaine Graham was a panellist reviewing Radical Christian 

Voices and Practice; Dr Paul Middleton presented ‘Sacrifice, 

Salvation, and Holy War in Maccabean and Early Christian 

Martyrdom’ and ‘Children and Martyrdom in Judaism and 

Early Christianity’; and Dr Wayne Morris presented on ‘Body 

Theology: Engaging Deaf Perspectives’.

Composer, musicologist and educationalist Professor Darren 

Sproston, Head of Performing Arts, entitled his inaugural 

Professors Deborah Wynne and Darren SprostonTheology and Religious Studies staff and students in Chicago
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lecture ‘Persistent Memories and the (Un)Popular Music 

Dichotomy’, while Dr Matthew Warnock, Lecturer in Popular 

Music, presented a paper on ‘The Virtual Studio’ at the Leeds 

International Jazz Education Conference and a workshop at the 

Guitar Now Festival in Ottawa on rhythmic improvisation for the 

modern guitarist.

Professor Deborah Wynne from the Department of English 

gave her inaugural professorial lecture on: ‘Hades! The Ladies! 

Exploring Textile Retailing in Victorian and Edwardian Literature 

and Culture’. Professor Alan Wall from the same Department 

gave a lecture on ‘Blake and Science’ for The Blake Society in 

London and created a sequence poem ‘William Blake’s Dialectic 

Apparition’ which is being published as a Blake Society Chapbook.

Representatives from the Faculty of Health and Social Care 

have presented in a variety of locations: Professor Mary Steen, 

Midwifery and Reproductive Health, completed a lecture tour 

in Australia; Kim Greening, Senior Lecturer in Community 

Health and Wellbeing, presented at the British Ecological 

Society Annual Conference in Birmingham on the diffusion of 

published evidence about biodiversity and human health and its 

implications for conservation; Debbie Robertson, Senior Lecturer 

in Community Health and Wellbeing, addressed a national non-

medical prescribing conference, on developing and maintaining 

competence to prescribe; Liz Cooper, Faculty Co-ordinator, 

Practice Learning and Skills, and Helen Potter, Practice Education 

Facilitator, Wirral, were selected to showcase an innovation in 

practice learning at the North West Regional Practice Education 

Facilitator Conference; Professor Elizabeth Harlow, from Social 

Work, presented on the management of children and family social 

workers in the UK at the 3rd European Network of Social Action 

Conference in Istanbul; Karen Roscoe, Senior Lecturer in Social 

Work, presented her PhD research at the Sociology and Social 

Work Conference in Aalborg, Denmark, on social interaction, 

professional practice and institutional order in social work.

The Global Nursing Conference in Houston, held jointly between 

Houston Baptist University, Memorial Hermann Hospital and the 

University of Chester, saw participation from Lisa King, Senior 

Lecturer in Mental Health and Learning Disability, Jacqui O’Hare, 

Senior Lecturer in Acute Adult and Child Care, Irene Cooke, 

Senior Lecturer in Community Health and Wellbeing, Kim Gibbon, 

Faculty Co-ordinator, Enterprise and Innovation, Professor Mike 

Thomas, Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Academic), and David Coyle, 

former Senior Lecturer in Mental Health and Learning Disability; 

Vimal Sharma, Professor of International Health Development, 

presented a workshop on the use of the Global Mental Health 

Assessment Tool in primary care at the World Organization of 

National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of 

General Practitioners/Family Physicians 20th World Conference 

in Prague; ‘An Epidemiological Study of Substance Use Among 

Karbala University Students in Iraq in 2010’ was the title of a joint 

presentation given by Professor Andy Lovell, Mental Health and 

Learning Disability, and Ali Al-Mousawi, PhD student, to the 13th 

European Society for Traumatic Stress Studies Conference in 

Bologna; and Andi Mabhala, Senior Lecturer, Child Health and 

Wellbeing, presented on the results of a quantitative investigation 

of the association between socioeconomic inequalities and youth 

crime at the Festival of Public Health UK 2013 in Manchester.

The seminar series run by the Faculty of Health and Social 

Care included the following speakers: Professor Ben Green, 

Professional Development and Allied Health Care, on ‘Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder in Society’; Professor Elizabeth 

Mason-Whitehead on ‘Termination of Pregnancy in Teenage 

Women’ and ‘Children with Cerebal Palsy: An Investigation of 

Prevalence on the Wirral: Understanding Experiences of Stigma’; 

Dianne Phipps and Pat Talbot, Mental Health and Learning 

Disability, on ‘The History of Learning Disability Nursing’; Sandra 

Flynn on 'Public and Professional Perceptions of Caring'; Dr 

June Keeling, Senior Lecturer, Pre-registration Nursing, on 

‘Women’s Early Relational Experiences That Lead to Domestic 

Violence’; Tommy Dickinson, Senior Lecturer, on ‘Queer’ 

Treatments: Giving a Voice to Former Patients and Nurses Who 

Received or Administered Treatments for ‘Sexual Deviations’; 

and Louise Shorney, Head, Professional Development and Allied 

Health Care, on ‘The Role of the Community Matron: Policy into 

Practice. A Review of the Department of Health History of Long 

Term Conditions (1988-2000)’.

The Department of History and Archaeology staff contributed to 

two series of lectures in association with the Society of Thirteen 

and the Grosvenor Museum Society: Dr Donna Jackson, Senior 

Lecturer, spoke on ‘The Legacy of Vietnam’ and ‘On the Brink!: 

The Cuban Missile Crisis’; the late Dr John Doran on ‘Pope 

Hadrian IV (1154-1159): The Most Important Englishman of the 

Middle Ages’; Dr Jacqueline Clulow, Visiting Lecturer, on ‘Social 

Realism in British Post-War Culture’; and Maggie Jackson on the 

‘Neo-Romantic Artists in Twentieth-century Britain', Dr Tim Grady, 

Senior Lecturer, addressed the Western Front Association in 

Stockport on ‘The Remembrance of the German-Jewish Soldiers’ 

and Professor Peter Gaunt spoke at the Cromwell Association’s 

Study Day in London on ‘Oliver Cromwell and the Historians, 

From Abbott to the Present Day’.
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Professor Graeme White and Dr Sharon Varey

Investing in 
publications
This impressive range of publications is clear 

evidence of the active research culture at the 

University, together with the dissemination of 

excellent original research and creative work 

through the University of Chester Press.
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The University of Chester Press published the following titles in 

2012-13: More Bagpipe Music: Poems on Scotland by Dr Derek 

Alsop, Senior Lecturer in the Department of English; Landscape 

History: Discoveries in the North West, edited by Professor 

Graeme White, Emeritus Professor of Local History and Dr Sharon 

Varey, former MA and PhD student, for the Chester Society for 

Landscape History; Ros Aitken’s The Prime Minister’s Son. Stephen 

Gladstone, Rector of Hawarden; Ian Dunn’s The Bright Star in the 

Present Prospect: The University of Chester, 1839-2012; the 

first instalment in the re-launched Issues in the Social Sciences 

series, under the series editorship of Dr Katherine Harrison, was 

Corporeality: The Body and Society edited by Dr Cassandra A 

Ogden, Senior Lecturer, and Stephen Wakeman, Visiting Lecturer 

in the Department of Social Studies and Counselling; Shades 

of Expression: Online Journalism in the Post-Colour Revolution 

Nations by Simon Gwyn Roberts, Deputy Head of Media; Lost and 

Found: Short Stories from the Cheshire Prize for Literature 2012 

edited by Dr Emma L E Rees, Senior Lecturer in the Department 

of English; and Contesting Historical Divides in Francophone Africa 

edited by Professor Claire H Griffiths, Head of the Department of 

Modern Languages. 

Dr Emma L E Rees also wrote The Vagina: A Literary and Cultural 

History, the Times Higher Education's book of the week, while 

her colleagues in the Department of English, Dr Sarah Heaton, 

Deputy Head, wrote Fashioning Identities: Cultures of Exchange 

and Professor Alan Wall wrote Endtimes. Dr Lucy Ryder, 

Honorary Research Associate in the Department of History and 

Archaeology wrote The Historic Landscape of Devon: A Study 

in Change and Continuity and Howard Williams, Professor of 

Archaeology, is now Honorary Editor of the Royal Archaeological 

Institute’s The Archaeological Journal. Mark Gant, Senior Lecturer 

in the Department of Modern Languages wrote The Spanish 

Writer and Publisher Carlos Frontaura (1834-1910): A Study of 

His Social Influence and Ideology.

From the Department of Theology and Religious Studies, 

Professor David Clough, Head of Department, co-edited Animals 

as Religious Subjects: Transdisciplinary Perspectives with Celia 

Deane-Drummond and Rebecca Artinian-Kaiser; Dr Wayne 

Morris, Deputy Head of Department, wrote Salvation as Praxis: A 

Practical Theology of Salvation for a Multi-Faith World; Professor 

Professor Claire H Griffiths
Dr Cassandra A Ogden, Stephen Wakeman and
Dr Katherine Harrison Simon Gwyn Roberts
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Fabrizio M Ferrari wrote Ernesto de Martino on Religion. The 

Crisis and the Presence; Dr Ben Fulford wrote Divine Eloquence 

and Human Transformation: Rethinking Scripture and History 

through Gregory of Nazianzus and Hans Frei; Professor Elaine 

Graham wrote Between a Rock and a Hard Place: Public 

Theology in a Post-Secular Age; Dr Mohammad Seddon, Senior 

Lecturer, co-edited An Illustrated History of Islam with Visiting 

Lecturer Raana Bokhari, Charles Phillips and Riad Nourallah; Dr 

Alana M Vincent, Lecturer, wrote Making Memory: Jewish and 

Christian Explorations in Monument, Narrative and Liturgy and 

Culture, Communion and Recovery: Tolkienian Fairy-Story and 

Inter-Religious Exchange; and Paul Vallely, Visiting Professor in 

Public Ethics and Media, wrote Pope Francis: Untying the Knots.

In the Department of Performing Arts, Professor David 

Pattie wrote Modern British Playwriting: The 1950s: Voices, 

Documents, New Interpretations, while Professor Peter Harrop, 

Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Provost at Warrington and Dr Dunja 

Njaradi, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, edited Performance and 

Ethnography: Dance, Drama, Music. Paul Hassall, Lecturer in 

the Department of Media co-wrote Robbed. My Liverpool Life: 

Rob Jones. Kirstie Simpson, Head of Sport and Community 

Engagement, co-edited Strategic Sport Development with 

Stephen Robson and Lee Tucker. From the Faculty of 

Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning, Stephanie Davies, 

a Visiting Lecturer and Work Based and Integrative Studies 

Master’s student, published Laughology: Improve your Life 

with the Science of Laughter, while Peter Stokes, Professor of 

Sustainable Management, Marketing and Tourism at Chester 

Business School and Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Business, 

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning, wrote Critical Concepts in 

Management and Organisation Studies.

Staff members in the Faculty of Health and Social Care have 

published a range of books: Key Concepts in Social Work 

Practice edited by Tim Mann, Head of the Department of Social 

Work and Elizabeth Mason-Whitehead, Professor of Health and 

Social Care, together with Aidan Worsley and Angela Olsen; The 

Physical Care of People with Mental Health Problems: A Guide for 

Best Practice was co-edited by Eve Collins, Deputy Head of the 

Department of Medical, Dental and Interprofessional Education, 

Mandy Drake, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Mental 

Health and Learning Disability, and Maureen Deacon, Reader in 

Professional Development and Allied Health; Understanding and 

Working with People With Learning Disabilities Who Self-Injure 

was co-edited by Professor Andy Lovell, from the Department 

of Mental Health and Learning Disability, with Pauline Heslop; 

Medicines Management for Nurses: Case Book was edited by 

Paul Barber, Senior Lecturer in Nursing. 

Faculty of Health and Social Care staff celebrating their publications Stephanie Davies
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‘He is my miracle,’ says Sarah Frost Mellor’s protagonist, of her lover: ‘Found by accident, 
in the least likely of places.’ Sarah won the 2012 Cheshire Prize for Literature with her 
short story ‘Udumbara in Lytham St Anne’s’, and it’s in this modest seaside town that 
Lost and Found begins. Reading through the stories in this collection, the reader will ‘fi nd’ 
many things: surreal fl otsam on a desolate beach; a love letter mislaid for decades; turns 
of phrase in a classroom; relationships shaped in unusual settings. But to fi nd something 
means simultaneously to acknowledge the possibility of loss. And loss fi gures largely in 
the anthology, too: from beloved relatives, to despised spouses, and from inconsequential 
objects to an individual’s very sense of self, life’s losses are portrayed here in a variety of 
humorous, dark, and frequently surprising ways.

The Cheshire Prize for Literature was inaugurated in 2003 as the High Sheriff’s Cheshire 
Prize for Literature. It is funded by the Bank of America Europe Card Services and is 
administered by the University of Chester. The 2012 competition was for short stories, 
and this collection contains 24 of the shortlisted entries, including those of the eventual 
winner. Details of the Prize are available at: http://www.chester.ac.uk/literatureprize

University of Chester Press
Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ

http://www.chester.ac.uk/university-press
Price £11.99 (paperback) 
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LOST AND FOUND
Short Stories from the Cheshire Prize for Literature 2012

edited by Emma L. E. Rees

POPE
FRANCIS
Untying the Knots

PAUL
VALLELYwww.bloomsbury.com £12.99

Cover design: James Watson   Cover photograph: © xxx

From his first appearance on a Vatican balcony Pope Francis proved 
himself a Pope of Surprises. With a series of potent gestures, history’s 
first Jesuit pope declared a mission to restore authenticity and 
integrity to a Catholic Church bedevilled by sex abuse and secrecy, 
intrigue and in-fighting, ambition and arrogance. He declared it 
should be ‘a poor Church, for the poor’.

But there is a hidden past to this modest man with the winning 
smile. Jorge Mario Bergoglio was previously a bitterly divisive figure. 
His decade as leader of Argentina’s Jesuits left the religious order 
deeply split. And his behaviour during Argentina’s Dirty War, when 
military death squads snatched innocent people from the streets, 
raised serious questions – on which this book casts new light.

Yet something dramatic then happened to Jorge Mario Bergoglio. 
He underwent an extraordinary transformation. After a time of 
exile he re-emerged having turned from a conservative authoritarian 
into a humble friend of the poor – and became Bishop of the Slums, 
making enemies among Argentina’s political classes in the process. 

For Pope Francis – Untying the Knots, Paul Vallely travelled to Argentina 
and Rome to meet Bergoglio’s intimates over the last four decades. 
His book charts a remarkable journey. It reveals what changed the 
man who was to become Pope Francis – from a reactionary into the 
revolutionary who is unnerving Rome’s clerical careerists with the 
extent of his behind-the-scenes changes. In this perceptive portrait 
Paul Vallely offers both new evidence and penetrating insights into 
the kind of pope Francis could become.
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All ages shape their own apocalyptic visions, a way 
of understanding the perils and revelations that 
perennially surround us. Endtimes explores such 
visions over the last two thousand years, since 
John of Patmos first looked out of his window 
and saw FINIS written in vapour trails on the 
blue Aegean sky. From Roman tyrants to the 
persecuted Russian poet Osip Mandelstam, this 
sequence explores the dark side of our history, and 
the glories such darkness continues to provoke in 

art and literature. 
 Between a dusty cellar in Patmos in the first century of the Common 
Era, and the streets of New York in 9/11, the distance can sometimes be 
measured in seconds rather than millennia.   

Alan Wall was born in Bradford and studied English at Oxford. He has published 
six novels and a book of short stories. Jacob, a book written in verse and prose, 
was shortlisted for the Hawthornden Prize. His work has been translated into 
ten languages, and his essays and reviews have been widely published. He 
has been Royal Literary Fund Fellow in Writing at Warwick University and 
Liverpool John Moores, and is currently Professor of Writing and Literature at 
the University of Chester. He lives in North Wales.
 His latest novel, Sylvie’s Riddle, was published by Quartet Books in 2008; 
this is the fourth collection of his poetry to appear from Shearsman.

Front cover: ‘Dark street in Viana do Castelo, Portugal’, by Peeter Viisimaa. 
Copyright © Peeter Viisimaa 2011.
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Online Political Journalism in 
the Post-Colour Revolution 
Nations

Simon Gwyn Roberts

SH
A

DES OF EXPRESSION    Simon Gwyn Roberts

University of Chester Press
Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ

http://www.chester.ac.uk/university-press
Price £13.99 (paperback) 
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The Colour Revolutions in the former Soviet Union were arguably the twenty-first 
century’s first successful attempts to overthrow political elites through mass protest 
and civic society activism. They are of intrinsic interest to media scholars because 
concepts of media freedom were located at the heart of the protests against semi-
autocratic post-Communist regimes and have continued to characterise political debate 
in Georgia, Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan.
 
The ideals that underpinned the events were echoed several years later in the Arab 
world, and both initially involved influential networks of activists ranged against political 
elites. The events of the Arab Spring were often facilitated and given added impetus 
by the advances in news media technology which had taken place over the latter half 
of the decade and which allowed for more effective networked communications and 
a more open public sphere to thrive, even in autocratic environments. But while the 
role of evolving media technologies has been extensively analysed and critiqued in the 
context of the Arab world, its use in the more mature post-Revolution environments of 
the former Soviet Union has been largely overlooked.
 
This book captures a “snapshot” of the contemporary role of online journalism in rapidly 
evolving post-Soviet, post-Colour Revolution political environments, exploring the wider 
journalistic and political context alongside the use and influence of online news sites. 
In particular, it aims to fill a gap in the literature by undertaking qualitative work in the 
post-Colour Revolution nations which seeks to assess the views of active journalists on 
the role of online political journalism in those environments.
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Tradition in the Public Square collects key
essays by David Novak, one of the world’s
leading contemporary Jewish thinkers. Novak’s
insightful writings in this reader address the
inextricable relationship between philosophical
and theological matters and present the
implications of his philosophical theology for
social ethics and theo-politics.

‘One of the marks – perhaps the most
important mark – of a great thinker is the ability
to respond to the conditions and problems of
one’s time by changing the terms of the
conversation. By this standard, David Novak
ranks as one of the great American
theologians of our time. His work, a response
to the primary issue confronting modern
Judaism – namely, what it means to be part of
Western culture yet separate from its
secularized form of life – has helped to make
Jewish theology and philosophy thriving fields
in North American university life.’

Cover design: del norte (Leeds) ltdwww.scmpress.com
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University of Chester Press
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From Senegal in the west to the Comoros 
islands in the east, this collection of 
essays casts a critical eye over fifty 
years of  “independence” in former 
French colonial  possessions of Africa 
and the Indian Ocean. With methods 
and perspectives that cross traditional 
disciplinary barriers, Contesting 
Historical Divides in Francophone Africa 
proposes fresh insights into the process of 
decolonisation in this part of the world.

Contesting Historical Divides 
in  

Francophone 
Africa

Edited by 

Claire H. Griffiths

The

Archaeological 
Journal

volume 169 for 2012

the royal archaeological institute

volume 169 for 2012
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Editorial
howard williams and kate waddington 1

A Neolithic and Bronze Age Monument Complex and its Early Medieval Reuse:
Excavations at Netherfield Farm, South Petherton, Somerset, 2006
andrew mudd and mark brett 3

‘. . . An Assemblage of Ponderous Stones’: Recent Archaeological Fieldwork at Stanton 
Drew Stone Circles
jodie lewis and david mullin 87

Alignments: Revising the Atlantic Late Bronze Age Sequence 
colin burgess 127

Excavations at Fin Cop, Derbyshire: An Iron Age Hillfort in Conflict?
clive waddington 159

Cadbury Castle, Devon, Reconsidered
e. m. wilkes and f. m. griffith 237

‘The Insignia of Women’: Dress, Gender and Identity on the Roman Funerary 
Monument of Regina from Arbeia
maureen carroll 281

Populating the Pots: The Demography of the Early Anglo-Saxon Cemeteries at Elsham 
and Cleatham, North Lincolnshire
kirsty e. squires 312

Early Medieval Settlement at Mothecombe, Devon: The Interaction of Local, Regional 
and Long-Distance Dynamics
andrew agate, maria duggan, steve roskams and sam turner 343

‘Riveted Mounts’ Reconsidered: Horn Composite Combs in Early Medieval Britain, 
Ireland and France
ian riddler, nicola trzaska-nartowski and jean soulat 395

The Apotropaic Symbolled Threshold to Nevern Castle — Castell Nanhyfer
chris caple 422

Cuisine and Urban Identities in Medieval England: Objects, Foodstuffs and Urban Life 
in Thirteenth- and Fourteenth-Century Hampshire
ben jervis 453

Regional Power and the Profits of War: the East Range of Warwick Castle
andrew parkyn and tom mcneill 480
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Edited by Sharon M. Varey 
and Graeme J. White

with an Introduction by Dai Morgan Evans
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This book discusses the 19th-century historic landscape of Devon though the creation, manipulation and querying of a 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) database to examine physical evidence of change and development through field and 
settlement patterns. Making use of tithe surveys, the relationship between field and settlement morphologies and patterns of 
landholding is discussed for three case-study areas in Devon, developing the idea of landscape pays and the identification of 
regional differences in the study of the historic landscape.

Lucy RydeR is a landscape archaeologist specialising in interdisciplinary studies of social and physical landscapes of the last 500 years; in 
particular focusing on the relationship between landscapes and folkloric traditions to examine how societies functioned in the past. She is 
Honorary Research Associate in the Department of History and Archaeology at the University of Chester.
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Scotland – its cities, mountains, landscapes, wildlife, poetry, art and music – is 
the theme of this collection of poems. From Glasgow to Aberdeen, from Skye to 
Lower Largo, Derek Alsop traverses the country, exploring its history, mythology 
and culture with a keen outsider’s eye. What emerges is a land of incomparable 
richness, diversity and beauty. Whether the subject is the seals of Portnahaven or 
the birds of Jura, the whisky of Islay or the races at Ayr, Alsop finds his own view 
of Scotland. There are darker moments, too, as the violent history of Scotland 
reveals itself amongst the ruins, monuments and glens. Siân Hughes, winner 
of the Arvon International Poetry Competition and author of the prize-winning 
volume The Missing, has said: ‘Derek Alsop is a well-respected teacher of poetry, 
and now it turns out he is also a very winning poet in his own right’.

This newly researched biography presents an intimate picture of Stephen 
Gladstone, the previously ignored son of Prime Minister William 
Gladstone, whose life was tormented by the expectations and interference 
of his father, his mother Catherine and his sister Mary.  This wide-ranging 
book sets his fascinating character, caught between duty and self-doubt, 
fi rmly in its historical context, tracing his progress through the horrors of 
a nineteenth-century prep school, his thirty-two years as the reluctant and 
restless Rector of Hawarden, his mysteriously acquired fi nal incumbency 
and the desolating personal effects of the First World War.

‘Elegantly crafted and meticulously researched, this book casts an 
interesting light on the life and career of the least well-known of William 
Gladstone’s children, and will appeal both to the general and the specialist 
reader. It offers a glimpse behind the scenes of the Gladstone family and 
an insight into life lived in the shadow of the Grand Old Man of Victorian 
politics, who sought to manage his offspring – even as adults – with the 
same rigour with which he managed affairs of state.’
Anne Isba, author of Gladstone and Women

‘Ros Aitken’s well researched and lively study illuminates both the 
neglected relationship between William Gladstone and his ordained son 
and, more generally, the challenges, which faced parochial clergy in the 
later Victorian era.’
Dr Roland Quinault, Senior Research Fellow,  Institute of Historical Research
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The University’s Outreach Team continues to develop and 

strengthen relationships with schools and colleges. The 

Team hosted 85 campus visits with more than 1,700 visitors. 

Participants ranged from Years 5 and 6 primary school 

pupils, to mature and access students, and the visits gave 

students a tailored insight into University life. For primary 

level, this includes such issues as new surroundings, making 

new friends, and learning new subjects. For secondary, it 

often involves exam choices and the similarities between their 

decisions made at 16 and for higher education. Off-campus 

activity has also grown significantly, with 130 talks delivered at 

schools and colleges involving more than 4,750 students.

An example of outreach work with local primary school 

children was an aspirational workshop to encourage the 

youngsters to think about their future ambitions and consider 

the benefits of higher education. One hundred Year 6 students 

experienced their own mini mock graduation ceremony, 

had drama performances from the University’s graduate 

performance group 2engage while practical activities allowed 

the school pupils to design their dream university and identify 

their future goals.

The Schools and Colleges Liaison Service focuses 

predominantly on Post-16 level activity and 31 campus visits 

involved 1,100 students. The activities are tailored to their 

decision-making process and give an insight into particular 

subject areas. Staff also delivered 30 talks at schools and 

colleges, with an audience of around 1,700 attendees. 

Impartial advice is provided to sixth form and college students 

on choosing a particular institution or course and the 

application process and they also have the chance to sample 

undergraduate lectures on campus.

Professor Les Ebdon, Director of Fair Access to Higher 

Education at the Office for Fair Access visited the University to 

deliver a keynote address on ‘The Impact of Fees on Access 

Investing in 
outreach
The University is especially committed 

to creating opportunities and improving 

participation for under-represented 

groups in higher education, exemplified 

by its outreach work engaging with 

more than 9,000 students.
Pupils from The Oaks Community Primary School in Ellesmere Port
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and Widening Participation’ to the national conference of the 

Association of Managers in Higher Education. He requested 

the opportunity to meet with staff from Outreach, Student 

Support and Guidance, Academic and Quality Support 

Services, the Faculty of Applied Sciences and the Department 

of Finance. Professor Ebdon commended staff on the work at 

the University designed to raise aspirations, widen participation 

and support the national widening participation agenda.

The Informatics Centre continues to expand its STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) provision 

across the University and with external groups. School pupils 

have attended STEM sessions and a new development has 

been the addition of ‘SpeedDev’, which involves using an iPad 

application called ‘AppCooker’. This builds fully interactive 

user interface prototypes for iPhone and iPad apps and allows 

the Informatics Centre to create prototype commercial apps. 

Students work as a team to build a user-friendly application 

within human-computer interaction guidelines and layout 

techniques. The student teams communicate their design to 

a Developer who builds the app in real time on the projector 

screen. The Informatics Centre also delivered the first ‘Social 

Media for Teaching’ sessions to staff from the Faculty of 

Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning and has developed 

a central website for the University of Chester Academies 

  It was a real pleasure 
to hear at first-hand about 
all the excellent work that is 
being done at the University 
of Chester.

  
     

Professor Les Ebdon CBE, Director of Fair Access to 
Higher Education, Office for Fair Access

The Outreach Team
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Trust (UCAT), hosting all the information about this group of 

academies, together with many of the individual school websites.

UCAT is the academy sponsorship arm of the University which 

is the leading national University multi-sponsor of academies 

and one of the largest sponsors in the North West. Its first 

academy, University Church of England Academy, Ellesmere 

Port, celebrated the opening of its new building by creating 

the World’s Largest Human Poppy to raise funds for the 

British Legion. Further academies in Birkenhead, Northwich 

and Liverpool were joined by University Academy Warrington 

in 2013, which is now one of the most improved schools for 

GCSE results in the country. Other recent additions include 

an academy and a primary school in Kidsgrove, a primary 

school in Weaverham and the University Cathedral Free 

School in Chester, which specialises in music and singing. 

The aim of UCAT is to sponsor more than 25 free schools 

and academies in the future, all with a collaborative learning 

culture that provides the very best for every student. As 

part of the progression agreement with the University, all its 

academy students are guaranteed a conditional offer of a 

place, (or interview for a professional course) if academic 

and non-academic course entry requirements are met. This 

engagement with higher education at an early stage means 

that students can develop key skills to achieve future success. 

The Department of Sport and Exercise Sciences prides itself on 

the links with local schools and provides an annual Sport and 

Exercise Sciences Schools Conference for AS and A2 students 

studying Sport and Physical Education. The Conference is 

designed to support students with curriculum topics through 

practical application, offering an informative, valuable and unique 

applied learning experience, while giving students a real insight 

into studying Sport and Exercise Sciences at a higher level.

Pupils at the University Primary Academy KidsgroveWorld’s Largest Human Poppy

Sport and Exercise Sciences Conference

University Church of England Academy, Ellesmere Port
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The strategic development of partnerships both in the UK and 

overseas is a key part of the International Office’s strategy, 

in conjunction with academic faculties, senior management 

and Academic Quality Support Services. These visits also 

promote the University overseas and attract students to 

study in Chester. Visits to South East Asia, USA, United 

Arab Emirates and China resulted in a number of high quality 

colleges wishing to establish a strategic partnership with the 

University and the partners approved to date are Dimensions 

College and Raffles College in Singapore and Southville 

Foreign University in the Philippines. As a result, there are 

300 transnational students studying for University of Chester 

awards in overseas partner colleges. 

The strengthening of ties between the University and 

Southville Foreign University in the Philippines has led 

to Southville providing a range of University of Chester 

franchised degree programmes. Southville and its sister 

International School deliver a range of educational courses 

from secondary school level upwards and seek to deliver 

and support the provision of education to the more 

disadvantaged communities in and around the capital city 

of Manila. The mutually beneficial relationship enables 

Southville to deliver degree programmes for the first time, 

validated and monitored by Chester’s thorough quality 

assurance processes; in turn, students and staff at Chester 

gain a greater understanding of education provision in less-

privileged countries. As one of very few British universities 

working with higher education providers in the Philippines, 

Chester’s success arises from highly effective team-work 

with Southville and global sensitivity in adapting strategically 

and culturally to the country’s needs.

Professor Caroline Rowland, Associate Dean of the Faculty of 

Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning, acted as a Visiting 

Professor at The University of Maine Business School, teaching 

on several postgraduate modules and running a successful 

research event on teamwork and performance for faculty staff.

Professor Allan Owens, from the Faculty of Education and 

Children’s Services, was a key consultant to the Manager 2.0 

programme funded by Tekes, the National Finnish Innovation 

Funding body. Run collaboratively with the Lahti School of 

Innovation at Lapeenrantaa University of Technology, this 

brought together Finnish business managers and consultants 

to investigate the potential of arts-based initiatives in 

organisations through the use of process drama as a form of 

research-based theatre. Five of the Lahti research team visited 

to share the research approach through the event ‘Imagination 

into Action’ held at the University. 

The final of three European funded 10-day intensive 

programmes led by Professor Allan Owens, Bethan Hulse 

and Tony Pickford investigated Intercultural Awareness and 

Competence with 40 academics and students from partner 

universities in Flensburg, Malaga, Tartu, Jyväskylä, Linköping 

and PH Vienna, who engaged in a wide range of creative 

pedagogic approaches. ‘The Intercultural Dimension Drama 

Investing in  
international links
Having won a Gold Award for Education Links at the China Awards in 2012, the 

University continues to enhance its international profile through a wide range of activities 

worldwide and welcomes students from across the globe to study in Chester.

Southville Foreign University Graduation
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Conference’ formed part of the programme and the project’s 

research has been presented at the Education Conference at 

the University of Jyväskylä.

The Faculty of Education and Children’s Services ran 

a wide range of short courses for visiting international 

students and staff. These included English Youth Literature 

with Linköping University, Sweden; Applied Intercultural 

Drama for the Katayanagi Institute, Tokyo University of 

Technology, Japan; and on school experience with the 

University of Ballerat, Australia. A growing number of 

the Faculty’s students undertook study abroad, such 

as those from Initial Teacher Training who travelled 

to Belgium, Finland, Sweden and Australia.

The same Faculty aims to create a genuine culture of 

internationalisation through an intercultural approach. 

Examples of this activity include: a 10-strong team completing 

a World Bank funded project on Reviving Palestinian Schools. 

This involved intensive courses in West Bank and Gaza and 

study visits to Chester and partner schools, which resulted 

in the re-writing of key teacher education programmes at the 

Universities of Bethlehem, An-Najar, Hebron and Al-Rawda 

College and close engagement with Al-Quds University, Al-

Quds Open University and the Islamic University of Gaza. Work 

in Palestine continues through the British Academy Funding 

secured for the three-year project on creative pedagogies.

The University has been selected as one of the institutions 

to host candidates for the Brazilian Government’s Science 

Without Borders Program which provides 100,000 

scholarships to undergraduate and postgraduate research Students at Tokyo University of Technology Professor Allan Owens working with Dr Anne Passila in Finland

A Swedish student working in a University of Chester partner school
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students from Brazil to study at the world’s best universities. 

Marcelo Goto is the first student to come to Chester on 

this programme and is studying for the final year of his BSc 

in Computer Science. Two students have been awarded 

Westminster scholarships, which are merit-based academic 

scholarships provided by the University to outstanding 

international postgraduate students, and a further two have 

joined on Commonwealth scholarships.

The Faculty of Health and Social Care participated in a 

range of international activities. As part of the Erasmus 

scheme to focus on family nursing and the cultural diversity 

of nursing, Eve Collins, Deputy Head of Medical, Dental 

and Interprofessional Education, and Stella Whitley, Senior 

Lecturer, visited Finland to gain an international perspective on 

the issues. An administrative international exchange took place 

between Turku University of Applied Sciences in Finland with 

Sue Jones, Administrator at Clatterbridge, and Jo Southern, 

Office Services Co-ordinator, joining delegates from 26 

different countries to see how different universities operate. 

Matt Bowen, Faculty International Co-ordinator, also visited 

Tbilisi in Georgia to co-ordinate a cross University TEMPUS IV 

bid, which is designed to promote co-operation in education 

and training between the EU and its neighbouring countries.

The three-year Kisiizi Project in Uganda, a partnership between 

the Countess of Chester NHS Trust, the Faculty of Health 

and Social Care and the Church of Uganda Kisiizi Hospital, 

has reached the end of the formal teaching phase. The aim 

has been to support capacity building of quality healthcare 

services at Kisiizi Hospital and to promote empowerment and 

sustainability. The main priorities were to improve radiology 

  There are students from 
over 90 countries studying at 
Chester, I have made friends 
with people from all over the 
world and this has allowed 
me to practise my English 
24/7!

  
    

Marcelo Goto, Brazilian Science Without Borders student

Church of Uganda Kisiizi Hospital
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services; introduce safe and effective practices in medicines 

management; develop nursing and midwifery staff skills 

and knowledge in leadership, management and mentorship 

in order to implement evidence-based practice and multi-

professional education; and training packages to underpin the 

service improvements in radiology, medicines management 

and nursing care. Significant progress has been made in all 

these areas and ongoing support given by Faculty staff to key 

individuals in nursing and nurse education who have taken on 

leadership roles.

Following the success of the Kisiizi Project, new links are 

being developed with Busoga University in Uganda. This is 

another Church of Uganda-founded institution with 3,000 

students which offers degrees, diplomas and certificates 

in a range of disciplines in six faculties: Education and 

Vocational Studies; Institute of Health; Humanities and 

Business; Law; Agriculture, Fisheries and Technology; and 

Postgraduate Studies. Discussions took place to see how 

Chester colleagues in the Faculties of Health and Social 

Care and Education and Children’s Services could contribute 

to the development of Busoga University, through joint 

collaborative work such as staff development activities, 

contribution to programme development and enhancement 

activities and the progressive establishment of joint research 

collaborations. This work could help Ugandan staff and 

students to develop their skills and knowledge for the 

benefit of this developing country.

Tourism Lecturer Colin Potts scripted and presented a 

10-minute film about how the city of Lörrach in southern 

Germany is meeting the needs of visitors with disabilities. 

Colin Potts

Certificate presentation in Kisiizi, Uganda

Meeting staff from Busoga University
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The film was made while Colin was guest lecturing at the 

city’s DHBW University which has links to Chester through 

two European Union funded schemes: Erasmus which 

encourages staff and student exchanges and Net4Ps, a 

project to develop good practice in sustainable tourism.

Collaborations are being established between the Chester 

Business School and Danube University Krems, René 

Cassin Professional University, IDRAC International 

School of Management, Pforzheim University, Amiens 

Graduate Business School, Polish Open University, Baden-

Württemberg Cooperative State University and La Rochelle 

Business School. Some of these partners have gained 

accreditation to the Association to Advance Collegiate 

Schools of Business, and Chester Business School is now 

working towards this goal.

Professor Phil Harris, Executive Dean, Faculty of Business, 

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning and Westminster Chair 

of Marketing and Public Affairs, was a member of the key 

economic and business education panel which focused 

on The Emergence of Education Hubs: Global Experience 

and Indian Reality at the Federation of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry Higher Education Summit – Higher 

Education: Quest for Excellence Conference in New Delhi. 

Professor Harris also chaired the University’s first major 

conference in China, held in conjunction with some of 

Asia’s leading universities at the Beijing Normal University. 

It was sponsored by the University of Chester, the Chinese 

government, the University of Hong Kong and Seoul National 

University in Korea and the theme was Public Policy: 

Theory Practice of Governance. It was the first international 

conference on public policy in China and dealt with improving 

and strengthening public services for the benefit of the 

Chinese citizen. Beijing Normal University has the leading 

government management department in China and this 

gathering of world experts explored the ways in which China 

can further respond to improving its economy and services 

for the benefit of its people.

Dr Najwa Joharji of King Abdul Aziz University in Jeddah 

spent 12 months working with Dr Jason Roberts, Senior 

Lecturer in Mathematics, to gain a better understanding of 

mathematical models of mutualistic relationships between co-

operating species. The resulting work ‘Mathematical Models 

in Ecology and Evolution’ was presented at an international 

conference in York.

  It’s great for the University of Chester to be a sponsor of 
this major policy conference in Beijing, linking the aspirations 
of the UK and China together in a way to share best practice and 
ideas for the future of the young and old. It is hoped that we will 
build a very strong relationship with our fellow researchers and 
policy makers in China.      

Professor Phil Harris, Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning and Westminster  
Chair of Marketing and Public Affairs

Professor Phil Harris at the Beijing Forum
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Likith Balakrishna spent 18 months studying for an MBA and 

throughout this time he worked on the UniJob scheme, which 

places students in temporary roles across the University. Likith’s 

first degree was in Mechanical Engineering at Malnad College 

of Engineering and he worked in software development and 

testing at Microsoft India (through Convergys India Services Ltd), 

and Tesco HSC (Bangalore), before deciding to embark upon 

his postgraduate studies in the UK. He chose Chester because 

the University is “a highly trusted sponsor offering a truly British 

experience and is situated in a beautiful city.”

While at Chester, Likith found that he had “excellent, 

knowledgeable and friendly tutors, diverse classmates, 

interesting modules and friendly people – overall a fabulous and 

mesmerising experience”. Likith chose to relate his dissertation 

topic to his former employers and so he explored how Servant 

Leadership is implemented in the Tesco Hindustan Service 

Centre for effective project management.

Likith combined his studies with part-time work at the University 

through the UniJob scheme, which fitted in with his other 

commitments. In multiple roles across the University Likith 

improved his customer service skills, increased his analytical 

ability and gained experience in a range of settings. He also 

gained national recognition for his efforts through the awards 

scheme run by the National Association of Student Employment 

Services to recognise the outstanding contributions and 

achievements of students combining part-time work with study. 

Now back in India, Likith is working in a middle management 

level position for a major retail organisation and hopes to draw 

on his knowledge and skills in attaining his long-term goal of 

becoming an IT entrepreneur.

Employability Enhancement Manager Ewen McKinnon said:

“Likith really stood out as our Student Temp of the Year. This 

was due to his fantastic commitment and ability to go the extra 

mile in every one of his eight temporary roles at the University. 

No job was too big or small for him and he approached every 

single role with the same positive attitude and enthusiasm.”

CASE STUDY
Likith Balakrishna

An Indian student rounded off his studies 

at Chester by winning the Best Student 

Employee of the Year in the temp category 

at the national Student Employee of the 

Year Awards, triumphing over contenders 

from 130 UK universities.

“
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Excellent employability
prospects with 92% of our graduates 
in employment or further study within six 
months of leaving

Dr Amy Gray Jones

Rugby League World Cup and mascot
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The Right Honorable David Willetts MP saw the University’s 

success and development at first hand during a visit to the 

Riverside Innovation Centre (RIC) and the newly acquired 

Thornton site. The Minister for Universities and Science 

saw the RIC’s purpose-built, state of the art facilities that 

provide business support to new and growing companies 

and link academia and commerce. Representatives from 

the University, the Local Enterprise Partnership, European 

Regional Development Fund, University Council and the 

Business Advisory Council attended the official opening 

and Mr Willetts also met some of the RIC’s success stories, 

including Chester graduate Alex Franklin and Rebecca 

McGee. He then visited the former Shell Technology 

Centre at Thornton to see the University’s new Science and 

Technology Campus. This acquisition has been supported 

by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills; the 

Higher Education Funding Council for England; Ellesmere 

Port and Neston MP Andrew Miller; Chester MP Stephen 

Mosley; and the Cheshire and Warrington Local Enterprise 

Partnership, so that the University can continue Shell’s 

research and innovation legacy at the site. 

Investing 
in regional 
activities
The role that the University plays across 

the region is demonstrated by its multi- 

million pound economic contribution 

to the local economy, together with 

its widespread support of community, 

business and cultural initiatives. Stephen Mosley MP, John Tolchard from Shell UK, David Willetts MP, Andrew Miller MP, Canon Professor Tim Wheeler and The Rt Rev Dr Peter 
Forster, Lord Bishop of Chester (© Photographic Services, Shell International Limited)

The University of Chester 
contributes around 

£298
million
each year to the  
local economy
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Dr Loyd Grossman was the guest speaker at the High Sheriff’s 

Cheshire Prize for Literature 2012 awards ceremony, both 

presenting the prizes and reading the winning short story. 

Loyd, who was awarded an honorary doctorate by the 

University for his heritage work, presented the £2,000 prize 

to Sarah Frost Mellor for her Udumbara in Lytham St Anne’s. 

The runner up was Adam Green for his story The Gift, while 

both Simon Gotts with Taidi’s Big Party and Chester student 

Hannah Riordan’s The Adventures of Him and Her were highly 

commended. The Cheshire Prize for Literature is one of the 

North West’s leading writing competitions and is organised by 

the University and sponsored by MBNA Europe Card Services.

A grant from the Big Lottery Fund was granted to 2engage, 

the graduate performing arts group, for the ‘Risking It All’ 

initiative involving work with young people in sheltered 

accommodation to address risk-taking behaviour. The 

group worked with local charity Save the Family, which 

offers support to homeless families in Chester and North 

Wales, and provided 10 weeks of interactive workshops 

which allowed mothers to share their experiences of difficult 

situations. A DVD was produced and a new show written 

for use in schools about the consequences of young people 

taking reckless risks. 

  Thornton Science Park 
is an exciting development for 
the University of Chester and 
the North West of England. 
The research and innovation 
centre in Thornton will act as a 
real hub for students and local 
businesses to develop their ideas, 
commercialise them and take 
them into the market place. Not 
only has the site got the potential 
to generate new jobs, it will also 
contribute to the UK’s growing 
technology sector, building 
links between the University and 
industry. In turn, that will give a 
real boost to economic growth 
and keep the UK at the front of 
the global race for technology 
and innovation.

 
    

The Rt Hon David Willetts MP,  Minister for 
Universities and Science

Cheshire Prize for Literature prizewinners with the then High Sheriff of Cheshire William Lees-Jones, Dr Loyd Grossman, Dr Emma Rees and 
John Greaves, MBNA
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His Grace the Duke of Westminster KG, CB, CVO, OBE, 

TD, CD, DL, Chancellor of the University, visited the RIC 

to see at first hand the progress made by entrepreneurs 

based at the facility. These included Chester alumni such as 

Alex Franklin and the visit also provided an insight into the 

support offered to businesses across the region.

Leading Cheshire businesses celebrated after winning prizes 

at the prestigious High Sheriff’s Awards for Enterprise. 

The guest speaker was Ross Warburton MBE and other 

guests included business leaders, sponsors, judges and 

the finalists. Founded in 2006 by former High Sheriff of 

Cheshire and now Lord Lieutenant for Cheshire, David 

Briggs MBE, the Awards for Enterprise are judged on the 

categories of Innovation, Corporate Social Responsibility 

and Enterprise. The then High Sheriff of Cheshire William 

Lees-Jones introduced the awards before the results were 

presented by Fran Hulbert, Chair of the Business Advisory 

Council for the University.

• First place in the High Sheriff’s Award for Enterprise 2013 

supported by Barclays, with a free place on the Chester 

Business School’s MBA valued at £10,000, was B&S Group 

Ltd and highly commended were Blue Coffee Networks Ltd 

and Easy MCS Ltd.

• The winner of the £3,000 Bank of America Award for 

Corporate Social Responsibility was The Up and Under Group, 

while Blacon Community Trust was highly commended.

• The winner of the £3,000 Mornflake Oats Award for Innovation 

was Graham Shapiro Design and ICC Solutions was highly 

commended.

• The Cheshire Business Leaders Award for the Outstanding 

Cheshire and Warrington Business Leader went to Adrian 

Lomas from Blueleaf.

• The £500 Cheshire Business Leaders Award for the Cheshire 

and Warrington Young Entrepreneur went to Michael Williams, 

a student at the University (see p. 101).
Fran Hulbert, Chair of the University Business Advisory Council

Barclays, University and B&S Group Ltd staff at the High Sheriff’s Awards for Enterprise with the then High Sheriff of Cheshire William Lees-Jones
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Small UK businesses can bid for up to £3,000 in vouchers 

to develop innovative ideas with research experts from the 

University, with priority given to Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprises. This funding scheme, aimed at encouraging 

and supporting collaborative innovation with the business 

community, was launched with up to 15 Business Innovation 

Vouchers that offer clients a discount on services provided by 

the University. Vouchers are generally allocated for consultancy 

or technical services projects, but they can also be used for 

small contract research and development contracts. 

The Cheshire Professional Institutes Network established by 

the University, has the Chartered Management Institute, the 

Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) and the Chartered 

Institute of Personnel and Development as its founding 

professional bodies. The first event was organised by the CIM 

and Business in the Community as the North West region’s 

contribution to Responsible Business Week and addressed 

issues surrounding Leadership for Success in a Changing 

World – Taking the Sustainability Challenge. Speakers included 

Gudrun Cartwright from Business in the Community, Rich 

Hall of Pricewaterhouse Coopers and Professor Peter Stokes, 

Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Business, Enterprise and 

Lifelong Learning.

The Faculty of Health and Social Care Riverside Museum 

opened its doors to the public for Heritage Open Days in 

2012 and is now open regularly on one afternoon a month, in 

addition to group visits by arrangement. It contains a selection 

of curiosities from the world of medicine, nursing, midwifery 

and social work, including a hand-written letter by Florence 

Nightingale. The collection of everyday and unusual objects 

from these fields of study and practice has been developed 

by the Faculty of Health and Social Care Historical Society. 

This group of volunteers from across the University and the 

wider community aims to unite individuals with an interest 

in medicine, nursing, midwifery and social work through the 

Museum, and a series of free talks open to the public.

  It’s really encouraging to see so many innovative businesses 
performing so well in this region. Thanks to our sponsors 
these prestigious awards enable the hard work of business 
entrepreneurs to be recognised. It is encouraging for the economy 
of the region to have such talent and hard work driving business 
in Cheshire forward.

  
     

Professor Phil Harris, Executive Dean and Westminster Chair of Marketing and Public Affairs

Faculty of Health and Social Care Riverside Museum
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The carefully tailored programme of Open Days, Applicant 

Days, Campus Tours, PGCE Days and Postgraduate Open 

Events held throughout the year allows prospective students to 

gain a real insight into student life at the University. More than 

5,000 prospective students visited the University campuses 

in 2012-13, together with accompanying family members and 

friends, and so these major events bring a significant number 

of visitors to the Chester and Warrington areas. In addition, 

staff attended 89 higher education fairs across the UK to 

promote the institution and its locality and explain how it has 

been ranked as the top new university in the North West.

A survey developed by the Centre for Labour Market 

Development at the University and West Cheshire and North 

Wales Chamber of Commerce revealed a clear interest among 

businesses in the region to export, with 37% already adapting 

products or service ranges to target overseas customers. The 

survey, Exporting Goods and Services from West Cheshire and 

North Wales, showed that the most popular export location for 

West Cheshire and North Wales businesses is Europe, reflecting 

the nationwide picture reported by the British Chambers of 

Commerce, while identifying barriers such as domestic market 

conditions and the financial position of companies. 

Mike Brownsell, Head of Acute Adult and Child Care, and Joe 

McArdle, Deputy Commissioner for Health Education North 

West, have developed an NHS Student Quality Ambassador 

scheme. More than 70 student nurses, midwives and student 

allied health professionals from higher education institutions 

across the region aim to champion good practice and share 

innovation that enhances the quality of patient care. Ann 

Butler, Practice Education Facilitator from Aintree NHS Trust, 

is seconded to manage the project which aims to highlight the 

vital contribution of students in delivering care and compassion 

in healthcare. 

Student Ambassadors at an Open Day
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Working together with Cheshire Constabulary, Warrington 

Borough Council, Warrington Wolves Foundation and 

Cheshire West and Chester Council, the University 

commissioned the Informatics Centre to design, develop 

and deploy a critical information app. The Safeguarding 

Essentials app delivers essential knowledge, with 

future updating capability and a personalised area for 

creating notes, image notes and voice memos, and it 

was launched at the ‘Looking Beneath the Surface’ – A 

Multi-Professional Safeguarding Conference held at the 

Warrington Campus.

Funerary archaeologist Dr Amy Gray Jones, Lecturer 

in the Department of History and Archaeology, helped 

Crewe schoolchildren unearth the story behind Richard 

III at Ruskin Community High School. Amy, a specialist 

in the analysis of human remains, used two medieval 

skeletons and replicas to explain what can be learned 

about people from their bones. From the same 

Department, second-year Archaeology students took 

part in the training excavation run in partnership with 

the Heritage Environment Team from Cheshire West and 

Chester Council in Chester. The team uncovered the 

remains of a 16th-century stone building close to the 

Roman amphitheatre, which is possibly the Chapel of 

St Anne. Significant finds included an ivory comb, a jet 

bead, and a copper-alloy seal. The Department’s staff and 

students also worked on the third phase of the Project 

Eliseg excavation at the ninth-century Pillar of Eliseg near 

Llangollen, in partnership with Bangor University. The 

project is part-funded and facilitated by Cadw to conserve 

the mound, understand the monument and discover more 

about the emergence of early medieval kingdoms on the 

Welsh borders after the fall of Roman Britain.

Critical Information app launch at the Warrington Campus Archaeology students at Project Eliseg
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Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Warrington were 

invited to join the launch of a free project to support 

innovation and growth at the University’s Warrington 

Campus. The Knowledge Action Network (KAN) project 

brings together business owners and University expertise 

to explore new ideas and develop creative approaches to 

growth. It encourages business owners to take a critical 

and objective look at their companies with support from 

specialist speakers, University academics, individual 

business coaches and business peers. The project is 

part-funded by the European Regional Development Fund 

and has already successfully supported a cohort of 15 

businesses in Chester through a programme of activities, 

such as the workshop on Chester’s future £40 million 

theatre complex and its impact for local businesses. 

Two collaborations between the Faculty of Education and 

Children’s Services with Cheshire West and Chester Council 

(CWaC) have resulted in DVDs for use in schools. Children’s 

Voices was produced by Tony Pickford, Senior Lecturer, 

with CWaC colleagues and gives teachers and trainees the 

chance to hear about the experiences of children in partner 

schools who find themselves placed in classrooms with no 

prior knowledge of the environment and culture and how 

they adapted. Professor Allan Owens worked with Barbara 

Pickford, Gypsy Roma Traveller Education Support Adviser 

at CWaC on ‘Working with Diversity’ through research-based 

drama workshops for 350 young people, 125 teachers and 

staff in six targeted primary schools, governor training and 

sessions for CWaC councillors, elected members and officers. 

Initially supported by Race Hate Crime and the University’s 

Research and Knowledge Transfer funding, this is now self-

sufficient and is being developed beyond CWaC through a 

DVD for education and training use.

A team of eight History students from the University was 

asked to research and produce a guide for St Peter’s 

Church in Woolton, Liverpool where John Lennon and 

Paul McCartney met. This piece of work, led by Dr Donna 

Jackson, Senior Lecturer in Modern History, formed part 

of the second year students’ Experiential Learning module 

which allows them to gain hands-on experience on a real 

project. Dr Jackson said: “This is a really exciting project 

for the students to be involved in. The Beatles are such a 

rich part of our cultural heritage and St Peter’s is one of the 

‘must see’ places for Beatles fans coming to Liverpool.”

Delegates and speakers at the Warrington Knowledge Action Network 
launch event

  KAN has identified the 
need to plan and focus, has 
stimulated my creative side 
and has given me a vision for 
the future.

  
    

Lorraine Calland, delegate at a Chester KAN group event

History students with Dr Donna Jackson
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The annual Strategic Health Authority NHS North West 

Annual Review was successful, with the Faculty of Health 

and Social Care earning autonomy from the professional 

body, the Nursing and Midwifery Council, for the third time.

The new Supply Chain Forum is a collaboration between the 

University’s Warrington School of Management, Warrington 

Collegiate, Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply 

(North West branch), Chartered Institute of Logistics and 

Transport (North Wales and Cheshire branch) and the 

Birchwood Forum. It aims to share best practice on supply 

chain operations and its launch event at the Warrington 

Campus discussed streamlining supply chains. 

Local food and drink businesses were invited to explore 

Allergens in Food and Feed in workshops at the 

University. The interactive course offered an introduction 

to food allergens and the rapid tests that can be used 

in a workplace to evaluate the effectiveness of cleaning 

and control procedures. The events explored current 

legislation, cleaning methods for the food and drink 

sector, and a ‘hands-on’ session to examine the cost-

effective technologies currently available in the food and 

beverage industry. 

The University is a lead partner within the Cheshire Racing 

Hub Project between Cheshire West and Chester’s Rural 

Regeneration Team, the University of Liverpool, Reaseheath 

College, Chester Racecourse Company and local stables. 

Supported by the British Horseracing Authority, this 

partnership is focusing on connecting education with industry 

and promoting the racing industry as a career option to 

contribute to the growing economy within Cheshire West and 

neighbouring boroughs. 

An evening of dance, drama, song, film and art to celebrate 

the history of the Warrington Wolves was held by the 

University, the Wolves Foundation, and Culture Warrington. 

This event, which also celebrated the arrival of the Rugby 

League World Cup to Warrington, involved performances 

from community groups, such as Fusion 12+, GRACE and 

Warrington Wolves Foundation’s Young Trustees, before a 

larger scale performance by University students. There was 

also the opportunity to view the Wire2Wolves Heritage DVDs 

and artwork.

The Harlequin Project, based in the Department of Computer 

Science and Information Systems, helps locally based 

Supply Chain Forum

  Supply chains are at the 
heart of the economic success 
of the Cheshire and Warrington 
region. This forum will provide a 
platform for businesses to share 
knowledge and discuss best 
practice.

  
    

Professor Lawrence Bellamy,  Associate Dean of the 
Warrington School of Management

The Cheshire Racing Hub Project
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independent artists, performing arts groups, churches and 

community organisations to promote their work through digital 

media, and gives students and graduates the opportunity 

to work on real-life projects. THP staff worked with Chester 

Mystery Plays 2013 to design and produce several original 

pre-recorded film and animation sequences for performances 

which were shown on screens within the set in Chester 

Cathedral. Students also recorded the making of the Mystery 

Plays in video, audio and still photography. Other work was 

undertaken by second-year students for external clients as 

part of their Experiential Learning module, with websites 

developed for a range of local people.

A collection of photographs by internationally acclaimed 

photographer Tom Wood was exhibited at the Contemporary 

Art Space Chester at the Kingsway Campus. Curated by Dr 

Cian Quayle, Course Leader for the Photography degree, 

the photographs captured Rainhill Hospital and Birkenhead’s 

Cammell Laird shipyard.

Chester-based Minerva Arts has moved its youth theatre to 

the University’s dedicated performing arts space. Minerva 

Youth Theatre (MYT), which grew out of the former Chester 

Gateway and Off The Ground youth theatres, is run by Steph 

Brocken, and gives young people the opportunity to perform, 

improve their confidence and learn about theatre and 

performance while having fun and making friends. Steph, who 

studied for her two degrees and is now a PhD student at the 

University, has held workshops for children and young people 

in the surrounding area to try Chester’s fastest growing youth 

theatre group.

Dr Jeremy Phillips, Senior Lecturer in the Department of 

Psychology, was formally approved as a police ‘partner’ with 

Cheshire Constabulary for the Offender Management Unit at 

Blacon Police Station. He is currently researching the factors 

which may impact on re-offending among persistent and 

prolific offenders. 

  Thanks to the 
University, we have a 
fantastic performance 
space to rehearse in, which 
will make a huge difference 
to the group!

  
    

Steph Brocken, Minerva Youth Theatre

Chester Mystery Plays 2013



subject, Chester stood out for Laura because of its friendly and 

welcoming campus, fantastic facilities for her degree, and wide 

variety of extra-curricular opportunities.

Laura immersed herself in the university experience throughout 

her course, volunteering as a Student Ambassador and helping 

the Careers and Employability Department, as well as supporting 

community organisations such as HealthBox and Coeliac UK. 

She also held roles as Vice-Chair and Chair of Chester Students’ 

Union’s Literature Society, and took an active role in the Christian 

Union. Laura undertook two three-month work placements at 

The Walt Disney World Resort in Florida, which she detailed in 

University’s student publication Student News, and also wrote a 

range of engaging articles for the termly student newspaper on 

her student experience and the world of dietetics and nutrition. 

Laura has thrived on combining studies with volunteering and 

says it has taught her a lot about getting the right balance. 

Her dedication and determination, especially in her final year, 

was rewarded with a First Class degree and her dissertation 

research – which explored portion sizes in breakfast cereals in 

the fasted and fed state – was so impressive she was selected 

to present her abstract at the 2012 British Dietetic Association’s 

Annual Conference Research Symposium. She is currently 

gaining valuable experience on an internship with a bariatric 

vitamin supplement company, an opportunity that was advertised 

through the university.

“The degree has been very tough at times but the friendly staff 

have tried to help me out however they can. I will have fond 

memories of the good times, the variety of experiences I have 

been privileged to be involved with and the support that I have 

received during my time here, from both staff and the friends I 

have made. Choosing Chester was definitely the right decision.”

CASE STUDY
Laura Hill

Nutrition and Dietetics student Laura Hill 

has fully embraced university life during 

her time at Chester, making the most of 

every opportunity to gain an invaluable 

academic and social experience.

Michael Williams is now in his third year of a Business 

Management and Entrepreneurship degree course and has 

immersed himself thoroughly in both the student and business 

community. Michael came from the University Church of 

England Academy in Ellesmere Port and wanted to continue 

his studies locally, opting for Chester because of its friendly 

and welcoming staff. Michael had already set up an internet 

marketing company after his GCSEs and decided that he 

wanted to pursue this interest through higher education.

Michael’s enthusiasm has resulted in a further three companies 

which are all based at the University’s Riverside Innovation 

Centre. This access to a range of support services has 

enabled Michael to establish a workwear company, a printed 

t-shirt company and an ethical clothing firm. Michael has found 

his course to be “a brilliant experience” as he is able to apply 

theory to the management of his businesses and this interplay 

of skills has allowed him to gain consistently high marks. 

Close involvement in Chester Endeavour (formerly the Chester 

Enterprise Society), and particularly its ‘Destination Rio’ 

initiative has broadened his experience and the society gained 

recognition through shortlisting for the Enterprise Event of 

the Year at the National Association of College and University 

Entrepreneurs Annual Society Awards. On a personal level, 

Michael’s tenacity has been rewarded by winning the 2013 

Cheshire Business Leaders Award for the Young Entrepreneur 

which has enabled him to receive valuable mentoring from 

local business people. 

Not content with his business interests, Michael has also 

made his mark in the voluntary sector with the Chester Heart 

Support Group. His grandmother died from heart disease 

and so he has been involved with promoting the charity 

and writing funding bids. His other roles include showing 

prospective students around the University and voluntary 

work at Eaton Hall. Through public speaking and mentoring, 

Michael is keen to raise young people’s aspirations and he 

strongly encourages them to seize whatever opportunities 

arise. Coming from someone who has achieved success 

in many fields, it is a message that should be heeded. He 

concludes that: “Coming to Chester was the best decision 

I’ve ever made.”

A young serial entrepreneur is relishing 

every opportunity to broaden his 

knowledge and skills alongside the 

management of his fledgling businesses.

CASE STUDY
Michael Williams
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Close relationships with the University’s four Associate Colleges; 

Isle of Man College of Further and Higher Education, Reaseheath 

College, Warrington Collegiate and West Cheshire College 

were enhanced through a series of operational meetings, and 

a successful Associate College Day in the Isle of Man. The 

Information Event for Staff from Partner Organisations, organised 

by Academic Quality Support Services (AQSS), attracted 

more than 90 members of University and Academic Partner 

Organisation staff.

AQSS continued to provide support for the University’s strategic 

developments, expanding its activities most notably in the area 

of collaborative arrangements with a further four UK-based 

organisations and three overseas organisations welcomed into 

partnership to deliver University awarded provision. There was 

also an increase in the number of programmes approved for 

delivery by existing academic partners.

West Cheshire College student Elizabeth Gerrard with Mark Foster

Investing in educational 
collaborations
The University’s sphere of influence continues to grow externally with the 

strengthening of existing partnerships and the establishment of new links with a  

range of educational institutions.

  My advice to anyone 
looking to go back into 
education is, I would say, to 
go for it. If you really want 
something, you can achieve 
it. It’s fun and definitely 
worthwhile.

  
    

Elizabeth Gerrard, West Cheshire College student
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Extensive revisions to the Quality Assurance Agency for 

Higher Education’s UK Quality Code for Higher Education 

and consultation on a new method of Higher Education 

Review have resulted in many changes in national 

expectations. This has meant the increased effort by AQSS 

to ensure that the University continues to manage the 

quality and standards of its provision delivered with other 

organisations to the highest standard.

Outstanding students from West Cheshire College have 

demonstrated the benefits of the University’s Associate College 

scheme. Shelley Evans returned to education after having 

children, studied at West Cheshire College on the Pre-access 

to Higher Education course, then the Access to Higher 

Education course on the Education Professions pathway, 

before studying Geography and Natural Hazard Management 

at the University. Shelley said that “the College course really 

helped me to do well in my degree as it provided me with an 

excellent foundation of knowledge. I found the transition from 

college to university really easy and I settled in very quickly.” 

As well as fulfilling her lifetime ambition of going to university, 

Shelley has had the opportunity to travel as part of her course 

which will be useful experience for her long-term career 

goal of working in flood hazard management. Rob Herbert 

studied for a Foundation Degree in Fitness and Health and 

saw the qualification as a chance to gain a job in an area he is 

passionate about. Rob said: “I really enjoyed the course as it 

was varied and provided me with lots of hands-on experience 

working in the industry.” Rob progressed to the University for 

a one-year top-up course to gain a full BA (Hons) in Sports 

Development and now combines his study with work as a 

fitness instructor at the University’s gym and runs boot camps 

at the Warrington Campus. His ultimate career goal is to work 

with clients who have cardiac rehabilitation problems. 

The Student of the Year accolade at West Cheshire College’s 

Higher Education and Professional Awards went to Elizabeth 

Gerrard who completed a Foundation Degree in Early Years 

Practice. She was presented with the prestigious award from British 

swimmer and former Strictly Come Dancing star, Mark Foster. 

Elizabeth faced many challenges and had to suspend her studies 

at one stage due to illness, but with the help of her tutors, she 

overcame these hurdles. Her tutors nominated her for the award as 

an inspiration to others for her determination and hard work.

Young people from the areas between Liverpool and 

Manchester could soon benefit from a new centre of 

educational excellence as proposals to create a University 

Technical College (UTC) in Warrington town centre have been 

launched. The proposed UTC is sponsored by the University, 

alongside industry partners including United Utilities and 

Sellafield Ltd, and supported by Warrington Borough Council. 

UTCs are a new educational concept for 14- to 19-year-

olds which offer high quality, technically orientated courses 

in an environment where young people are encouraged to 

follow their interests and to develop them into skills and 

qualifications. The Warrington UTC would specialise in 

engineering and nuclear technology and be open to students 

from Warrington and across the region who would have clear 

progression routes into higher education, apprenticeships 

or full-time employment. By working closely with local 

employers, the UTC would offer opportunities to connect with 

local businesses on valuable work experience projects as part 

of their studies.

Rob Herbert, West Cheshire College student

  We are pleased to lend 
our support to the proposals 
to create a University 
Technical College. We are 
delighted to see the emphasis 
being placed on engineering 
skills, skills much needed for 
organisations like ours.

  
    

Elaine Billington, Head of HR Operations at  
United Utilities
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The Rt Hon Andy Burnham MP, Shadow Secretary of Health, 

was invited by the University’s Debating Society to a question 

and answer session. He addressed more than 50 staff, 

students and local voters on plans to integrate the health and 

social care budgets and then answered questions from the 

audience on a wide range of topics.

Visiting speakers to the Chester Centre for Research in Arts 

and Media (CCRAM) included Dr David Fligg, Principal Lecturer 

in Classical Music at Leeds College of Music, who spoke 

on the composers and musicians imprisoned in the Terezin 

concentration camp, and Martin Conboy from the Department 

for Journalism Studies at the University of Sheffield.

As part of the Essar Chester Literature Festival, the following 

speakers visited the University:

• Simon Armitage CBE, the playwright, writer for films, 

judge on national awards panels and Professor of Poetry 

at the University of Sheffield, talked on ‘Reflections on 

Translations: The Death of King Arthur and Sir Gawain and 

the Green Knight’.

• Pat Barker CBE, FRSL, Booker Prize winning author of the 

acclaimed Regeneration trilogy, spoke about her latest novel 

Toby’s Room.

• Susannah Clapp, co-founder of the London Review of Books, 

editor and radio and theatre critic, introduced her book A Card 

from Angela Carter, on the renowned 20th-century author 

who was a friend and correspondent over many years.

• Professor David Crystal OBE, FBA, FLSW, the writer, 

editor, lecturer and broadcaster, spoke on ‘Spell It Out: The 

Singular Story of English Spelling’.

Investing 
in external 
visitors
The University attracts a range of 

eminent guests, who share their 

expertise with staff, students and the 

wider community, thus contributing to 

the vibrant culture of the institution.
Andy Burnham MP, Shadow Secretary of Health, with Politics students and Dr Mark Bendall at the University of Chester Debating Society
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• Tony Harrison, the leading film and theatre poet who adapted 

the English Medieval Mystery Plays cycle for the National 

Theatre, together with authors Stephanie Dale and Peter 

Leslie Wild, who were commissioned to produce the 2013 

script for the Chester Mystery Plays, talked on ‘“To Our Shape 

Now I Make Thee”: Mystery Plays Reimagined for Today’.

• Tony Harrison in Conversation with Sir Jeremy Isaacs 

marked the controversial screening of v. on Channel 4 and 

discussed what impact it had on the poet and the former 

Chief Executive of Channel 4.

• Authors Craig Melvin, Carol Birch and Matt Haig hosted the 

Big Read Big Book Club aimed at book lovers and which 

featured a quiz, flash fiction and discussions.

• Sir Andrew Motion FRSL, Poet Laureate between 1999 and 

2009 and an honorary graduate of the University, spoke on 

Silver, his critically acclaimed sequel to Treasure Island.

• Tom Watson MP, co-author of Dial M for Murdoch with 

Martin Hickman, fielded questions about the phone-

hacking scandal and his campaign against unlawful media 

practices. 

The renowned creator of The Dukan Diet delivered a public 

lecture at the University to an enthusiastic audience. Dr Pierre 

Dukan has more than 40 years of experience specialising 

in food behaviour and his 19 books have sold more than 10 

million copies. His talk gave an insight into ‘The Man Behind 

the Plan’ and how he developed the diet over a period of  

20 years.

World-renowned sociologist Lord Anthony Giddens, Professor 

of Sociology at the London School of Economics, delivered his 

lecture ‘The Politics of Climate Change’ as part of the Chester 

Professor Sarah Andrew, Executive Dean of Applied Sciences, Dr Pierre Dukan, Professor Paul Edwards and Professor Kevin Sykes Lord Anthony Giddens
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Centre for Research into Sport and Society’s guest lecture 

series. Lord Giddens has contributed to policy debates in Asia, 

Latin America, Australia, the US and Europe and his book, The 

Politics of Climate Change, was endorsed by Bill Clinton.

The Department of Psychology welcomed Dr Kelly Wilson from 

the University of Mississippi, a co-developer of Acceptance and 

Commitment Therapy, to give an introductory workshop on the 

therapy. Professor Michael Steger, an internationally renowned 

expert from Colorado State University also gave a seminar on 

‘Meaning in Life and Work’.

Award-winning stand-up comedian and writer Helen Keen 

was the guest of honour at the International Women’s Day 

event at the Riverside Innovation Centre to celebrate women’s 

achievements. Helen, who has written extensively and 

performed for television and radio, mixes stand-up comedy 

with science and storytelling.

The Founder and Chairman of MORI (Market and Opinion 

Research International) delivered the Annual Westminster 

Lecture. Sir Robert Worcester KBE, DL, who is a Senior 

Adviser of Ipsos MORI Public Affairs Research, spoke on 

‘Public Policy and Research: The American Presidential 

Elections’ giving an insight into the events and personalities 

that swayed the US electorate during the US Presidential 

campaign. During his visit, Sir Robert also opened the 

new International Centre for Corporate and Public Affairs 

Research which engages in cutting edge global research 

into the practice of corporate public affairs in organisations 

worldwide, disseminating the results through conferences 

and publications and running seminars, workshops and 

consultancy on key issues affecting corporate public affairs 

practice.

The annual Haygarth Public Health Lecture, held in 

association with the NHS in Cheshire, and the Communities 

in Cheshire partnership, saw Cormac Russell speaking 

about how ‘Community Assets Determine our Health and 

Wellbeing Far More than Access to Healthcare’. Cormac 

is Managing Director of Nurture Development, Director of 

ABCD Europe and a faculty member of the Asset Based 

Community Development (ABCD) Institute at Northwestern 

University, Chicago.

Helen Keen Sir Robert Worcester KBE, DL and Lady Worcester opening the International Centre for Corporate and Public Affairs Research
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Investing in 
acknowledging
excellence
The splendour of Chester Cathedral provides a 

fitting backdrop to the conferment of honorary 

degrees to individuals who have made 

significant contributions to their particular field 

and this award encourages them to build a 

closer association with the University.
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Michael Arditti
Doctor of Letters, honoris causa

Born in Cheshire and educated at Jesus College, Cambridge, 

Michael Arditti began his literary career writing plays, several 

for the stage and BBC Radio 4. He has been a theatre and 

opera critic and book reviewer for many national newspapers. 

His novels include The Celibate; Pagan and her Parents (which 

won the first Waterstones Mardi Gras award); Unity; A Sea 

Change; Jubilate ; and The Breath of Night. He was awarded 

a Harold Hyam Wingate Scholarship in 2000, a Royal Literary 

Fund Fellowship in 2001, an Oppenheim-John Downes 

Memorial Award in 2003, Arts Council Awards in 2004 and 

2007 and was the Leverhulme Artist in Residence at the Freud 

Museum in 2008. 

Viscount Ashbrook JP, DL 
Doctor of Business Administration, honoris causa

Michael Flower was brought up at Arley Hall in Cheshire and 

educated at Eton College and Worcester College, Oxford. 

After National Service, he was admitted as a solicitor and 

progressed to become a Partner in Farrer and Co. He took 

over Arley Estate and on the death of his father in 1995, took 

the title of 11th Viscount Ashbrook and 12th Baron Castle 

Durrow. His community positions include Chairman and 

President of the Cheshire Branch of the Country Landowners’ 

Association, member of the Mercian Regional Committee of 

the National Trust, President of Cheshire Community Council, 

Chair of the North West branch of the Historic Houses 

Association, and a member of the Tatton Park Management 

Committee. He has been a Justice of the Peace in Vale Royal, 

and was Vice Lord-Lieutenant of Cheshire. Lord Ashbrook is 

a committed patron of the David Lewis Centre for Epilepsy, a 

supporter of Leonard Cheshire Disability, particularly The Hill 

at Sandbach, and the Cheshire Branch of the Motor Neurone 

Disease Association.

Professor Christopher Baker 
Doctor of Science, honoris causa

Christopher Baker studied at Colchester Royal Grammar 

School, and won a scholarship to Jesus College, Oxford. He 

gained his BA in Mathematics and a DPhil, before moving to 

the University of California at Berkeley as a Fulbright scholar. 

He became a Lecturer in Mathematics at the University of 

Manchester, and progressed to be a Senior Lecturer, Reader, 

Professor of Mathematics and Head of Department, a member 

of Senate and the University Court and a Founding Director 

of the Centre for Computational Mathematics, which fostered 

cooperation between Manchester, UMIST and Chester. He 

also took research leave at the Computer Science Department 

at the University of Toronto and the Computing Laboratory 

at the University of Oxford and collaborated with European 

mathematicians. Following partial retirement, Christopher was 

appointed part-time Research Professor at Manchester and 

Honorary Visiting Professor at the University of Chester. Other 

positions include a fellowship of the Institute of Mathematics 

and its Applications and the London Mathematical Society, 

Viscount Ashbrook JP, DL Professor Christopher Baker 

Michael Arditti
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chairing the committee of Adjudicators for the Fox Prize in 

Numerical Analysis, serving on a range of editorial boards for 

journals, while he has published extensively and been a part of 

a Leverhulme International Network based at Chester. 

James Berresford 
Doctor of Business Administration, honoris causa

Educated at the City of London University, James Berresford’s 

early career started in arts administration and theatre 

marketing before moving to countryside recreation. He went 

on to Nottinghamshire County Council as Tourism Officer and 

subsequently became Assistant Director of Leisure responsible 

for the management of various tourist attractions, including 

Sherwood Forest. He was appointed to the Heart of England 

Tourist Board as Regional Director in the East Midlands before 

joining the Northwest Development Agency as Regional 

Business Manager for Tourism. He was then appointed 

a Director of the Agency with oversight for Tourism and 

Culture. In 2009 James took up the post of Chief Executive 

of VisitEngland, the recently established official tourism body 

for England. He is also a Director of the Liverpool Institute 

for Performing Arts and the National Skills Academy for 

Hospitality.

Neville Chamberlain CBE
Doctor of Science, honoris causa

Neville Chamberlain studied for a BSc in Physics at King’s 

College, Durham followed by an MSc by research into X-ray 

crystallography. He was appointed Chief Executive Officer of 

British Nuclear Fuels and awarded the Melchett Medal from 

the Institute of Energy in 1989. Neville was awarded a CBE 

in 1990 and has held numerous chairmanships relating to 

nuclear energy, including the European Nuclear Council; the 

International Nuclear Energy Academy; URENCO Ltd; and the 

Organising Committee for the Annual Global Nuclear Energy 

Summit. He has held a number of community roles such as 

a member of the Council for Industry and Higher Education; 

Deputy Chair of the North West Regional Assembly; and 

member of the National Advisory Committee for Education 

and Training Targets. He is a Companion of the Institute of 

Management, a Fellow of the Institute of Physics, a Fellow 

of the Institute of Energy, a Fellow of the Royal Society of 

Arts and a Freeman of the City of London (The Worshipful 

Company of Fuellers).

Professor Sir John Enderby CBE, FRS 
Doctor of Science, honoris causa

Sir John Enderby was born in Lincolnshire and after 

completing National Service, trained as a teacher before 

pursuing a part-time degree in Physics at Birkbeck, University 

of London. A scholarship enabled Sir John to study full time 

and take a first in Physics and a PhD. His academic career has 

taken him to Huddersfield Technical College, the University of 

Sheffield and the University of Leicester, where he became 

Neville Chamberlain CBE

Professor Sir John Enderby CBE, FRS 

James Berresford 
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full Professor and then Head of the Physics Department. He 

accepted a Chair in Physics at Bristol University in 1976. Sir 

John was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1985 and 

became its Physical Secretary and Vice President in 1999. 

He is a past President of the Institute of Physics and a founder 

member of the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research 

Council. Sir John was made CBE in 1997, knighted for 

services to Science and Technology in 2004 and is now one 

of 40 Honorary Fellows of the Institute of Physics.         

Judge Derek Halbert 
Doctor of Laws, honoris causa

Derek Halbert was born in Portsmouth, moving to Little Sutton 

in Cheshire in 1957. He studied at Cambridge and was placed 

fourth in the 1971 Bar Finals. Derek entered Chambers at 39 

White Friars in Chester in 1971 and progressed to become 

Assistant Recorder; Head of Chambers; Recorder; Circuit 

Judge; Designated Civil Judge North Wales; and Designated 

Civil Judge Cheshire. Two of his most significant cases were 

Sarwar v Allam 2001 and Bennion v North East Wales NHS 

Trust 2009 which had national significance. He now works with 

the University’s Law undergraduates.

Shirley Hughes OBE 
Master of Arts, honoris causa 

Shirley Hughes was brought up on the Wirral, attending West 

Kirby Grammar School for Girls. She studied costume design 

at Liverpool Art School, followed by the Ruskin School of 

Drawing and Fine Art in Oxford. Over an impressively prolific 

four decades, she has had more than 70 books published 

and illustrated hundreds more. She was awarded the Kate 

Greenaway Medal in 1977 for Dogger and in 2003 for Ella’s 

Big Chance ; the former was voted the public’s favourite 

recipient of that accolade in 2007. She was also presented 

with the Eleanor Farjeon Award for Services to Children’s 

Literature in 1984 and was awarded an OBE for Services to 

Children’s Literature in 1998. She has delivered lectures to 

organisations such as teacher training and further education 

colleges, spoken to professionals at conferences and to 

children in their familiar school and library environments.

Judge Derek Halbert

Shirley Hughes OBE and Canon Professor Tim Wheeler  
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Sir Donald Insall CBE, FRIBA 
Doctor of Architecture, honoris causa 

Donald Insall was born in Bristol and began his studies in 

1942. He enlisted in 1944 but stayed a foot soldier so that 

he could continue to study architecture in the evenings.         

Demobbed in 1948, he completed his architectural 

qualifications and moved to London to study civic design at 

the Royal Academy and then the School of Planning. A key 

influence was working with traditional craftsmen through 

a Lethaby Scholarship of the Society for the Protection of 

Ancient Buildings. He then studied at Winchester College 

before working with the London architects, Phillimore and 

Jenkin, and set up practice with co-Lethaby scholar Peter 

Locke in 1958. He was appointed in 1960 as Chester City’s 

Conservation Consultant, serving until 1978 and Sir Donald 

and the team visited more than 400 buildings assessing 

the importance and quality of each. He received the city of 

Chester’s honorary freedom in 1999, while his architectural 

practice has gathered well over 150 awards. He was awarded 

an OBE, a CBE, a number of medals, including Europa Nostra’s 

Medal of Honour, and received his knighthood in 2010.

Jeffery Lockett MBE, DL 
Doctor of Music, honoris causa

Jeffery Lockett was born into a musical family in Cheshire but 

he read agriculture at St John’s College, Cambridge before 

National Service. Jeffery then became a tenant farmer and 

owner occupier of a dairy farm at Swettenham Heath. He was 

High Sheriff of Cheshire from 1989 to 1990, and, in 2003, was 

awarded Deputy Lieutenant of the County of Cheshire. Jeffery 

created Clonter Opera Theatre, which hosts performances on 

his farm in an agricultural setting. As part of the Theatre, the 

Clonter Farm Music Trust is committed to providing the highest 

quality training and performance opportunities for young 

singers and Clonter’s Opera Prize, worth £2,000, is the only 

inter-conservatoire opera prize awarded in the United Kingdom. 

Jeffery became a Fellow of the Royal Northern College of 

Music in 1990; Master of the Musicians’ Company from 1990 

to 1991; was made MBE for Services to Music in 2003; and 

received an MEN Theatre Award in 2006.

Jeffery Lockett MBE, DL 

Sir Donald Insall CBE, FRIBA 
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Michael Oliver OBE, DL
Doctor of Engineering, honoris causa

Michael Oliver grew up in Cheshire and left school at the age 

of 15 to start an apprenticeship with David Brown Machine 

Tools. After three years he gained an Ordinary National 

Certificate in Mechanical and Production Engineering before 

going on to study a Higher National Diploma at Liverpool 

Technical College in Mechanical and Production Engineering. 

At the age of 23, he designed the world’s first gear shaving 

machine for the production of automotive gears with full 

hydraulic drive. He went on to work in America where he 

designed the revolutionary gear rolling machine to produce 

automatic transmission gears for the Ford Motor Company. 

He established his own business Oliver Engineering in 1980, 

which now operates as Oliver Valves Limited, and employs 

around 350 people across 80 countries, together with a 

further two sister companies.

Dr Duncan Shaw MBE 
Doctor of Science, honoris causa

Duncan Shaw was born in 1931 and gained a scholarship 

to the University of Manchester where he gained a first in 

Chemistry and a Department of Science and Industrial Research 

Studentship, completing his PhD in Organic Chemistry in 1956. 

Dr Shaw served in the RAF as a Pilot Officer, progressing to be 

a Flying Officer at the RAF Flying Training School. After National 

Service he began researching organic chemistry at the University 

of Manchester, continuing in the reserve forces and becoming 

the only naval reserve pilot in the country to qualify as an 

Instrument Flying Examiner. His organic chemistry work focused 

on carbohydrate chemistry and the importance of synthesis and 

in 1956 he became a Commonwealth Fund Fellow, working 

overseas on light impact. He was an ICI Research Chemist 

before joining the Department of Organic Chemistry at the 

University of Liverpool and progressed to become Pro-Dean of 

the Faculty of Science. Other achievements include initiating, 

directing and chairing the Irish Sea Forum and chairing the 

UK’s Joint Nature Conservation Committee. In 1996 he was 

appointed MBE for services to nature conservation, before going 

on to become a member of the JNCC Marine and Fisheries 

Group and Chairman of the UK Biodiversity Action Plan Marine 

Targets Group. Dr Shaw has served as a school governor in 

Liverpool, and was a member of the Board of Governors of the 

then Chester College, chairing several committees. Duncan also 

served for 23 years as a member of the Universities’ Central 

Council on Admissions Technical Committee and was Chairman 

from 1988 until 1992.

Michael Trevor-Barnston MBE, JP, DL 
Master of Business Administration, honoris causa 

Michael Trevor-Barnston is from a Cheshire military family with 

an estate near Chester. Following Wellington College and the 

Sorbonne, he was commissioned into the Cheshire Regiment 

and served in Northern Ireland and Germany. He then studied 

agriculture at the Royal Agricultural College before working 

overseas for Massey Ferguson Export. On return to Chester 

in 1983, he worked for a Scandinavian company, set up a 

commercial vegetables operation, became a trustee of the 

family agricultural estate and established an oak furniture 

manufacturing operation. His achievements include chairing 

the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children 

South Cheshire Centenary Appeal and the Queen’s Golden 

Jubilee Visit 2002, acting as President of Cheshire Community 

Action, the Cheshire Agricultural Society and Cheshire Show. 

He has been a Chester Magistrate since 1987, was High 

Sheriff of the County from 1998 to 1999 and has been a 

Deputy Lieutenant since 2000. He set up Cheshire Crimebeat, 

a charity aimed at young people, allowing them to tackle a 

multitude of problem areas within the community, which has 

involved more than 55,000 young people. He was awarded 

the MBE in 2010 for services to the community of Cheshire.         

Michael Oliver OBE, DL Dr Duncan Shaw MBE Michael Trevor-Barnston MBE, JP, DL (© Ede & Ravenscroft)
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Alex Franklin was the first student to take up an acceleration 

space at the Riverside Innovation Centre (RIC) after setting 

up Albatross Clothing Ltd. Alex, who studied Graphic Design, 

participated in one of the RIC’s Business Boot Camps and 

won a £1,000 business support package after he impressed 

a panel of professionals with his enthusiasm and plans for 

the ethical fashion company. Albatross Clothing encourages 

the submission of artwork by emerging designers, selects 

certain designs for printing on to high quality and sustainable 

garments, which are then sold, and the designers receive a 

percentage of the profit. 

A difficult year was no barrier for Alexandra Tilley, a Psychology 

with Criminology student, when her father suffered a serious 

stroke. Alex and her husband moved back home to support her 

mother, both while her father was in hospital and then to help with 

care when he came out. Alex was about to resume her studies 

when her grandmother suffered a heart attack and her father was 

diagnosed with prostate cancer. Despite all these events, Alex 

completed her degree to graduate with First Class Honours, is 

now studying for a Master’s degree in Psychological Trauma at 

Chester and hopes to be a hostage negotiator in the future.

Claire James used her considerable experience in 

commissioning health services for the research element of 

her MA in Public Service Management. Claire chose to study 

through the Work Based Integrative Studies (WBIS) Programme 

and was able to use her knowledge from her previous role in the 

Investing in graduates
The graduation ceremony in 

historic Chester Cathedral marks 

the culmination of the student 

experience, but the Vice-Chancellor 

always reminds graduates that they 

will always be a part of Chester and 

Chester will always be a part of them.

  I’m really proud 
of the skills that I 
have developed at the 
University. I didn’t just 
learn how to make pretty 
things on my Graphic 
Design course, I learned 
so much more. So much 
has been covered, from 
learning how to write up 
business plans, to effective 
research techniques and 
developing high quality 
presentation abilities. I 
have been continuously 
pushed out of my comfort 
zone which has really 
taught me to push myself 
and my ideas out of the 
conventional box.

  
    

Alex Franklin

Alex Franklin with Canon Professor Tim Wheeler and Fran Hulbert
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North of England Specialised Commissioning Group to explore 

the impact of devolution of specialised healthcare provision on 

a local health economy, with particular reference to specialised 

cardiac services. Claire thrived on the course and won the 

Barclays Postgraduate WBIS Student Achievement Award for 

being an outstanding student in terms of contribution to practice, 

personal and academic achievement. 

Not long after gaining a First in Christian Youth Work, Kat 

Witham was appointed as Assistant Director of Education (Youth 

and Young Adults) in the Diocese of Blackburn. Kat said: “This 

is a role I hoped I might get after 10 to 15 years of working! 

It involves supporting and encouraging youth work in parish 

churches and Church of England schools across Lancashire. I 

love the variety of the role and the opportunities that I have to be 

involved in discussing and establishing new projects, as well as 

developing ones that have existed for some time.” Kat has also 

been invited back to the Department in a professional capacity, 

advising on the new Youth Work degree. 

Another TRS graduate, Matthew Gough, gained the highest 

mark ever awarded for the Ritual Studies module of his 

degree in Theology. This essay explored the explored the 

activity of glossolalia, more commonly known as speaking in 

tongues, and he is now working towards a Master’s degree in 

Religious Studies. 

Faye Baldock seized every opportunity for travel while studying on 

her Tourism Management degree and still achieved a First Class 

degree. Faye spent the first summer working for Walt Disney 

World in Florida, her second year studying at Thompson Rivers 

University in Canada, and this was followed by travel and work 

there before a stint in Crete. She then secured an internship at The 

Travel Association on Travelife, an initiative dedicated to making 

holiday experiences more sustainable by delivering environmental 

and social improvements throughout the tourism supply chain.

  I chose to study at the 
University because of the 
strong Tourism Management 
programme. At the open 
days, all the tutors were 
extremely helpful and 
they continued to be great 
mentors during my three 
years there.

  
    

Faye Baldock
Matthew GoughClaire James
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Graduation has become a Skinner family tradition as Mike 

Skinner was the third member to experience the occasion 

at Chester. Mike, who is married to Maria, the University’s 

Student Skills Development Manager, studied for an MSc 

in Management at the Business School, after 30 years in a 

commercial environment, and now works as a Knowledge 

Transfer Officer at the Riverside Innovation Centre. Maria 

studied for her combined English with History degree at 

Chester, while Mike’s step-daughter Lara White also gained a 

degree in Drama and Theatre Studies at the University.

A Military History Master’s student, who graduated with 

distinction, also secured a prestigious grant to help fund 

further study into the life of the UK’s first Prime Minister. Phillip 

Sargeant gained a First Class honours degree in History, 

before enrolling on the MA Military History course. Phillip 

successfully applied to the Arts and Humanities Research 

Council to help with funding towards a PhD focusing on early-

modern history, especially the administration of Sir Robert 

Walpole, and is now studying at the University of Liverpool.

Mature student Shelly Cayton won praise from her lecturers 

for her commitment to her studies for a degree in Social 

Work while raising two daughters as a single parent. Shelly 

left school at 16 with 10 GCSEs and worked in childcare 

before taking her Access to Higher Education Diploma in 

Social Work and then embarking on full-time study at the 

Warrington Campus. The teaching hours fitted in around her 

other commitments and she thoroughly enjoyed the three 

placements, gaining valuable experience with a range of 

different service users. Not content with receiving a First 

Class degree, she also found time to get married and act as 

a volunteer mediator for Halton Nightstop, which provides 

support for single and homeless young people.

Four Popular Music graduates are making their name as 

Sparrowhawks, a North Wales/Chester-based quartet made up 

of Sophie Ballamy, Jay Ronan, Ben Griffiths and Ash Turner, 

three of whom went on to be the first graduates from the MA 

The Skinner family Sparrowhawks
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in Popular Music. They performed four songs live on BBC 

Radio Wales and have played at venues such as the Llangollen 

Women’s Festival of Music, Chester’s Brook Street Festival, 

Mold’s Bailey Hill Festival and Liverpool’s Playhouse Theatre.

Two ordained ministers were awarded the first professional 

doctorate qualification in Practical Theology. Reverend 

Steve Dixon, a Children’s Ministry Adviser for the Church 

of England Diocese of Manchester, conducted research on 

how adults learn from children in the church, while Margaret 

Goodall, a Methodist Minister, examined care of those living 

with dementia in Methodist Homes, a not for profit provider 

of care for older people. Both graduates believe that this 

pioneering degree has been an invaluable educational and 

personal experience.

Laura Wade has followed up on her Olympic Games Maker 

experience by securing an internship with England Handball as 

an Assistant Sport Scientist. The Sport and Exercise Sciences 

student, who was also Captain of the University Swimming 

Team, acted as a lifeguard during London 2012 and has 

subsequently helped England Handball with weekly strength and 

conditioning sessions, educational sessions and workshops, 

fitness testing and writing reports for players and coaches. Laura 

is now continuing her studies with a Sports Science Master’s in 

Biomechanics to continue to gain knowledge in her chosen field. 

Linda Lee Davies gained her PhD by publication in the field 

of leadership and explored how leadership contribution 

can be sustained and disseminated. Linda is a successful 

business consultant and an academic at the University of 

Northampton. She said: “I cannot thank Caroline Rowland 

enough for the wonderful support she has given me on 

this fantastic journey. I am grateful for her help and to the 

University for offering the opportunity to engage in this 

programme. For those of us involved as practitioners, it is so 

helpful to have this type of higher degree programme which 

can enable me to combine my work as a practitioner with 

my academic reading and conceptual frameworks.”

Professor Elaine Graham with The Rev Dr Steve Dixon and The Rev Dr Margaret Goodall Laura Wade



Elliot Dillon, who was raised in New Zealand, took a year out 

before deciding to go into higher education and this helped 

him to focus on career prospects. He chose the University 

because of its reputation and strong links with professional 

sporting teams, which he believed would help him achieve 

his career goals.

A keen sportsman since childhood, Elliot has used his time 

at the University to gain valuable coaching experience with 

the Warrington Wolves Academy teams which train at the 

University. He is a committed member and coach at Phoenix 

Fire Amateur Boxing Club in Warrington and contributes many 

hours to helping other boxers to reach their potential. Elliott 

also worked on a project with the National Citizen Service, 

mentoring 16- to 25-year-olds from a mixture of backgrounds 

and learning abilities.

His final year culminated in a raft of honours – he won a 

gold medal in the British University and Colleges Boxing 

Championships; received the Hilary Tucker Prize for 

the student who has made the greatest contribution to 

the Warrington Campus at the University’s Valedictory 

Ceremony, and was named Chester Students’ Union’s 

Sports Person of the Year at its annual awards ceremony. 

Now studying for his Master’s Degree in Sports Science at 

the University, which focuses on strength and conditioning, 

Elliot is continuing to compete alongside his studies and 

hopes to achieve a national title.

He said: “My short-term goals are to continue to compete at 

boxing at the highest level I can while achieving my Master’s. 

My medium-term goals are to achieve a national title for 

boxing and either work as a coach, or with the governing body 

helping to develop the sport. Ultimately, I would like to make 

it as an elite coach in the sport. My student experience has 

been great at the University, especially at Warrington as it was 

very much a close-knit Campus. I enjoyed my time there and 

formed some life-long friendships not only with fellow students 

but also with people from the local community.”

This graduate from the Isle of Man  

took advantage of the many opportunities 

for students to participate in activities  

on the Warrington Campus and in the 

wider community.

CASE STUDY
Elliot Dillon

Elliott Dillon (right)
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A celebration evening was held to mark 50 years since the 

first three women at the then Chester College completed 

their teacher training studies. Hosted by the Alumni and 

Development team and chaired by University Secretary 

and Director of Legal Affairs, Adrian Lee, the celebration 

evening took place at the University’s Riverside Innovation 

Centre and welcomed alumni from across the timespan. The 

evening featured inspirational talks from former Chester MP, 

Dr Christine Russell, and student and former Team GB cyclist 

Hannah Mayho, while Sharon Cattermole, a 1986 alumna, also 

shared some moving memories from her student diary.

Investing in 
alumni
Long after graduation, alumni continue 
to use the skills and knowledge gained 
at Chester to succeed in their chosen 
careers and make a positive impact on 
the world around them.

  It was wonderful to see alumni from the past five decades, 
each with a special connection to the institution. Many former 
students and staff tell us how much Chester means to them and 
how the support and encouragement they received while they 
were here was equally as influential as the skills and knowledge 
they gained in helping them to begin their careers.

  
    

Fiona Roberts, Alumni and Development Manager

Adrian Lee, Hannah Mayho, Christine Russell, Fiona Roberts and Sharon Cattermole
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Sir Dave Brailsford CBE was knighted for services to cycling and 

the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in the 2013 

New Year Honours and, in his role as Manager of Team Sky, 

followed up Bradley Wiggins’ victory in 2012 with a second team 

win in the Tour de France for Chris Froome.

Christopher Connelly and Marc Flynn, two MSc Performance 

Analysis students, were the first recipients of the Cestrian Alumni 

Award, funded by the Alumni Association. This support allowed 

them to provide vital performance analysis (PA) support to 

members of the GB Handball team in their European qualifying 

matches, following an internship with England Handball. Chris 

and Marc’s PA support generated statistics for the GB team and 

individual players to highlight general performance tendencies 

as well as strengths and weaknesses of the GB team and the 

opposition. Chris said: “This experience helped us both develop as 

performance analysts, giving us invaluable applied experience of 

working with an international elite level Olympic team … due to the 

work with England and GB Handball, I was recommended for a job 

with the Paralympic sport UK Goalball and, following overseas trips, 

I was offered work as lead performance analyst with the sport.”

Alan Golightly and Alison Rainbird met as two young teachers-

in-training at the then Chester College in the late 1960s. They 

married and spent their entire teaching careers working in schools 

in Wirral. When they took early retirement in 2006, they decided to 

fulfil their dream of working abroad and their first two volunteering 

experiences were with Grace House, a community project 

supporting poor rural villages in Cambodia. Alison taught younger 

children while Alan was volunteer co-ordinator and they met the 

founder of the Voluntary Development Children’s Association while 

there. Togh Main founded two free schools in Siem Reap and 

Anlung Pi providing education for nearly 300 children. The couple 

agreed to return to Anlung Pi to train his ‘teachers’ and this visit 

had a profound impact because of the extreme poverty and poor 

living conditions they saw at the rubbish dump. As a result, they 

Marc Flynn (left) and Christopher Connelly (right) with Stan France, 
Registrar of the Alumni Association Alan and Alison Golightly with Togh MainSir Dave Brailsford CBE
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set up ‘Building for Cambodia’ which raises funds for improving 

facilities for families in the area, such as buying land, building 

houses, repairs, wells and education. A perimeter fence has 

now been erected, communal toilets and showers have been 

built, two wells have been drilled and four houses have been 

constructed, together with the development of a fish farm, the 

purchase of pigs, chickens and ducklings and the cultivation of 

land with vegetables. 

A Natural Hazard Management with Geography graduate is 

now in Western Australia in her dream job as a Conservation 

Officer. Emma Rowbotham works for the government in the 

Department of Environment and Conservation in Wellington 

District using her GIS (Geographical Information Systems) 

knowledge gained on the course. She is part of the 

Conservation Team in this biodiversity hotspot, which has one 

of the richest and most threatened reservoirs of plant and 

animal life on earth, and is responsible for programmes to 

conserve threatened and declining species of flora, fauna and 

ecological communities. 

A unique project has enabled three physically disabled music 

lovers to create a dance tune using the power of brainwaves. Mark 

Rowland, who studied BA Commercial Music Production at the 

Warrington Campus, lives with Cerebral Palsy and severe physical 

disabilities due to a lack of oxygen to the brain at birth. Despite 

this, he has worked on numerous initiatives with the Drake Music 

Project which aims to make creating music accessible to disabled 

people. Mark was recommended to the co-ordinators of the 

Smirnoff Mindtunes project with Dr Julien Castet, a leading brain-

wave technology expert and British electronic music producer, 

and DJ Fresh to work on the project to create a music track with 

new technology. Along with two other physically disabled music 

fans, Andy and Jo, the project enabled Mark to use the latest 

Brain-Computer Interfaces technology to make music by sending 

commands to a computer via brain activity. The whole process was 

filmed and DJ Fresh produced the track which was launched at 

a Brussels night club. The resulting video received more than 1.4 

million hits on YouTube, making it the most successful that Smirnoff 

have ever produced and funds raised from its sale are being 

donated to the Queen Elizabeth’s Foundation for Disabled People.

Mark Rowland (centre) with DJ Fresh (right)Emma Rowbotham Mark Rowland
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Chester graduate Allyander Vure has launched a range 

of natural skincare products for babies, together with her 

husband, Shai Vure, Digital Marketing Officer in Marketing 

Recruitment and Admissions. Bloom, Bump and Baby was 

aided by a start-up grant from Cheshire West and Chester 

Council and business advice from Blue Orchid at the Riverside 

Innovation Centre. Within six months of the launch its website 

earned a Mumpreneur UK Bronze Website Award, together 

with positive product feedback.

Newly Qualified Teacher Jason Bilinkewycz won the 

Outstanding New Teacher of the Year Award in the North 

division of the Pearson Teaching Awards in 2012. The 

Headteacher of Jason’s school, Sacred Heart RC Primary 

School in Bolton, nominated Jason because of his impact on 

his class and their families, and the wider school development, 

through improvement and innovation. Jason has impressed 

through his inspirational teaching approaches and the 

innovative outdoor space he has created at the school, which 

features an award-winning garden, a living willow Viking 

longboat, allotments and a pond, complete with fish and 

‘pond-cam’. As a result of his outstanding contribution to the 

school, Jason was invited to join the leadership team in 2013.

Big Heritage, a company founded by an Archaeology graduate 

to make the subject more accessible, is going from strength 

to strength. Founded by Dean Paton as an undergraduate, he 

has now secured funding from The Wellcome Trust to work 

with experts from the University of Liverpool, the Museum of 

London and the British Museum to make academic research 

into Roman medical practices accessible to schools. Filming 

and research has taken place in Italy and the UK and the 

team of staff has grown to four. The company has also been 

recognised as a ‘business innovator’ by the Merseyside 

Innovation Awards, becoming the first winner of the award 

for 2013. This latest project follows a series of successes 

for the company, which last year opened ‘The History Hut’ 

drop-in centre in Bromborough Village, where Dean is based, 

and counts the European Union, Merseytravel, the NHS and 

National Museums Liverpool amongst its biggest clients.

Shai and Allyander Vure with their children Dean Paton and Gary Duckers at the Coliseum

  It’s an incredible 
privilege for any 
organisation to gain 
funding from the Wellcome 
Trust, and it’s testament 
to our company’s focus 
on combining academic 
research with original and 
multisensory methods of 
public engagement – we 
are not shouting down 
from ivory towers, but nor 
are we feeding the public 
pseudo-history with no 
emphasis on research.

  
    

Dean Paton, Founder of Big Heritage
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Senior Management

Vice-Chancellor and Principal
Canon Professor Timothy Wheeler DL
BA, PhD (Wales), FE Teachers’ Cert, CPsychol, CSci, AFPBsS, FSS, FRSA, MIPR, MIOSH, MIIRSM

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, University Secretary and Bursar 
(until 31-12-12)
Mr David Stevens
BA (CNAA) (Liverpool John Moores), ACIS

Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Resources)
Dr Malcolm Rhodes
BA (CNAA), MA (Keele), EdD (Dunelm)

Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Provost (Warrington)
Professor Peter Harrop
BEd, PhD (Leeds), FHEA

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Student Experience/Corporate 
Performance)
Dr Chris Haslam
BSc (Newcastle), PhD (Southampton), DMS (Open)

Pro-Vice-Chancellor, University Secretary and Director of Legal 
Services
Mr Adrian Lee
MA (Oxon), LLM (Staffordshire)

Chief Financial Officer/Bursar and Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Finance) 
(from 1-2-13)
Mr Bill Stothart
BA (Oxon), MBA (Henley), FCA

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Academic)
Professor Michael Thomas
BNurs (Manchester), MA (Liverpool John Moores), PhD (Nottingham), RMN, RNT, Cert Ed, 
ENB655 (Professional Qualification in Psychotherapy), FRSA, FHEA, MBPsS

Senior staff

Executive Deans of Faculties

Applied Sciences
Professor Sarah Andrew
BSc (London), PhD (Nottingham)

Arts and Media
Mr Brendan O’Sullivan
GMus (Huddersfield), PGCE (Manchester Metropolitan), MA 
(Liverpool), FHEA

Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Professor Phil Harris
BA (York), Cert Ed, PhD (Manchester Metropolitan), FAM, FCIM, 
FIPR, FRSA

Education and Children’s Services
Mrs Anna Sutton
Cert Ed, BEd, MEd (Wales), FRSA

Health and Social Care
Professor Annette McIntosh-Scott 
BSc, PhD (Edinburgh Napier), Dip CNE (Queen Margaret, 
Edinburgh), Cert Ed (Jordanhill College, Glasgow), RN, SCM, 
RCNT, RNT, FHEA

Humanities
Professor Robert Warner
BA, MA (York), MA (Oxon), PhD (King’s College, London), FRSA

Social Science
Dr David Balsamo 
BA (Middlesex), MSc (London), MSc (Oxon), DSocSci (Bristol), 
CQSW

Deans of Support 
Departments

Academic Quality and Enhancement
Dr Karen Willis
BA (Dunelm), PGCE, MA (Open), EdD (Bristol)

Chapel
The Reverend Canon Dr Peter Jenner
MA, PhD (Cantab), Dip Theo (Nottingham), DPS (St John’s College, 
Nottingham)

International Office and Executive Director of 
Commercial Development 
Professor Alexis McLean 
BA (Queen’s College Glasgow), MSc (Strathclyde), PhD (Paisley)

Executive Dean, Research, Postgraduate 
and Knowledge Transfer
Professor Neville Ford
MA (Oxon), MSc (Manchester), PhD (Liverpool), FIMA, FHEA

Student Support and Guidance
The Reverend Dr Lesley Cooke
Cert Ed, BEd (Cantab), MA, PhD (Leeds), DipTheo (Cardiff), 
AFBPsS, FHEA 

Directors of Services

(Executive) Innovation and Development 
Mr Charles Woodcock

Careers and Employability
Mr Paul Gaunt

Catering and Conference Services
Mr Ian White

Corporate Communications
Ms Jayne Dodgson

Corporate Planning and Special Projects
Mr Paul Kirkbright

Facilities
Mr Jared Allen

Finance (seconded to University of Chester 
Academies Trust) 
Mr Edward Austin

Finance (Deputy Bursar) 
Mr Richard Waddington

Human Resource Management Services
Mrs Julie Dagnall

Learning and Information Services and Chief 
Information Officer
Mr Brian Fitzpatrick

Marketing, Recruitment and Admissions
Ms Lynette Bailey

Registry Services
Mr Jonathan Moores
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Financial Results 2012-2013

President: The Right Reverend Dr Peter Forster, 
the Lord Bishop of Chester 

Deputy President: Canon Jeff Turnbull

• Mrs Christine Allen BEM
• Miss Katie Badman – Chester Students’ Union 
• Mr Francis Ball (from 23-4-2013)
• The Reverend Dr Lesley Cooke – Staff
• Mr Colin Daniels
• His Honour Judge Elgan Edwards DL
• Mr John Evans
• Professor John Fisher 
• Ms Karen Fisher – Staff
• Professor Neville Ford – Staff 
• Professor Michael Hoey
• Ms Jill Jones 
• Professor Roger Kay – Staff (to 31-8-2012)
• Dr Keith McLay – Staff (from 1-9-2012)
• The Very Reverend Professor Gordon McPhate
• Mrs Cathy Maddaford
• Mr David Munt (from 1-8-2012)
• Mrs Marion Needham
• Mr David Pickering DL (to 22-4-2013)
• Mr Graham Ramsbottom (to 31-12-2012)
• Mrs Sandra Rudd
• Dr Liane Smith 
• Mrs Margaret Steward
• Mrs Sandra Verity (from 1-1-2013)
• Councillor Adrian Walmsley 
• Canon Professor Tim Wheeler DL, Vice-Chancellor

Secretary: Mr David Stevens (until 31-12-2012), 
Mr Adrian Lee (from 1-1-2013)

Income 2012-2013* 

 Funding council grants 23,167,169

 Tuition fees and support grants 52,481,484

 Research grants 470,486

 Other operating income 11,607,983

 Interest receivable 81,733

Total income 87,808,855

* For 12 months ending 31-7-2013

Expenditure 2012-2013*

 Staff costs 50,454,523

 Other operating expenses 27,293,538

 Depreciation 3,384,675

 Interest payable 1,877,761

Total expenditure 83,010,497

Retained surplus on continuing 4,798,358

operations for the year

Members of the University Council 
2012-2013

32.9%

60.8%

4% 2.3%

59.8%

26.4%0.5%

0.1%
13.2%
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During my time at Chester, one of the greatest global challenges — poverty — has become my passion. The fact that one billion 
people were unable to read a book or sign their names at the start of the 21st century demonstrates how important education 
is in reducing poverty. It is the key to wealth creation through improved equity, health, sustainability, productivity, empowerment, 
cooperation and security. As I embark on teacher training, the road ahead promises to be demanding, exciting and unpredictable. 
Probably no different to the paths chosen by other Chester students here today, but let us inspire others along the way. In the 
words of St Francis: ‘if we start by doing what is necessary, then doing what is possible, suddenly we’ll be doing the impossible’.

Isabel Arbonés  
International Development Studies with Spanish student 
Valedictory Service, June 2013

  Facebook.com/uochester  

  Twitter.com/uochester 

 YouTube.com/uochester

Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ 
Tel: 01244 511000  Fax: 01244 511300  
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